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Many indigenous cultures use observations of the natural world to forecast the weather.  This 
traditional system is important for reliable agricultural decision making. In Lacanja Chansayab, 
Chiapas, Mexico, the traditional system of rainfall forecasting is potentially threatened by the 
impacts of climate change. This research involved quantitative data collection on 20 indicators of 
rainfall in the farm fields and rainforests around an indigenous community and qualitative 
interviews with knowledgeable Lacandón Maya farmers. This study revealed several indicators 
are driven by environmental factors such as humidity and temperature, and that people often rely 
on information generated from multiple indicators to make weather-related decisions. Therefore, 
if climate change affects local temperature and humidity regimes, it is expected that this system 
of rainfall forecasting will remain useful. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK): In many local areas, an extensive body of 
information and understanding regarding natural systems has been passed down for generations, 
which some researchers have defined as traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) (Berkes, 1993; 
Ford & Martinez, 2000; Menzies, 2006). Other researchers have referred to this knowledge as 
indigenous environmental knowledge (Verlinden & Dayot, 2005) or local environmental 
knowledge (Reyes-Garcia et al., 2010), and it is related to the broader field of indigenous 
knowledge (Menzies & Butler, 2006; Martin et al., 2010). TEK is difficult to concretely define; 
instead, many researchers have presented it as a worldview that contrasts in many ways with 
scientific ecological knowledge (SEK) (Berkes, 1993; Nadasy, 1999; Kimmerer, 2002). While 
SEK is viewed as quantitative, rational, reductionist, value-free, and mechanistic, TEK is 
considered more qualitative, intuitive, holistic, value-laden, and spiritual (Berkes, 1993). TEK is 
generally developed by farmers, hunters, fishers, and people who actively work on the land, 
while SEK is collected by professional scientists (Kimmerer, 2002). SEK is like a wide-angle 
snapshot — it is important for understanding the environment over a short time-frame but a large 
spatial scale. On the other hand, TEK is more of a long exposure photograph — it encapsulates 
wisdom from a long time period on a limited spatial scale. According to many researchers, in 
addition to intrinsic cultural value, TEK is also valuable for its influence and insights for SEK. 
This can include novel (to science) perspectives and ideas, which can lead to improvements in 
resource or protected area management, development planning, and environmental assessment 
(Berkes, 1993; Berkes et al., 2000; Kimmerer, 2002).  
According to many knowledge-holders, TEK is more than a table of qualities or carefully 
worded definitions. Unlike most SEK, TEK is passed down orally through generations and is 
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therefore able to fluidly adapt to changing environmental conditions — rather than being trapped 
in “tradition”, i.e. it is flexible and can evolve (Pierotti & Wildcat, 2000). For this reason, Berkes 
et al. (2000) likened the practice of TEK to adaptive management, which is a SEK technique for 
improving a process, such as wildlife management, by incorporating feedback from past 
outcomes into future management.   
Likewise, the word “ecological” can be controversial: for many indigenous cultures, 
humans are members of a broader community connected to the natural world. Unlike in SEK, 
people are not seen as separate from nature. Because TEK is often generated from thousands of 
hours of close observations of the environment, knowledge-holders frequently understand 
complex connections and relationships in the natural world, which can be invisible to a scientist 
spending a couple of field seasons studying an ecosystem (Pierotti & Wildcat, 2000). TEK 
practitioners often do not view TEK as information, but as a lifestyle. To many people, TEK 
does not exist outside of the system in which it is used and lived. A researcher cannot “learn” 
TEK, for this knowledge is dependent on relationships between people and the plants, animals, 
rocks, soil, water, and other parts of a complex ecosystem. Therefore, effective research into 
TEK must actively include indigenous people or other knowledge-holders, seek serious input 
from knowledge-holders, and build lasting interpersonal relationships (McGregor, 2008).  
In many areas, TEK has been a critical component of historical land use patterns. In parts 
of the Ecuadorian Amazon, indigenous clearing of land for small-scale swidden, or slash-and-
burn agriculture increased biodiversity on the landscape scale through enhancing heterogeneity 
of the landscape. On the southern limits of the rainforest, on the other hand, the Kayapo 
indigenous people plant “rainforest islands,” called apete, which are planted to maintain their 
access to edible, medicinal, and other useful plants (Gadgil et al., 1993). In North America, much 
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of the pre-colonialist landscape was maintained by active fire management. Fires were ignited to 
facilitate travel, concentrate game, and promote growth of desirable plant communities. This 
management promoted tallgrass prairies, oak savannahs, and open woodland habitats, many of 
which have been drastically reduced in spatial extent due to colonial policies of fire suppression. 
In many cultures, burning the landscape was viewed spiritually, as a form of reciprocity that 
revitalized the soil (Kimmerer & Lake, 2001).  
Across the world, TEK is being lost due to cultural changes, market shifts, and 
environmental degradation (Cox, 2000; Godoy et al., 2005; Pilgrim et al., 2008; McCarter & 
Gavin, 2011). Much of this loss is due to past or current efforts to suppress indigenous identity 
by Western governments and religious institutions. Western society, media, and economic 
necessities are also responsible for much of the reduction in knowledge transmission. Many 
indigenous languages, traditions, songs, dances, and stories have been lost (Wilson, 2004). 
Among the Itza’ Maya in Guatemala, loss of TEK transmission to the next generation may be 
due to jobs and other expanding economic links to capitalist society, both of which reduce time 
individuals are able to spend in their communities (Cristancho & Vining, 2009). Likewise, 
among the indigenous Huastec of Mexico, loss of TEK about local plants may be connected to 
modernization and the loss of language (Benz et al., 2000). Academics can potentially serve to 
help indigenous communities preserve and revitalize TEK, but it is necessary that any academic 
work associated with TEK be conducted with full transparency, permission, and sensitivity. 
Otherwise, academic research can be exploitative and disrespectful of the intentions of 
indigenous knowledge-holders (Wilson, 2004). 
Integration of TEK and SEK and Climate Change: Integration of TEK and SEK has 
potential for finding solutions to some current ecological crises. TEK generally does not 
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incorporate high levels of fossil fuels or other energy intensive inputs –– these systems usually 
rely on renewable and local resources (Diemont et al., 2006). Integration of TEK and SEK has 
applications for ecological engineering, and similar fields, which are developing “new” systems 
that are more renewable and sustainable than the traditional Western model (Martin et al., 2010). 
TEK assists communities in understanding local climactic conditions and being able to withstand 
drastic environmental shifts (Lebel, 2013). As climate change rapidly alters environmental 
conditions in many regions, this knowledge can be integrated with scientific information and 
tools to help communities adapt to a changing environment (Santha et al., 2010). Additionally, 
the rich and temporally long-term nature of TEK can complement scientific information and 
inform Western decision-makers grappling with developing solutions to climate change (Ford, 
2000; Alexander et al., 2011). 
As TEK is flexible, it can remain informative even as the climate changes. Among the 
Inuit, an indigenous tribe of the Arctic, passing accumulated knowledge to the next generation 
will be crucial in their ability to continue hunting and safely maintain their lifestyle in the 
modern world (Pierce et al., 2015). Likewise, the TEK of the local people of Mamberano, Papua, 
Indonesia is very relevant to their ability to develop strategies on the local level to adapt to 
climactic shifts, such as increased incidence and severity of droughts and floods (Boissiére, 
2013). When combined with scientific focus, indigenous knowledge has the potential to assist 
communities adapting to drastic changes (Berkes, 2009).  
While many studies promote integration of TEK and SEK, this process must be 
thoughtful and reciprocal. In his criticism of integration of the two knowledge systems, Nadasdy 
(1999) argues that, in practice, much of this integration involves a transformation of TEK to fit 
within SEK boundaries. “Integration” of the two knowledge systems is often conducted by 
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researchers trained in SEK so that TEK is compartmentalized and uncontextualized, resulting in 
translation of TEK to empower western bureaucracies rather than indigenous people. Western 
researchers trained in SEK must understand that TEK is not another form of data; instead, it is an 
equally valid and complex knowledge system. Crucially, the products of the integration of 
knowledge systems must be accessible to local indigenous people, and the integration must 
benefit local communities.  
Lacandón Maya: The Lacandón Maya, or the Hach Winik (“true people,” in the 
Lacandón language) are a Mayan indigenous culture that live primarily in several villages in 
Chiapas, Mexico, in the lowland rainforests near the Usumacinta River (which also forms the 
border with Guatemala). They have title to a vast region of largely undeveloped jungle (614,000 
ha) adjacent to the Monte Azules Biosphere Reserve. Due to the remoteness of their land, their 
way of life was not threatened by the encroachment of settlers until relatively recently. Today 
Ladinos and other indigenous Mayan groups are beginning to encroach upon their territory and 
the way of life of the Lacandones has been changing. The Lacandones have been gradually 
assimilating with non-Lacandón culture (Nations & Nigh, 1980; Paniagua, personal 
communication, 2018). In the community of Lacanja Chansayab, the ecotourist industry has been 
particularly impactful (Valle-García, 2014), and hundreds of Mexican and foreign tourists visited 
during my field season (personal observation, 2018).  
Lacandón Agriculture: The Lacandón Maya have developed a type of swidden (= slash-
and-burn) agriculture that provides subsistence for their communities (Nations & Nigh, 1980). 
This agro-forestry system is made up of six successional periods: a milpa or herbaceous stage, 
two acahual or shrubby stages, and three forested stages. In Lacandón Maya, these stages are 
called kor, robir, jurup che, pak che kor, mehen che and nukux che. Primary rainforest, or tam 
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che, is preserved in areas surrounding, and sometimes within, the agroforestry system. The milpa 
or kor is the most intensively cultivated stage, during which corn and other staples are planted; 
however, the Lacandón farmers manage the other stages too. During the “fallow” shrub and 
forest stages, Lacandón farmers continue harvesting a multitude of species that can be utilized 
for food, handicrafts, medicine or construction; in fact, about 60% of all plants across all stages 
are utilized by local people (Diemont et al., 2009). This system provides a well-balanced source 
of healthy vitamin and mineral rich food throughout the year (Falkowski, 2019). Additionally, 
many species are managed because they are believed to contribute to soil fertility. During the 
fallow period, soil nitrogen and organic matter levels increase as the system develops through 
succession, and data supports the hypothesis that soil nematode and nutrient levels are affected 
by the plants managed by local farmers (Diemont & Martin, 2009). Quantity of leaf litter, 
nematode concentrations, and measurements of nitrogen and phosphorus taken under trees reveal 
plants are influencing soil fertility. Ochroma pyramidale and Lonchocarpus guatemalensis were 
responsible for promoting organic matter accumulation, Sapium lateriflorum, Poulsenia armata, 
Cerela odorata, and L. guatemalensis increased available phosphorus in the soil, and L. 
guatemalensis increased available nitrogen (Diemont et al., 2006; Falkowski et al., 2016). The 
milpa, acahual, and secondary forest also harbor wildlife, which is frequently harvested for 
protein. Overall, the Lacandón Maya have developed a subsistence form of agriculture that is 
productive, sustainable, and has high conservation value (Nations & Nigh, 1980; Diemont & 
Martin, 2009; Falkowski, 2018).   
The Lacandón system is naturally sustainable, as unlike modern agriculture, it requires 
few external inputs and has been used for generations without degrading local natural resources. 
Traditionally, the system did not require use of fertilizers or pesticides to promote soil fertility or 
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reduce pest loads (Diemont et al., 2009; Chankin, personal communication, 2018). According to 
Lacandón TEK, which is now being corroborated by SEK, much of the fertility in the system 
comes from fire (Ahlgren & Ahlgren, 1960; Ketterings & Bigham, 2000; Chankin, personal 
communication, 2018) and from the progression through successional stages (Diemont et al., 
2009). Fire revitalizes the soil when an area is transformed into a milpa, and small fires are set 
within older milpas to revitalize the soil and maintain fertility (Chankin, personal 
communication, 2018). The successional stages similarly contribute nutrients and organic matter 
to the soil (Diemont, 2009). Likewise, crops are spread out throughout a diverse milpa system 
that includes corn, squash, beans, papayas, chilis, herbs, jicamas, yams, sugar cane, and onions 
(Chankin, personal communication, 2018). Use of polyculture and intercropping systems, such 
as this, have been shown in some instances to reduce pest pressure (Altieri et al., 1978; Altieri, 
1993; Smith & McSorley, 2000). In addition, traditional practices of Mayan farmers in the 
nearby Guatemalan highlands naturally prevented and reduced pest damage. Many of these 
practices, including crop rotation, careful consideration of planting dates, and use of seeds that 
are well-adapted to local conditions, are prevalent in the milpas of Lacanja Chansayab (Morales 
& Perfecto, 2000; Chankin, personal communication, 2018). An emergy analysis of six 
Lacandón milpas (3 traditional and 3 nontraditional) revealed the Emergy Sustainability Index 
(ESI), which measures the ratio of system productivity relative to environmental stress, varied 
from 12 to 1740 — compared to 0.33 for corn farming in Italy, suggesting Lacandón 
agroforestry is vastly more sustainable than modern farming methods (Diemont et al., 2006). 
The Lacandón Maya system of weather forecasting is traditionally important for making 
agricultural decisions. Over generations, Lacandón knowledge-holders forecast the weather, 
including rainfall, by observing natural phenomena. This system includes a detailed 
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understanding of phenology, annual biological population fluctuations, natural history, and solar 
and lunar phenomena. The ability to understand and forecast the weather is linked to agriculture, 
as it is crucial for determining the ideal time to plant crops in the milpa or understanding when to 
burn a section of acahual. As noted by Nadasdy (1999), TEK, unlike SEK, is not 
compartmentalizable. TEK about weather, including indicators of rainfall, is intrinsically 
connected not only to TEK about agriculture but also to phenology and the changing of the 
seasons, hunting and fishing, astronomy, and other aspects of daily life. TEK is therefore highly 
complex, and it would be inappropriate and unhelpful to try to rigidly define “types” of TEK.  
Chapter 2, Rainfall Indicators: A large system of indicators of rainfall have been known 
to the Lacandón Maya for generations. The Lacandón system for forecasting rainfall is a holistic 
system that incorporates and synthesizes information from multiple sources to make rich and 
complex deductions about future weather patterns. This system utilizes information as diverse as 
ant swarms, termite activity, calling by certain birds and frogs, crab behavior, plant flowering, 
howler monkey calls, abundance of moths, and solar and lunar halos to estimate when, how 
much, and for how long it will rain (Chankin, personal communication, 2018). Some indicators 
are deemed more reliable than others; however, multiple indicators are usually considered. While 
some indicators signal short-term rainfall, other indicators note the transition from the dry season 
to the heavy regular downpours of the rainy season (Chankin, personal communication, 2018). 
This system has been validated by SEK and TEK from a myriad of other regions of the world, 
from Tanzania (Chang’a et al., 2010) to the Philippines (Galacgac & Balisacan, 2009). This 
chapter was written in manuscript format for submission to a scientific journal.  
Chapter 3, Green Lacewing Larvae: One of the central indicators of rainfall for the 
Lacandones is the color of debris camouflage collected by green lacewing (Neuroptera: 
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Chrysopidae) larvae. Green lacewing larvae hide themselves from predators and prey by 
covering themselves in leaves, lichens, moss, prey exoskeletons, bark, dry leaves, and other 
natural particles, and their bodies have evolved anatomical adaptations to facilitate this behavior 
(Tauber et al., 2014). According to Lacandón Maya TEK, the color of the debris camouflage is 
important for forecasting the weather. White colors indicate sun and heat on the horizon, while 
darker colors indicate rainfall. Many larvae have a mixture of different materials in their debris 
camouflage, and the proportion of white versus darker material is important for understanding 
the duration and intensity of future rainfall (Chankin, personal communication, 2018). This 
chapter was written in manuscript format for submission to a scientific journal.  
Chapter 4, Reflection: As a white man conducting research with indigenous collaborators 
in southern Mexico, I felt that it was important to reflect on the challenges I faced and the 
decisions I made to show reciprocity and respect to the local community. I discuss my 
experiences conducting fieldwork in the rainforest, milpas, and community of Lacanja 
Chansayab, Chiapas, Mexico. I explain how I dealt with physical challenges and tried to 
respectfully navigate cultural differences. I also discuss my efforts to provide research that not 
only contributes to the scientific literature but also supports the community goal of preservation 
of TEK and transmission of this knowledge to the next generation. When asked, “who does your 
research benefit?,” I want to be able to confidently respond “the local community.”  
Research Question, Objectives, and Hypotheses: 




Will the Lacandón system of traditional indicators of rainfall remain a reliable method of 
weather forecasting as the climate changes due to global warming?  
As shown in figure 1.1, I examined this question through both a quantitative and a qualitative 
lens. My quantitative objective was to determine how environmental factors drove TEK rainfall 
indicators for the Lacandón Maya. My qualitative objective was to determine perceptions by 
Lacandón Mayan farmers toward the use of different ecological indicators for predicting rainfall.  
 
 
Figure 1.1- Conceptual diagram of study hypothesis. Environmental factors drive indicators, which inform 
perceptions and decision-making by agroforestry practitioners. 
 
I broadly hypothesized that SEK will indicate Lacandón Maya TEK is resilient in the face of 
climactic flux. More specifically, I hypothesized: 
A. Environmental factors, such as humidity and temperature, drive the indicators utilized by 
the Lacandón to prepare for the rainy season. As these factors begin to change, and the 
dry season transitions to the wet season, the variation in indicators will correspond to 
changes in these environmental factors.  
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B. This research will reveal rich and detailed perceptions and understanding about TEK 




























Chapter 2: Natural Indicators of Rainfall in the Selva Lacandóna 
 
Abstract:  
 Many traditional societies forecast the weather using observations of phenological 
changes in the natural world. In Lacanja Chansayab, Chiapas, Mexico, indigenous farmers use a 
variety of observations, including insect behavior, frog, bird and howler monkey calls, plant 
flowering, and solar and lunar halos, to predict rainfall. From May 12 to Aug 9, 2018, rainfall 
indicators were systematically surveyed in farm fields and rainforest. Results revealed a diverse 
system of indicators that heavily overlapped with systems used by other cultures around the 
world. A literature review affirmed that many of the indicators have a documented and well-
known scientific basis. Due to the diversity of indicators and evidence suggesting that 
environmental factors, e.g., temperature, humidity, drive many of the indicators, leading to this 
system remaining reliable as anthropogenic climate change alters local weather patterns.  
Introduction: 
A strong body of knowledge that has been passed down for generations is called 
traditional ecological knowledge or TEK (Berkes, 1999). This wisdom assists communities in 
understanding their local climactic conditions and being able to withstand environmental shifts 
(Lebel, 2013). As climate change alters environmental conditions in many regions, this 
knowledge can be integrated with scientific knowledge (SEK) to help modern communities adapt 
to a changing environment (Santha et al., 2010). 
In communities around the world, TEK has been integral for weather forecasting. This 
knowledge is often held by elders and people who work outdoors: e.g., farmers (Anandaraja et 
al., 2008), herders (Ayal et al., 2015), hunters (Weatherhead et al., 2010), and fisherfolk 
(Galacgac & Balisacan, 2009). People who rely on TEK often have a deep understanding of 
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phenological events, i.e. occurrences in the natural world that generally happen at certain times 
of year (Rudnev, 1997).  In Samoa, the annual calendar is organized around these phenological 
events, which indicate the changing of the seasons (Lefale, 2010). Likewise, Torres Strait 
Islanders developed a detailed phenological calendar that indicates both weather and seasonal 
changes (Green et al., 2010). 
Many cultures have a rich diversity of indicators they use to understand rainfall patterns 
and other weather events. Natural indicators vary from location to location, but some are similar 
across cultures. Many cultures utilize a combination of weather, animal behavior, and plant 
phenology to forecast future weather conditions (Chang’a et al., 2010; Elia et al., 2014; Garay-
Barayazarra & Puri, 2011). Some of the commonly-used indicators include appearance of insects 
such as ants, termites, butterflies or grasshoppers (Chang’a et al, 2010; Garay-Baravazarra & 
Puri, 2011; Elia et al., 2014), bird calls and behavior (Chang’a et al, 2010; Garay-Barayazarra & 
Puri, 2011; Elia et al., 2014), flower blooms (Chang’a et al., 2010; Elia et al., 2014), wind 
direction changes (Garay-Barayazarra & Puri, 2011), and changes in the appearance of the moon 
and sun (Chang’a et al., 2010; Elia et al., 2014; Garay-Barayazarra & Puri, 2011).  These 
indicators are used by traditional cultures worldwide: from the villages of southern Europe 
(Gomez-Baggethun et al., 2012) to communities in Australia (Green & Tapim, 2010) and the 
Inuit people in the Canadian arctic (Weatherhead et al., 2010).  
Traditional knowledge regarding weather forecasting is still highly relevant. Local people 
utilize this knowledge for fishing, hunting, and agriculture. Unlike scientific knowledge, this 
information is generally locally specific. Scientific meteorological information is often scarce or 
unavailable in remote areas, widely scattered islands, or poor rural villages (Okonya & Kroschel, 
2012; Kowale et al., 2014). Even when scientific meteorological information is available, it is 
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not always considered reliable. In some areas, official information and local knowledge should 
both be considered when making weather-based decisions (Weatherhead et al., 2010).  
Many of the cultures that maintain traditions of weather forecasting are struggling with 
changes in rainfall patterns, heat, and natural disasters exacerbated by global climate change. On 
many Pacific Islands, storms have become more frequent and more severe, but these disasters 
have been reliably predicted by traditional knowledge holders (Galacgac & Balisacan, 2009; 
Lefale, 2010). In the African Sahel region, subsistence farmers have been struggling with 
irregular weather, yet the maintenance of traditional knowledge has potential to assist these 
farmers in understanding rainfall patterns (Nyong et al., 2012). In addition to assisting frontline 
communities with climate change adaptation, TEK can assist western scientists in understanding 
local climactic history. In the Torres Strait, indigenous villagers developed a phenological 
calendar that has been passed down orally for generations. Green et al. (2010) postulated that this 
knowledge is a record of typical historic weather patterns and natural meteorological variation in 
the Torres Strait region, which can later be compared to future conditions. In communities 
around the world, this meteorological knowledge may be integral to developing locally relevant 
climate adaptation strategies (Ulloa, 2014).  
Weather forecasting is an important part of indigenous heritage, but this local knowledge 
could be lost in many communities. TEK is threatened by environmental change (Risiro et al., 
2012), the loss of species of plants and animals used for forecasting (Simpson, 2004), and 
cultural degradation from a history of colonialism (Wilson, 2004). The indigenous Mayan 
peoples have long been marginalized in Chiapas, which is rich in natural resources, but remains 
one of Mexico’s poorest states due to government policies that have enriched a wealthy, well-
connected minority (Howard, 1998).  
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TEK is important in indigenous rural communities in Mexico that depend on subsistence 
agriculture. Due to climate change, weather patterns have shifted or become irregular. TEK 
regarding weather forecasting allows indigenous farmers to adapt to these changing conditions. 
In the highland state of Tlaxcala, Mexico, community members were able to list 36 different 
weather indicators, which together act as a phenological calendar. In this community, knowledge 
has been lost as younger adults seek alternative careers to farming and climate change makes 
accurate weather predictions more difficult (Rivero-Romero et al., 2016). 
My study took place in the Lacandón Maya village of Lacanja Chansayab, Chiapas, 
Mexico. The Lacandón Maya people have utilized a complex agroforestry system for subsidence, 
which involves a milpa and 5 successive fallow or secondary forest stages and primary forest 
(Diemont et al., 2006; Falkowski et al., 2019). Due to a high level of understanding of the natural 
world, Lacandón people have developed a reliable system of indicators of rainfall that can be 
used for agricultural decision-making. This system is currently threatened by both fragmentation 
of the rainforest and loss of traditional culture (Chankin, personal observation). The purpose of 
the study is not to verify the veracity of rainfall indicators, as I view TEK as a worldview with a 
distinct and effective adaptive process for knowledge generation that does not need to be 
“proven” by science. Instead, my goal is to determine if the Lacandón system of natural rainfall 
indicators, which supports traditional agriculture, will remain reliable as the climate changes. I 
expect that if traditional indicators of rainfall are related to environmental conditions, 
specifically temperature and humidity, they will temporally shift as humidity and temperature 
patterns shift with climate change. However, if these indicators are generally determined 
according to time of year (and just happen to overlap with rainfall patterns) then they may not 
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continue to be reliable, or useful for weather forecasting, in the future. Additionally, I expect a 
system that is more diverse and holistic to be more reliable.  
Methods 
Study Site: The study site is the village of Lacanja Chansayab, a community of about 600 
people (Diemont, personal communication, 2019) in the Mexican province of Chiapas. Chiapas 
is one of the most culturally diverse provinces in Mexico with more than 30% of the population 
identifying as indigenous. The biological richness of this region, on the border with Guatemala, 
matches its cultural diversity. The Lacandón territory, including Lacanja Chansayab, is near the 
Usumacinta River and adjacent to the Montes Azules Biosphere Reserve. The region is humid, 
with the exception of a short dry season that historically spanned from January to April (Servicio 
Meterologico Nacional, 2010). The average rainfall is 230 to 260 cm/year and the average 
temperature is 24.7 ° C. The village is located at the coordinates 16.6026°N and 90.9149°W and 
is 500 m above sea level. Montes Azules, which is primarily tropical moist forest, is one of the 
largest protected rainforests in Central America and is an important refuge for wildlife such as 
jaguar (De la Torre & Medellín, 2011), tapir, and white-lipped peccary (Naranjo & Bodmer, 
2007). A map of the study site is available in Appendix 1. 
Quantitative Design: 
Data Collection: All fieldwork was done by Adolfo Chankin and John Zeiger over the 
course of 44 days between May 12 and August 9, 2019. While in Lacanja Chansayab, we 
conducted daily transects along forest paths. During the transects, all indicators of rainfall 
noticed (such as weather phenomena, behavioral changes of animals, and phenological changes 
in plants) were recorded. The importance of each indicator of rainfall was elucidated by Mr. 
Chankin. For each indicator encountered, the time, significance, and any additional observations 
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were recorded. Transects were conducted in either the morning or early afternoon, depending on 
Mr. Chankin’s agricultural responsibilities. Indicators that were observed during the walk to Mr. 
Chankin’s home or around the cabin were also recorded. The duration, timing and location of the 
forest path transects all varied and were dependent on Mr. Chankin’s schedule, as due to 
community regulations I was unable to conduct biological surveys in the rainforest without a 
community member present. Additionally, my surveys were spatially limited, as the community 
only provided permission for me to work on land owned and farmed by Mr. Chankin and his 
family. Typed field notes from the surveys are available in Appendix 8.  
Temperature, humidity, and cloud cover data were collected each morning, noon, and 
evening at 0800, 1200, and 1900.  Morning and evening data were collected at the ecotourist 
lodge, owned by Vicente Paniagua, where I stayed during the field season. The lodge was 
approximately 1 km from my field site. Midday temperature was taken in the rainforest at 
various locations, depending on which section of the forest was being surveyed. Temperature 
and humidity data were collected with an EP8710 General temperature humidity meter until June 
5 and a H87 Totaline Termo Hidrómetro (Thermometer and hydrometer) from that point onward. 
Cloud cover was estimated visually to the nearest 10%. Rain data were collected each afternoon 
from a rain gauge positioned in an open milpa within the surveyed area. The timing of collection 
of rainfall data varied between ~ 1200 and 1700 each afternoon, but the community generally 
experienced very sparse afternoon rain. Although I collected temperature and humidity data in 
Lacanja Chansayab, I used data from the airport in Flores, Guatemala for analyses. Flores has a 
very similar climate to Lacanja Chansayab, is in the same World Wildlife Foundation (WWF) 
recognized ecoregion (Valero, Schipper and Allnutt, 2019) and was only 130 km away from my 
field site (Google Earth).  Due to a malfunctioning humidity meter, I could not reliably compare 
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humidity between Lacanja Chansayab, Mexico, and Flores, Guatemala or use my local humidity 
measurements for analyses. 
 Data Analysis: Data exploration and visualization were conducted in R version 3.5.1 (R 
Core Team, 2018). Data visualization was largely conducted using the package ggplot2 
(Wickham, 2016). Data were manipulated using dplyr, anchors and tidyr (Wickham et al., 2018; 
Wand et al., 2016; Wickham & Henry, 2018). A calendar graphic was created using suggrants, 
and gridExtra was used to combine multiple graphs on the same plot (Wang et al., 2019; Auguie 
& Antonov, 2017). The full reproducible code can be found in Appendix 6.  
Qualitative Design:  
Data Collection: To better understand perspectives of Lacandón farmers on the use of 
indicators of rainfall, I conducted (n=4) semi-structured interviews, took note of relevant 
informal conversations (n=2), and engaged in participant observation. Since some of the 
interviews and conversations included multiple people, the interviews included a total of 4 and 
the conversations 4 people, of which 4 were elders (3 from interviews, 1 from an informal 
conversation). One of the interviews was conducted with Mr. Chankin. For the interviews, I had 
a list of nine questions and asked follow-up and probing questions depending on the answers. 
Two of the interviews were recorded on a Moto G4 smartphone using the Call Recorder 
application. The other two interviews were not recorded but were summarized by memory 
directly afterward. The interviews were about 30 minutes long, on average. The informal 
conservations were conducted in the back seat of a pickup truck and in front of a store front and 
were both about 5 minutes long. All the interviews and conversations were conducted in Spanish, 
except for 1 interview, which was conducted in Lacandón and translated into Spanish by Mr. 
Chankin. The interview questions, translated into English, are available in Appendix 2.  
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Participant observation included spending time in the village, assisting with millpa 
agriculture and fishing and gathering medicine plants with Mr. Chankin. During the spring and 
summer of 2018, from May 12 to August 17, I spent 54 days in Lacanja Chansayab, where I 
lived in a cabin or a hammock at a tourist lodge. During this time, I spent 14 hours over 9 days 
working in the Mr. Chankin’s milpa, either planting corn or weeding with a machete. I assisted 
with fishing from a pool with a net on one occasion and watched while Mr. Chankin fished 
twice. Mr. Chankin and I made two relatively long trips into the rainforest (about 12 km round-
trip) to collect medicinal plants that only grow in swamps and along lagoons.  
While my interview questions were directly related to indicators of rainfall, I was open to 
new themes that emerged from my data. This included participant comments during interviews, 
informal conversation topics, and observations noted while staying in the village. For this study, 
data coding was conducted by hand, without the use of coding software. Due to the low number 
of interviews, only one memo was written, which is available in Appendix 3. While I was 
initially planning to utilize a grounded theory framework, this was not possible due to the 
limitations of the interview data. Interview excerpts provided in the results and discussion were 
translated into English by me. 
Results:  
Temperature data taken in Lacanja Chansayab was significantly correlated with 
temperature data from the Flores, Guatemala airport with a p-value < 0.0001 and an R² value of 
0.62. Using data collected at the Flores airport, I found humidity and midday temperature were 
highly correlated, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of -0.96 (Figure 2.1). The close 





Figure 2.1: Plot visualizing correlation between humidity (%) and temperature (˚C) in Flores, Guatemala. The 
shaded area represents the 95% confidence level interval for predictions from a linear model.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Daily rainfall (cm) in Lacanja Chansayab during the field season (May–Aug). Rainfall data were only 
collected when I was at Lacanja Chansayab. As I spent part of the field season in Palenque and San Cristóbal de las 





Figure 2.3: Morning humidity (%) in Lacanja Chansayab during the field season (May–Aug). Humidity data were 
only collected when I was at Lacanja Chansayab. As I spent part of the field season in Palenque and San Cristóbal 
de las Casas, there are several periods without humidity data. 
Although I was expecting to be in the field during the transition from the dry to the rainy 
season, the weather this year was not typical for the region (Paniagua, personal communication, 
2018; Chankin, personal communication, 2018). Rainfall and humidity were erratic, and I did not 
see the sustained rainfall and high humidity of the beginning of the rainy season (Figures 2.2 and 
2.3). However, I experienced heavy daytime rains for the first time my last week of fieldwork, in 




Figure 2.4: The relationship between temperature and frequency of three groupings of rainfall indicators, including 
ants and termites (top), frogs (middle), and plants (bottom). The lines represent LOESS (locally estimated 
scatterplot smoothing) curves Frequency is defined as the number of occurrences of each indicator daily and is 




Both temperature and humidity may influence the frequency of various groupings of 
indicators of rainfall (Fig. 2.4 and 2.5). For ants and termites, as temperature increased, the 
frequency of occurrence increased from about 24–28 ° C. As the temperature continued to 
increase, from 30–32 ° C, the frequency of ant movement decreased (Fig. 2.4). On the other 
hand, as temperature increased, the frequency of frogs and plant indicators decreased. Since 
temperature and humidity are inversely correlated, frog and plant indicators increase in 
frequency when humidity increased. Regarding ants and termites, the movement of these insects 
increased with humidity from 60–70%, peaked around 75%, and then decreased as humidity 




Figure 2.5: The relationship between humidity with frequency of three groupings of rainfall indicators, including 
ants and termites (top), frogs (middle), and plants (bottom). The lines represent LOESS (locally estimated 
scatterplot smoothing) curves. Frequency is defined as the number of occurrences of each indicator daily and is 
standardized for effort. 
 During the interviews, a list of 21 types of indicators of rainfall were identified. These 
indicators are listed in table 10 and explained in detail. In the descriptions, indicators are divided 
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into three levels: level 1 (very important, and stressed by elders), level 2 (mentioned by several 
elders), and level 3 (mentioned by one or two people but not emphasized as important).  
Table 2.1: List of rainfall indicators in the Selva Lacandona. 
Indicator N L Explanation 
Green Lacewing 
Larvae 
5 1 The color of the debris carried on its back forecasts the 
weather 
 
Chachalacas 4 1 A bird whose call indicates rainfall 
 
Howler Monkeys 4 1 Calls by large groups indicate rainfall soon 
 
Ants 3 1 Movements of 3 species indicate rainfall within 3 days 
 
Strangler Fig  2 1 Flower bloom forecasts rain and strong winds 
 
Solar Halos 1 2 Can forecast rain and sun for next 3 days 
 
Lunar Halos 1 2 During full moon, forecast rain for next three days 
 
Termites 1 2 When they prepare to leave nests, the rains are coming 
 
Wo’ (Frog) 1 2 Calls of this frog indicate it will rain soon 
 
Lele’ (Frog) 1 2 Calls of this frog indicate it will rain soon 
 
Kuban (Flower) 1 2 Flower blooms indicate the rainy season will arrive soon 
 
Woodpeckers 2 2 Knock on trees before the rains 
 
Kit nu (Flower) 1 2 Flowers of this plant forecast rainfall 
 
Rainbows  1 3 Can forecast both rains and sun 
 
Crabs 0 3 Crabs out of the river forecast heavy rains 
 












Flowers indicate rainy season will arrive soon 
 
Flowers indicate rainy season will arrive soon 
 
Flowers indicate rainy season will arrive soon 
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Rubi Tokja (Flower) 0 3 
    
Bulet (Moth) 0 3 Multitude of moths in April indicates rains will come early 
















Calls of these birds forecast rainfall 
 
Calls by this frog indicate rain 
 
Calls by this frog indicate rain 
    
N represents the number of times (out of 5 total) that the indicator was mentioned during interviews, and L 
represents the relative level of importance of the indicator (with 1 being of highest importance and 3 as lowest). 
Other indicators not noted in interviews, but mentioned by Mr. Chankin during transect surveys, are included, and 
for these indicators N = 0. Italics is used for Lacandón names. 
 
Green Lacewing Larvae (Neuroptera: Chrysopidae): Green lacewing larvae (Table 2.1) was 
particularly well-represented in the interviews, as all the participants identified it is an indicator 
of rainfall. In fact, the debris camouflage is used to forecast several types of weather—from sun 
and heat to occasional rain showers at night to strong, continuous rains. All the participants 
confirmed that the coloration of this larva is very important—when it is white, it indicates sun 
and heat, but when it is dark, it indicates rain. The cargo is a mixture of lichens, bark, fungi, 
leaves, and insect exoskeletons that larvae put on their back to camouflage themselves (Fig. 2.6). 
Size is important as well — with larger instars (juvenile molts) indicating rain further into the 
future than the smaller instars. Green lacewing larvae were the most noted, but not the most 





Figure 2.6: Images of green lacewing larvae, with debris camouflage, under a dissecting microscope. The debris 
was removed from the first two images on the left. The third image from the left shows a larva covered with white 
lichens, and the fourth image shows a larva covered with darker bark, leaves and termite excrement. Photographs 
taken by J. Zeiger. 
Chachalacas (Ortalis vetula): When the chachalaca calls in the morning, the day will be cloudy 
and there will be rain in the afternoon. If it doesn’t rain that afternoon, the rains will come soon. 
They (the chalchalacas) want the rain - and sing to bring it.  
Howler Monkeys (Alouatta pigra): When many howler monkeys (not just a couple) are calling, 
it indicates the rains will come soon. However, fewer howler monkeys occur close to the village 
now, as people have hunted too many of them. 
Ants (Hymenoptera: Formicidae): Three types of ants are important for weather forecasting: naj 
tun, nukuch saj kaj (likely Eciton burchelli), and saj kaj (Labidus coecus). The nukuch saj kaj 
and saja kaj are army ants and move through the forest as a horde, while the naj tun move in a 
line. When the ants swarm through the forest, it indicates there will be rain within three days. 
Strangler Fig (Oreopanax obtusifolius): One species of strangler fig, named kur’takin in 
Lacandón (which name translates into money in hand) is important for forecasting rainfall. When 
it flowers, it indicates strong winds and rain are coming. According to several elders and 
agricultural practitioners, it is one of the strongest and most important indicators of rainfall. The 
winds that follow threaten the milpa, for they can knock down corn plants.  
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Solar halos: A solar halo (Figure 2.7) can indicate both sun and rain. When the sky within the 
solar halo is dark, it indicates rainfall, while light sky indicates less rain. The prediction is 
relevant for the next three days.  
 
Figure 2.7: Image of a solar halo. 
 
Lunar halos: Lunar halos indicate rainfall in the next three days and are only relevant during the 
full moon. 
Termites (Blattodea): When certain termites, called k’amas in Lacandón, prepare to leave their 
nests (Fig. 2.8). it indicates rains are coming. According to one farmer, they are a very reliable 
indicator, and when the rains are later, the k’amas leave the nest later. 
 




Wo’ (Rhinophrynus dorsalis): Wo’ are a species of frog that call when they are laying eggs. 
When they are calling, it indicates that there will be rain soon. They spend most of their time 
underground feeding on ants and termites (Trueb & Gans, 1983). 
Lele’ (Smilisca baudinii): Lele’ are a common species of frog (Fig. 2.9), whose calls indicate 
incipient rainfall. 
 
Figure 2.9: Images of Lele’ frogs. 
 
Kuban: The blooms of this tree indicate that you can plant garlic, onions, beans, and corn 
because the rainy season is arriving, so your crops will grow well. 
Sak’ats (Licania platypus): The flowers of the tree sak’ats (Fig. 2.10) indicate rainfall when they 




Figure 2.10: Images of the flowers of Sak’ats on the forest floor and in hand. 
 
Kit nu: The flowers of the kit nu plant indicate rainfall. 
Woodpeckers: Small woodpeckers knock on trees before the rains.  
Crab (Brachyura: Pseudothelphusidae): If crabs are out of the river (Fig. 2.11) it indicates that 
within the month (and for the next three months) the rivers will rise and overflow their banks.  
 
Figure 2.11: Images of crabs found on rainforest floor (left) and on the bark of a tree (right). 
 
Rainbows: According to one participant, red in the rainbows indicate rain, and white indicate 
sun. If the rainbows are redder, they will see rains soon. 
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Sasak che’ (Dendropanax arboreus): Flowering of this tree indicates the dry season is 
transitioning into the rainy season. 
Apistosia Moth (Lepidoptera: Erebidae): If large numbers of this moth (Fig. 2.12) are seen in 
April, the heavy precipitation of the rainy season will come early that year.  
 
Figure 2.12: Images of Bulet Moth 
 
Gartered Trogon (Trogon caligatus): Calls by this bird indicate there will be rainfall within the 
next few days. 
After analyzing the interviews, four main themes were identified. First, all interviews 
substantiated Mr. Chankin’s knowledge, and they confirmed the indicators he used for weather 
forecasting are understood and used by the wider community. Secondly, they emphsized the 
importance of timing rainfall for agriculture. Thirdly, they articulated the indicators are reliable, 
even when the rains change. Lastly, they expressed a concern for the disappearance of TEK.  
All the elders substantiated Mr. Chankin’s traditional ecological knowledge during the 
interview or informal conversations. One interviewee, an elder who was not related to Mr. 
Chankin, said that while most youngsters are not working to maintain cultural traditions, he has 
great respect of Mr. Chankin’s knowledge. Another elder told me that the indicators noted by 
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Mr. Chankin are all valid, and that Mr. Chankin has a strong understanding of farming and the 
natural world.  
The respondents felt that the timing of the rains was important for agriculture. One elder 
noted that when the rains come earlier, he plants in April — but if they begin later, he starts to 
plant his corn and beans in May or even June. It is risky to plant too early or late. If crops are 
planted before the rains, they may succumb to drought. Planting too late may cause the farmer to 
lose valuable time in the growing season and may exacerbate pest issues. Therefore, it is critical 
that farmers can accurately predict the beginning of the heavy rainfall that occurs at the end of 
the dry season. 
According to the interviews, the indicators are reliable, even when the rains change. During 
the interviews, all respondents agreed that the indicators are reliable regardless of whether the 
rains arrive early or late in the year. The interviewees said this was true of all the indicators —
including the green lacewing larvae, chachalacas, howler monkeys, ants, frogs, and flowers. On 
the other hand, one elder noted that some of the indicators are more useful than others. Flowers 
tend to predict the beginning of the rainy season, which is particularly important for agriculture. 
Many other indicators, such as frogs and green lacewing larvae, can predict short-term rainfall 
events, which are not as useful for knowing when to plant crops. 
Interviewees were all concerned about the loss of traditional ecological knowledge, and other 
indigenous knowledge, within the community. Although none of the interview questions 
referenced this issue, all the respondents thought it was important to note their concern with the 
decline in their cultural heritage. According to one of the elders, the increase in eco-tourism has 
contributed to the loss of traditional knowledge. He commented that young people no longer 
want to work in the milpa; instead, they want to be guides for tourists. He was also very 
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concerned about the loss of language. From my work with Mr. Chankin, I was aware that 
language and ecological knowledge are deeply intertwined — if the language is lost, the 
thousands of descriptive names of all the animals and plants in the rainforest will be lost as well. 
According to one of the elders: 
“Young people don’t know [this knowledge]. Nobody. It is good [you are doing this work]. It 
is like an ancient calendar. Now there…there are people that do not know when they should 
plant crops, they don’t know the day that the rains will fall, they don’t spend time in the jungle.” 
Lastly, although this was not the primary focus of my research, the research revealed that 
climate change is intensely affecting Lacanja Chansayab. The impacts of climate change have 
included delayed rains and higher temperatures, which I learned from my interviews and 
personally noted during my time in Lacanja Chansayab. According to one interview respondent, 
farmers used to plant corn on April 10. Nowadays, most farmers don’t begin to plant until late 
April or May, and some wait until June. Just one generation ago, the rains were more reliably 
early. On the other hand, another village elder believed that this trend is beginning to reverse 
itself, and over the last five years the rains are arriving earlier again. 
Climactic shifts can have drastic effects on local agriculture. According to one elder, drought 
conditions lead to a reduction in fruiting by rainforest trees. Since wildlife, such as peccaries, 
coatis and raccoons, have no food in the forest, they raid the farm fields more often. Likewise, 
the worst month in terms of caterpillars and other crop pests is August. This is not a problem 
when corn and other crops are planted early; however, when the crops are planted late, they tend 
to be devastated by insect pests. Lastly, the increased heat and lack of rain cause increased corn 
mortality and reduced yields. 
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This year was meteorologically unusual, even considering the recent unpredictability of 
rainfall. When I left the village on August 10, the river had not yet overflowed its banks into the 
forest floodplain. According to Mr. Chankin and one of the village elders, the river had flooded 
on July 10 the previous year. During short conversations with people in the village, they 
complained about hotter summer temperatures and less rain. I spoke with one anthropologist 
from the US, who was visiting Lacanja Chansayab after conducting research their years ago, who 
warned me that this was a difficult year to be conducting weather-related work. According to 
him, the rains were not arriving as expected. 
Discussion: 
From this research, I found strong support that the Lacandón traditional system of 
indicators of rainfall will be reliable as the climate changes, although certain indicators may 
become less useful. This assertion is reinforced by the holistic TEK of the Lacandón people, the 
rich diversity of indicators of rainfall (Table 2.1), and the possible relationships between many of 
the indicators and humidity (Fig. 2.5). However, this system of rainfall indicators is threatened 
by environmental and cultural degradation, such as the expansion of development and tourism, 
hunting, and the use of pesticides (Chankin, personal communication, 2018).  
 The Lacandón people utilize a large variety of indicators of rainfall, each of which 
reveals different information about future weather patterns (Table 2.1). Some indicators reveal 
short-duration rainfall events during the dry season, while others help the Lacandón people 
understand the timing of the transition of the changing of the seasons, from dry to wet. While the 
information regarding rain “spells” during the dry season is useful, it is not as crucial for making 
agricultural decisions. Farmers would prefer to plant before reliably long-duration rainfall, rather 
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than gamble that short showers will suffice for the growth of their crops (Chanuk, personal 
communication, 2018).  
 According to several Lacandón farmers, the flowers, especially kur’takin (Oreopanax 
obtusifolius), a type of strangler fig, are especially important for agriculture, as they indicate the 
changing of the seasons. According to one respondent:  
“Kur’takin is the most important indicator. The most important. If it flowers early, it will rain 
early. If it flowers later, the rains will come later. There will be winds and rain. If it begins late, 
the winds will be late too.” 
 When kur’takin is in flower, farmers know the timing is perfect for planting jicama and corn 
(Chankin, personal communication, 2018). One elder also noted that Kuban was important for 
planting onions, garlic, beans, and corn, and Sak’ats (Licania platypus; Fig. 10), kit nu, and 
sasak che’ were also particularly important for agriculture (Chanuk, personal communication, 
2018). Since flowering of plants is influenced by night length (Borthwick & Hendricks, 1960), 
some evidence suggests these indicators will become less reliable as the climate changes. 
However, plant flowering is complex, and can also be influenced by other environmental factors, 
e.g., temperature and stress (Mourdov et al., 2002; Cho et al., 2017). 
 On the other hand, most of the other indicators of rainfall communicate weather 
information to local people but are not seen as crucial for agricultural decision-making. These 
indicators include the coloration of the green lacewing larvae, movements of ants and termites, 
and calls of frogs (Chanuk, personal communication, 2018). When asked about the importance of 
the green lacewing larvae for agriculture, one elder responded that “It is only good as an 
indicator of rainfall [not for knowing when to plant]. It is good so you can notice when it will 
rain.” Likewise, the graph (Fig 2.5) of the frequency of ants and termites noted on rainforest 
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surveys indicates these insects become active as humidity increases up to about 75% relative 
humidity. However, as humidity increases past this point, as it often does before the transition to 
the rainy season, the movement of ants and termites decreases (Fig. 9). Additionally, interviews 
and conversations with Lacandón farmers reveals farmers generally do not just use one indicator 
to predict the weather — instead they use a variety of natural sources of information to arrive at a 
prediction (Table 1).  
Many of the indicators of rainfall used by the Lacandón Maya are similar to those used 
by other traditional cultures worldwide. While species differ, due to geographic distance, many 
traditional knowledge holders across cultures forecast rainfall by listening to the calls of certain 
birds and frogs, observing the behavior changes in termites and ants, noting halos around the sun 
and moon, monitoring flower blooms, viewing rainbows, and noticing crabs moving out of water 
(Alves and Barboza, 2017). Many of these indicators of rainfall, e.g., frog calls (Ziervogel & 
Opere, 2010), are supported by scientific as well as traditional knowledge. 
While green lacewing larvae, which are predatory on harmful agricultural pests (e.g., 
aphids and scale insects), are best known for their potential as biocontrol agents on farmland, 
they are also an important part of the Lacandón system of natural indicator species. Several 
respondents felt that this was one of the most important indicators; in fact, the Lacandón name 
for the larvae is “kuchja,” which means “carries (kuch) water(ja).” The debris camouflage of this 
insect (Fig. 2.6), can be used to predict many types of weather, based on the coloration of the 
debris camouflage. Darker colors indicate incipient rainfall, while lighter colors generally 
indicate sun and heat (Chankin, personal communication, 2018). Therefore, one participant 
likened this insect to a “Mayan calendar.” This knowledge is supported by TEK from 
northeastern Brazil. The people there call a local green lacewing larva “bichinho-da-fartura,” 
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which translates to “abundance bug.” When the debris on the back of the bichinho-da-fartura is 
all white, it indicates crops will grow well that year. However, if the insect is “naked” and lacks 
debris on its back, the locals predict their crops will not produce a lot of food (Neto, 2006).  
According to Lacandón knowledge, changes in calling patterns by howler monkeys and 
Plain Chachalacas, a brown pheasant-like bird, forecast rainfall (Chankin, personal 
communication, 2018). This TEK is well-supported by other traditional knowledge holders and 
by western science. Researchers have found evidence that, as the dry season transitions to the 
rainy season, howler monkeys decrease their calls in the dawn and dusk but increase them during 
midday. This change is correlated to an increase in rainfall (Horwich and Gebhard, 1983). 
Another study found evidence that calling rates for howler monkeys are significantly higher 
during midday and afternoon in the rainy season, compared to the dry season (Cornick and 
Markowitz, 2002). Increased calling by howler monkeys is used to forecast rainfall by 
indigenous and non-indigenous people in Belize (Horwich and Gebhard, 1983), Peru (Silvano, 
2015) and Brazil (Ruoso, 2012). Likewise, chachalacas alter their calling patterns after the 
breeding season, which ends as the rainy season begins (Marion & Fleetwood, 1978). 
SEK and TEK supports that swarming and movements by army ants and other ant species 
indicate incipient rainfall. Many army ant species swarm as the humidity rises, and Labidus 
praedator, a small ant from Columbia, is even known as the “rain ant” due to its tendency to be 
active when the ground is moist (Willis and Oniki, 1978). Scientists speculate that at a high 
temperature and low humidity, ant movement is restricted. However, as temperature drops, and 
humidity rises, conditions for ant movement improve (Da Silva, 1977). This scientific hypothesis 
is strongly supported by TEK around the world: local people and indigenous cultures in the 
Philippines (Galacgac & Balisacan, 2009), India (Anandaraja et al., 2008), Ethiopia (Ayal et al., 
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2015), Zimbabwe (Risiro et al., 2012), Brazil (Ruoso, 2012), and Peru (Silvano, 2015) all use ant 
behavior, such as the appearance and movement by ants across the landscape, to forecast rainfall. 
According to traditional Lacanja knowledge, ants are active before the rains so they can escape 
inevitable flooding as rivers overflow their banks (Chankin, personal communication, 2018). 
From my results, I clearly see that ants and termites increase in number as humidity increases to 
about 75% and temperature decreases to about 29 ° C. However, as humidity continues to 
increase and temperature decreases, the frequency of these indicators reaches a peak and then 
begins to decrease. This corresponds to the traditional knowledge that “the ants listen to the 
weather.” Therefore, suggesting these indicators largely predict short-term rainfall events, rather 
than the transition of dry to the rainy season (Fig. 2.4 & 2.5). 
Termites are also important globally as indicators of rainfall. Behavioral changes in 
termites are used to forecast rain in the Philippines (Galacgac & Balisacan, 2009), India 
(Anandaraja et al., 2008), Ethiopia (Ayal et al., 2015), Tanzania (Chang’a et al., 2010), and 
Zimbabwe (Risiro et al., 2012). Usually, according to global TEK, rains are expected to begin 
after winged termites are seen leaving the nest. In Lacanja Chansayab, one elder mentioned that 
this indicator is particularly reliable, even when the rains are delayed. When the termites begin to 
make holes in their nests (Fig. 2.8), there will soon be heavy rains at night, but still sun and heat 
during the day (Chankin, personal communication, 2018). This TEK is supported by scientific 
evidence that termites in the African savannah, which are very sensitive to moisture levels, 
increase their activity levels when moisture levels increase (Davies et al., 2015). Analysis of 
termite swarming patterns by da Silva Medeiros et al. (1999) suggested that termite swarming is 
seasonal, depends on local climactic conditions, and is linked to a combination of factors that 
may include temperature, rainfall and atmospheric pressure.  
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Several species of frogs were noted as important indicators of rainfall by Lacandón 
farmers. These include a common species described as either lele’ or kikik, depending on the 
Lacandón dialect of the speaker (Fig. 2.9). This is a species of tree frog whose call forecasts 
rainfall within the next couple of days, and not the changing of the seasons. According to one 
elder, “[Lele’] is just a signal of rainfall, an indicator [and is not useful for planting crops]. But it 
is good because if it is not raining and you hear lele’, ahh, in three days I will be happy, it will 
rain.”. On the other hand, the calling of the toad wo’ indicate that the heavy precipitation of the 
rainy season is arriving. Wo’ spend the vast majority of the year underground, where they can 
survive in a dormant state for many months, before emerging after heavy rainfall to breed 
(Fouquette & Rossman, 1963). The rainy season is expected to begin approximately after the 
third time wo’ are heard calling in the night in large aggregations at rainforest pools. Likewise, 
many species of frogs are useful for forecasting rainfall across the globe. They have been noted 
as important for forecasting rainfall in India (Anandaraja et al., 2008), Tanzania (Chang’a et al., 
2010), Uganda (Okonya & Kroschel, 2013), the Philippines (Galacgac & Balisacan, 2009), and 
Malaysia (Garav-Baravazarra & Puri, 2011). Research has shown the calling patterns of some 
frog species correlate to changes in temperature and rainfall. On the other hand, some frog calls 
are more closely correlated with photoperiod, rather than environmental conditions (Saenz et al., 
2006; Schalk & Saenz, 2016).  
Many species of passerine birds are used as rainfall indicators by traditional cultures 
around the world, from Africa to Brazil (Alves & Barboza, 2017). In the rainforests of Lacanja 
Chansayab, knocking by woodpeckers on trees and calls by Gartered Trogon forecast rainfall 
within 2–3 days. Unusual behavior by woodpeckers is also used to forecast rainfall in India 
(Acharya, 2011). Gartered trogons, called kux in Lacandón, are a colorful Central American bird 
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with a blueish head, a yellow belly, and a black and white barred tail found in primary forests 
and edge habitat. While other trogons occur in the region, many of which have similarly colorful 
plumage, only this specific species is useful for signaling rainfall.  
 A rich diversity of freshwater crab fauna is found in Chiapas, most of which are in the 
family Pseudothelphusidae (Cumberlidge et al., 2014). These crustaceans have been little-
studied; in fact, Alvarez and Villalobos (1998) relatively recently described six new species in 
the Pseudothelphusidae (Brachyura) family in Chiapas. According to local knowledge, the crabs 
begin to leave small streams and wander the rainforest floor before the heavy precipitation of the 
rainy season causes the rivers to rise (Fig. 2.11). In the Philippines, crabs similarly move out of 
streams before typhoons, an extreme weather event that involves heavy rainfall and strong winds 
(Galacgac & Balisacan, 2009).  It has been shown that these types of crab behavior can be driven 
by environmental factors (Alsaiari, 2012).  
 When bulet, a species of Apistosia moth, are abundant in the rainforest in April, 
traditional knowledge holders expect the rainy season to arrive early. This moth has pectinate 
antennae, dense orangish red hairs on its head, black hairs on its abdomen, and black wings 
flanked by a white bar on the posterior margin (Fig. 2.12). While this type of moth has been 
poorly studied, the presence of large numbers of specific Lepidopterans are generally used by 
local people in India and Tanzania to predict rainfall (Alves & Barboza, 2018). 
Lacandón farmers noted that halos around the sun (Fig. 2.7) and moon reliably indicate 
coming rainfall. The understanding that solar or lunar halos foreshadow rainfall is also used by 
disparate indigenous societies in Tanzania (Shaffer, 2014), the Pacific Islands (Chand et al., 
2014), Nigeria (Abdulrashid, 2013), and Australia (Turpin et al., 2013). Farmers interviewed in 
Katsina State, Nigeria explicitly understood the connection between the halos and rainfall — that 
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the halos are formed because of high concentrations of water in the atmosphere (Abdulrashid, 
2013). The causes of solar and lunar phenomena, such as halos and parahelia, are well-
understood. These types of atmospheric phenomenon are caused by ice crystals that form in 
cirrus clouds at the top of the troposphere. Since these conditions often occur before an 
atmospheric front, they are reliable indicators of coming rainfall (Lynch, 1978). In fact, the 
nature of halos and their significance has been understood to some degree since at least the late 
1800s (Barber, 1871). 
 The Lacandón Maya use the system of indicators holistically — they use information 
from various sources to forecast the weather. Some of the indicators, such as ants and termites, 
generally indicate short-term rainfall events. For example, if a swarm of army ants cross a trail in 
the forest, according to TEK it will rain within 3 days. On the other hand, other indicators predict 
the onset of the regular, continuous heavy downpours of the rainy season. If kur’takin flowers, it 
is probably going to rain very hard. This leads to an effective system, as multiple indicators can 
reinforce conclusions about weather. Overall, the evidence suggests the TEK used by the 
community of Lacanja Chansayab to forecast rainfall will be reliable as the climate changes, due 
to the diversity of indicators used holistically by the community. 
Climate change is not a future threat to Lacanja Chansayab; it is affecting weather 
patterns in the community right now. According to interviewees, rains are increasingly 
unpredictable, and the summers are hotter. Since farming is important both culturally and for 
subsistence for many families, it is important to be able to understand and predict the weather as 
the climate shifts. Additionally, the ability to predict the weather, even when it is not 
agriculturally relevant, has cultural value. Many respondents worried about the loss of traditional 
knowledge of rainfall forecasting, as part of a broader decline in traditional cultural heritage.  
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 While this system of natural indicators works well for predicting both short-term and 
seasonal weather, this system of indicators of rainfall, along with the broader phenological 
understanding of the natural world, is being lost. The next generation is living in a much more 
globalized world. Since eco-tourism is the largest industry in Lacanja Chansayab, many young 
people work as guides or at local hotels, and they interact with hundreds of Mexican and foreign 
travelers each year (Chankin, personal communication, 2018). Working in the milpa and 
agroforestry system is hard, low-wage work, and it does not appeal to many younger 
Lacandones. While cultural change is natural, many members of the community feel that the loss 
of this knowledge will cost them a part of their sovereign identity. Additionally, one interviewee 
felt that the loss of connection to the natural world will lead to a lack of respect for the natural 
indicators — people might kill army ants, for example, without realizing that these insects are 
sharing information about the weather. Young people still care about their heritage, and one 
twenty-five-year-old man even told me he wanted to develop tourism that helped preserve their 
traditional knowledge. Future projects should therefore prioritize knowledge preservation and 
transmission alongside their research. 
 Researchers could also build on these conclusions with a larger interview sample size. I 
spoke with 8 people; however, a future researcher may wish to interview 20 people or more. A 
larger sample size would allow the researcher to better understand different and possibly 
contradictory perspectives on weather forecasting. Additionally, this process would increase the 
reliability of conclusions based on the interview data. To conduct these interviews, it would be 
ideal that the interviewer is fluent in Lacandón Maya and of Lacandón heritage, which was not 
possible in this study.   
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 Lastly, future studies could increase the scope of this project by increasing the project 
scope: from indicators of rainfall to weather in general and season phenology. The main local 
project collaborator, Mr. Chankin, recommended developing a yearlong calendar of Mayan 
phenology that would include indicators used to predict rain, sun, heat, and wind. Ecologists 
Leopold and Jones (1947) published a calendar of phenology, in South Central WI. Researchers 
were then able to compare his data with current phenological information to determine effects of 
climate change on the local landscape (Bradley et al., 1999). Similarly, this calendar could also 






Chapter 3: Weather Forecasting with Chrysopid (Neuroptera) Debris Camouflage 
 
Abstract:  
In Lacanja Chansayab, Chiapas, Mexico, indigenous farmers forecast the weather by 
observing the coloration of debris camouflage carried by green lacewing larvae (Neuroptera: 
Chrysopidae). TEK is that white coloration indicates sun and heat, while darker colors forecast 
rainfall. From May 12 to August 9 2018, green lacewing larvae were systematically surveyed 
and photographed in the farm fields and rainforests around Lacanja. I determined average daily 
white coloration decreased exponentially as temperature increased and humidity decreased. 
Because there appears to be a relationship between temperature, rather than day of the year, and 
the coloration of the debris camouflage, it is likely that this traditional weather forecasting will 
remain reliable despite shifting weather patterns from anthropogenic climate change. 
 
Introduction:  
Debris camouflage is a behavior exhibited by insect larvae that includes placing lichens, 
soil, plant matter, the exoskeletons of other insects, and other particles on their body to hide from 
prey or predators (Ruxton & Stevens, 2015). The use of debris camouflage by larval green 
lacewings has been well-studied (Neuroptera: Chrysopidae) but has also been observed in other 
Neuroptera families and in other insect orders. The bodies of these insects are specially adapted 
to this behavior (Smith, 1926, Tauber et al., 1989), and research suggests the behavior has been 
present for tens of millions of years (Tauber et al., 2014). Much research has recently been 
conducted on debris-carrying Chrysopid larvae, as huge potential opportunities exist to integrate 
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these insects into agricultural systems as bio-control agents of pest species, especially aphids 
(Tauber et al., 2000; McEwen et al., 2001).  
Green lacewings (Neuroptera: Chrysopidae) are the most prominent insect family that 
utilizes debris camouflage; however, this behavior also occurs within other orders, such as 
Coleoptera and Hemiptera. Within the green lacewing family, ~ 65% of genera contain species 
that use larval debris-camouflaging and these species have anatomical adaptations that have 
developed to effectively carry particles and other substances (Smith, 1926; Tauber et al., 1989).  
1200 species are included in the green lacewing family, Chrysopidae (Neuroptera), 
worldwide (Brookes & Barnard 1990). The green lacewing family includes many well-studied 
beneficial agricultural insects, a plethora of which prey heavily on aphids. Larval green 
lacewings undergo complete metamorphosis and have three larval instars before pupating to their 
winged adult form (Canard and Volkovitch, 2007). Larval development in temperate regions can 
depend on temperature, which is measured using the number of degree-days accumulated 
(Taylor, 1981; Fonseca et al., 2015). Green lacewings usually lay their eggs in clusters 
underneath leaves on long silken stalks, which serve to protect the eggs from predation, 
parasitism, and cannibalism (Ruzicka, 1997). 
Debris carrying is an ancient trait that evolved within Neuroptera tens of millions of years 
ago (Tauber et al., 2014). In fact, a Chrysopid larva, Hallucinochrysa diogenesi, was found 
embedded in amber in the El Soplao outcrop in Spain and was estimated to be 105 million years 
old. This larva had morphological adaptations similar to the setae chrysopid larvae still have to 
contain debris, and the larvae was using these structures to carry debris — plant trichomes — on 
its back (Peréz-de la Fuente et al., 2016). Additional specimens of debris-bearing chrysopids, 
ascalaphids (owlflies, Order Neuroptera), nymphids (split-footed lacewings, Neuroptera) and 
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reduviids (assassin bugs, Hemiptera) collected in amber from Burma, Spain, France, and 
Lebanon were described by Wang et al. in 2016. These researchers collected 21 specimens with 
debris-camouflage, and they carried a variety of materials including insect exoskeletons, leaves, 
ferns, and soil particles. The specimens were estimated to be from the Cretaceous period (about 
100 million years ago). 
The bodies of debris-carrying insects have adaptations that permit and promote this 
behavior. Debris-carrying larvae have evolved to facilitate the carrying of debris through 
developing a wide body shape and bristle-like setae that hold debris in place (Tauber et al., 
2014). When depositing debris on their backs, the larvae grab the debris with their large jaws and 
arch their heads backwards. They can be very particular about the debris chosen, and some 
larvae can be identified by the make-up of the debris packet (Eisner et al., 2002). 
Debris camouflaging insects have been known to utilize a variety of natural materials. 
Some insects are specialists about the materials utilized, while others are more generalist. For 
example, some larvae solely utilize insect parts, while others only add particular parts of a 
certain plant, like sycamore leaf trichomes (Eisner et al., 1978; Eisner et al., 2002). On the other 
hand, some insects will accept a variety of lichens, insect exoskeletons, plant fibers, spiderwebs, 
and other materials (Smith 1921). One type of green lacewing larvae, Nodita pavida 
(Neuroptera: Chrysopidae), that was studied in Ohio, carried lichen soredia, lichen thallus 
fragments, bark, pieces of moss gametophytes, angiosperm pollen grains, fungal spores, other 
plant materials and fragments of insect body parts. Interestingly, some of the lichen fragments 
appeared to be viable and these debris camouflagers may be important for lichen dispersal 
(Slocum & Lawrey, 1976). 
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 As it is energetically costly to construct and carry debris camouflage, it is likely that these 
structures confer fitness benefits to some insects. Some camouflage coats take considerable 
effort to build. For example, it takes 20 minutes for Chrysopa slossonae (Neuroptera: 
Chrysopidae) to finish their camouflage coat (Eisner et al., 1978). Additionally, it may be 
energetically costly to carry heavy structures, especially for relatively mobile taxa (Bacher and 
Luder, 2005). Debris camouflage largely seems to benefit insects by reducing predation and 
parasitism and increasing hunting effectiveness (Ruxton & Stevens, 2015).  
 Debris camouflage has been shown to improve hunting effectiveness by insects. Some 
chrysopids use their debris camouflage to hide from ants that steward aphid colonies. The larvae 
of Chrysopa slossonae construct their debris camouflage from the waxy “silk” found on the 
bodies of their aphid prey. Larvae with the camouflage coat can successfully hunt aphids, while 
artificially denuded larvae were generally found and ejected by the ants guarding the colony 
(Eisner et al., 1978). Assassin bugs in Costa Rica likewise use debris camouflage to hunt their 
favored prey, termites, while avoiding detection. These individuals live in the large termite 
mounds and cover themselves with carton, a termite secretion that is used in nest building. 
Although termites are blind, the debris camouflage renders the assassin bugs invisible to 
chemical or tactile senses (McMahan 1982). 
 The use of debris camouflage has been shown to be effective at reducing predation and 
parasitism from various enemies. A study experimentally determined that larvae of Mallada 
desjardinsi (Neuroptera: Chrysopidae) were able to use debris camouflage to both hide and 
escape from a predatory ladybird beetle, Harmonia axyridis (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae). The 
larvae with debris camouflage were able to hide effectively from the predators and faced an 
attack rate of 55% compared to 90% for the denuded peers. If the larvae were attacked, the 
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larvae with camouflage coats were able to escape 82% of the time, compared to only 17% of 
their denuded peers (Nakahira & Arakawa, 2006). Likewise, Mallada signata (Neuroptera: 
Chrysopidae) larvae with debris camouflage were more effective at avoiding cannibalism than 
their denuded peers (Anderson et al., 2003). The fecal debris camouflage used by the cassidine 
larvae Cassida rubiginosa (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) was not effective at preventing 
predation; however, it did reduce parasitism by Foersterella reptans (Hymenoptera, 
Tetracampidae) (Bacher & Luder, 2005). 
The coloration of the debris camouflage of Chrysopid larvae has been used by traditional 
cultures to forecast weather. In northern Brazil, a chrysopid larvae known as “bichinho-da-
fartura,” which translates to “abundance bug”, is used to better understand local environmental 
conditions. If the coloration of the debris camouflage on this insect is white, the local people 
expect to have a good growing season; however, if the insects lack debris camouflage, they do 
not expect crops to grow well (Neto, 2006). In Lacandón Maya communities in Chiapas, Mexico, 
larval chrysopids are used to forecast rainfall and other weather. According to traditional 
ecological knowledge of the Lacandón Maya people, the coloration of the debris camouflage in 
this species is very important for predicting weather patterns. In fact, one of my local 
collaborators likened them to a “Mayan calendar.” The green lacewing larvae of this region carry 
a plethora of materials: lichens, bark, leaves, small molds, and fungi, exoskeletons of prey 
insects and moss, among other particles. When the coloration of the debris carried is largely 
white, there will be heat and sun on the horizon, and the dry season will continue. As the 
coloration begins to darken (but maintains a white component), there will be a mix of sun and 
rain. When the coloration becomes largely dark brown or black, there will be a lot of rain, and 
the rainy season will begin (Chankin, personal communication, 2018). The purpose of this study 
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is to determine the relationship between environmental factors, such as temperature and 
humidity, and the coloration of the debris camouflage of Lacandón chrysopids and to better 
understand the reliability of this traditional indicator of weather as the climate changes. 
Methods: 
Fieldwork was conducted by Adolfo Chankin, a traditional practitioner of Lacandón 
agriculture, and John Zeiger, a master’s student in conservation biology. All determinations of 
importance of the various insects was noted by Mr. Chankin, and his knowledge was 
corroborated by 3 knowledgeable Lacandón elders. Mr. Zeiger was responsible for recording 
data in the field, statistical analyses, and project write-up. 
Environmental data were collected daily when possible. Rainfall data were collected in 
the afternoon (between 1200 and 1500) from a rain gauge placed in an open area, unobstructed 
by foliage. Temperature and humidity data were collected daily at 0800, 1200, and 1900 with an 
EP8710 General temperature humidity meter until June 5 and a H87 Totaline Termo Hidrómetro 
(Thermometer and hydrometer) from that point onward. Morning and evening data were 
collected at the ecotourist lodge, owned by Vicente Paniagua, where I stayed during the field 
season. The lodge was approximately one km from the field site.  Midday temperature was taken 
in the rainforest at various locations, depending on which section of the forest was being 
surveyed. Cloud cover data were estimated visually, by viewing the entire visible sky and 
estimating all areas covered with any form of clouds, at 0800, 1200 and 1900 to the nearest 10%. 
Although I collected temperature and humidity data in Lacanja Chansayab, I used daily 
temperature and humidity data from the airport in Flores, Guatemala for data analyses. Flores has 
a very similar climate to Lacanja Chansayab, is in the same World Wildlife Foundation (WWF) 
recognized ecoregion and is 130 km away from my field site (Valero, Schipper and Allnutt, 
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2019; Google Earth).  Due to a malfunctioning humidity meter, I cannot reliably compare 
humidity between Lacanja Chansayab, Mexico, and Flores, Guatemala or use my local humidity 
measurements for analyses. 
The study site, the community of Lacanja Chansayab, Chiapas, Mexico, is described in 
Chapter 2. In this community, we walked trail transects in the rainforest, secondary rainforest, 
and milpas for between 1 and 6 hours each day. Trails were identified and search times were 
recorded. During each transect, suitable trees, as determined by Mr. Chankin, were examined for 
lacewing larvae. When found, each larva was described and photographed with a Moto G4 
camera under default conditions. To standardize the light in the photographs, each larva was 
placed on a piece of cardboard and had a rectangular cardboard cutout placed around it. This 
setup blocked outside light from the photographs. I placed the camera on top of the rectangle 
horizontally, about 7 cm above the insect. With the flash on, I photographed the insect. These 
photographs were then analyzed using the GNU image manipulation program (GIMP) to 
determine percent white coloration. For this analysis, the intelligent scissors tool was used to 
select the larvae, and then the program threshold was set to 150 to include solely light-colored 
objects. Mean values were recorded.  
The white coloration of each insect was estimated daily in the field and was 
quantitatively determined using GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP). Examples of the 
scale used to estimate different types of coloration are available in Appendix 5. The field 
estimation was used in the final statistical analysis, as GIMP results were not useful for 
estimating white coloration. This was likely due to the effect of the camera flash on the image 
analyzed — when the larvae were central in the photo, and therefore closer to the camera flash, 
they were recorded as far lighter than when they were in shadow at the edge of the photograph. 
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This effect was so powerful that an insect at the edge of the photograph might have a mean value 
of 0, while if the same individual was centrally located, it would have a mean value of 35 (out of 
100). As these insects are highly mobile, it was very difficult to standardize their position in the 
photographs in the field. Additionally, the software had difficulty differentiating between white 
and greenish white coloration, which have similar thresholds but different significance to the 
Lacandon Maya.  
For each insect, I filled out a full description of the insect and capture location in my field 
notes. This description included the weather forecast from the insect’s debris-cargo, as 
determined by Mr. Chankin. Additionally, the tree species and size class, the height of the larvae 
on the tree, the length of the larvae, and a description of the debris-cargo were recorded. The tree 
size class included 5 categories, determined by diameter at breast height: sapling (<5 cm); small 
tree (5–0.25 m); medium tree (0.25–1 m); large tree (1–2 m); very large tree (>2 m). The 
description of the debris-cargo included the types of materials carried, the color and relative 
percentages of these materials and any other noteworthy observations. The percentage of white 
coloration was estimated, to the nearest 10%, for each insect. Examples of the field 
determinations of white and off-white (greenish and grayish white) debris camouflage are 
included in Appendix 5.  
Several larvae were taken to a laboratory at El Colegio de la Frontera Sur (ECOSUR) in 
San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, for additional examination. They were examined and 
photographed under a dissecting microscope at 20 to 35 magnification.  
 To model the color change, I used temperature as the predictor variable and daily average 
white coloration as the response variable. I did not use data from any days when 2 or fewer 
larvae were collected. I used a Durbin-Watson test to check for autocorrelation of the residuals. 
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To evaluate the error distribution of the data, I compared beta binomial, gamma, normal, 
exponential and logistic distributions before choosing to use a normal fit. I compared Pearson 
correlation values for three predictor variables: humidity, temperature, day of year (hereafter 
day). I then developed models that included humidity, temperature, day, and interactions among 
the variables, and compared linear and exponential functions to find the best fit to the data. I 
developed 11 linear models of the three variables including: temperature; humidity; day; 
temperature and humidity; temperature, humidity, and interactions; temperature, humidity, and 
day; temperature, humidity, day and interactions; humidity and day; humidity, day, and 
interactions; temperature and day; temperature, day, and interactions. I developed three 
exponential models: temperature, humidity, and day. I used information theoretic criterion (AIC) 
values to rank the models and the “best” models, out of the 14 I evaluated, were the ones with 
the lowest AIC values. Data exploration, visualization, and analysis were conducted in R version 
3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2018). Data visualization was largely conducted using the package ggplot2 
(Wickham, 2016). The distribution of the data was examined using the package fitdistrplus 
(Delignette-Muller, et al., 2019) and the Durbin-Watson test utilized the package lmtest (Hothorn 
et al., 2018). The full reproducible code is available in Appendix 6.  
Results:  
The green lacewing larvae photographed used a large variety of materials to build their 
debris cargo. The types of debris differed between the milpa (farm) and rainforest ecosystem. In 
the milpa, white material often came from casings of caterpillar cocoons, while in the rainforest 
most of the white material used was from lichens. In both ecosystems, insect (ant and beetle) 
exoskeletons, algae, bark, leaf stems, dried leaves, and moss were added to the debris packets. In 
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addition, the cargo of larvae in the milpa contained red fungi and termite “carton” — a 
combination of wood and fecal matter.  
Pearson correlations were calculated between the three predictor variables included in the 
analysis: temperature, humidity and day (Table 3.1). As shown, there is a high negative 
correlation between humidity and temperature (-0.96).  
Table 3.1: Pearson correlation coefficients among predictor variables 
 Humidity Temperature Day  
Humidity 1.0 -0.96 0.40 
Temperature -0.96 1.0 -0.44 
Day 0.40 -0.44 1.0 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Plot of green lacewing larvae average white color with humidity (%) as the predictor variable. Humidity 
data generated from Flores, Guatemala airport. Daily average white coloration is the response variable. Line 




Figure 3.2: Plot of green lacewing larvae average white color with temperature (˚C) as the predictor variable. 
Temperature data collected at the Flores, Guatemala airport. Daily average white coloration as the response 
variable. Line represents the exponential model:   
Average daily white coloration = 0.00001710*𝑒0.3290∗𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 
 
The “best” model to explain color change were exponential models [1] and [2], shown below, 
since they have the lowest AIC values (Table 3.1). Model [1] and [2] are fit to the data in the 
visualizations above (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively).  
 
Average White Coloration = 25.47*e−0.06431∗Humidity    [1] 
Average White Coloration = 0.00001710*e0.3290∗Temperature   [2] 
 
 An exponential model was also developed for day of the season; however, the AIC value 
for this model was -20.61, 14.24 information criterion units greater than the lowest model. This 
model was not included in Table 3.3, as it was not one of the top 5 candidates.  
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As p-values (Bolker, 2008) and R² values (Kvalseth, 1985; Spiess & Neumeyer, 2010) 
are not recommended for nonlinear models, I used the AIC values (Table 3.3) and the 95% 
confidence interval of the parameter estimates to judge goodness of fit for the exponential 
models. The “best” overall model, with the lowest AIC values, was the exponential model of 
humidity. The confidence interval around the first parameter, a=25.47, is (7.76–161.26). The 
confidence interval around parameter b= -0.064 is (-0.092– -0.040). For the exponential model of 
temperature, the confidence interval around parameter a = 0.000017 is (-5.50–8.92) and 
parameter b = 0.33 is (0.19-0.47).  The “best” linear model included humidity, day, and the 
interactions between humidity and day as parameters, and is listed as the third model from the 
top in Table 3.3. This model was highly significant, with a p-value < 0.0001. The adjusted R² 
value for the model is 0.46. The linear model of humidity and day was highly significant with a 
p-value of <0.0001 and an adjusted R² of 0.44. For the exponential models, I calculated the 
confidence intervals of the parameters. For the third linear model, which included temperature, 
day, and the interaction of temperature and day, the p-value was <0.0001 and the adjusted R² was 
0.44. 
Table 3.3: Results of AIC-selected models for white color change in green lacewing larvae 
N Model K AIC ∆AIC 
1 Exponential model of humidity 2 -34.85 0 
2 Exponential model of temperature 2 -34.35 0.5 
3 Humidity + Day + Humidity*Day 4 -32.96 1.89 
3 Humidity + Day 3 -32.43 2.42 




Variables include humidity (daily humidity at the Flores, Guatemala airport), temperature (median temperature 
recorded at the Flores, Guatemala airport) and Day (day of the season). N represents the identifying number of the 
model, K represents the number of parameters in the model, AIC represents the Akaike information criterion value, 
and ∆AIC represents the difference between the “best” (lowest) AIC value and the model value. 
 
Discussion: 
 The data supports the hypothesis that changes in daily average white coloration in green 
lacewing larvae debris-camouflage are driven by changes in environmental conditions. As 
temperature increases, the daily average white coloration also increased. I hypothesized changes 
in the color of green lacewing debris camouflage evolved to match the changing color of the tree 
bark on which the lacewings live. As humidity increases (and temperature decreases), dark-
colored biofilms of cyanobacteria and algae begin to grow on tree bark. Since humidity and 
temperature are highly inversely correlated, the larvae can use temperature to stay in sync with 
environmental changes that are driven by humidity. Therefore, when the humidity increases, 
larvae appear to have evolved to choose darker colored debris (Fig. 3.3) in order to better 
camouflage to their changing environment and local people have been able to use these color 




Figure 3.3: Photographs of green lacewing larvae taken with a disecting microscope. The photo to the left shows the 
debris camouflage of a larva photographed during the dry season, and the photograph to the right was taken during 
the transition to the rainy season.  
 Although the lowest AIC model [1] was driven by humidity, the difference between this 
model and the temperature driven model [2] was trivial. When using AIC to differentiate models, 
a difference of < 2 is generally considered trivial, and these two models only differ by 0.4 
(Burnham & Anderson, 2004). Although some insect behavior can be affected by humidity (Dow 
& Gerrish, 1970), various studies have shown that temperature can influence development 
(Ratte, 1984; Da Silva Medeiros, 1999; Cho et al., 2017). Since temperature and humidity are 
very highly correlated at the study site, it is likely that temperature, rather than humidity, is 
driving color changes in the green lacewing larval debris camouflage. The exponential model 
that includes day of the season had an AIC value about 14 information criterion units greater 
than the models of humidity or temperature. Therefore, I concluded that day of the season was 
not the primary driver of the change in daily average white coloration.   
 Changes in green lacewing larvae color may be driven by larger color changes in the 
green lacewing larvae’s habitat. All green lacewing larvae were found on tree bark and appeared 
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to prefer a few specific species. Although not thoroughly investigated, a gradual shift in the color 
of tree bark was noted during the field season. It is likely that this shift is due to the growth of 
algal biofilms on the bark as the humidity increased (Fig. 3.4).  
 
Figure 3.4: Photographs of tree bark from the dry and rainy season. The photo to the left, from May 14, shows a 
green lacewing larva with a largely white cargo. The photo to the right, from July 24, shows increased algal 
growth. 
 
Algae biofilms are common and can grow on almost any exposed surfaces, and completely 
different communities can develop in close proximity to each other, due to differences in 
microtopography, light exposure, temperature, and wind (Reisser, 2001). Researchers studying 
biofilms in Palenque, Chiapas, Mexico, determined that the biofilms there were largely made up 
of cyanobacteria, and noted the presence of green algae and fungal hyphae (Ramirez et al., 
2010). These biofilms take in water from the air, rather than from rainfall events; therefore, they 
generally require high humidity levels to photosynthesize — lab experiments have determined 
that some algae do not become photosynthetically active until humidity approaches 90% 
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(Ehresmann & Hatch, 1975). These communities respond quickly to changes in humidity and 
can activate within minutes once the humidity becomes favorable. However, they can also 
tolerate desiccation and prolonged periods of drought, during which they enter a state of 
dormancy (Reisser, 2001). Since algal biofilms are highly sensitive to environmental conditions, 
researchers have proposed using biofilm composition on tree bark as an indicator of airborne 
pollution levels (Freystein et al., 2008).  
Algae biofilms are abundant in tropical areas with high humidity. In fact, they present a 
threat to many Mayan ruins in Mexico and Central America. At the Mayan ruins of Palenque, 
Chiapas, Mexico, biofilms growing on ancient pyramids and stone structures threaten the long-
term conservation of these sites. These biofilms are often very resistant to desiccation during the 
dry season and are rapidly able to revitalize during the wet season; therefore, clear changes occur 
in the biofilm community as it quickly grows and expands when humidity increases. The 
biofilms growing at Palenque were primarily comprised of cyanobacteria and green algae, and 
the biofilms frequently were dark colored — black or dark green — although they also could be 
green or even red or orangish (Ramirez et al., 2010). Since the ruins at Palenque are just 130 km 
from Lacanja Chansayab and in the same ecoregion (Valero, Schipper & Allnutt, 2019), it is 
likely that similar biofilms are growing at both locations.  
Green lacewing larvae are a reliable and respected indicator of rainfall and other weather by 
the Lacandones of Lacanja Chansayab, and it is likely that they will continue to be informative 
as weather patterns shift due to anthropogenic climate change. Color changes are driven by 
environmental conditions, rather than daylength, so it is likely that they will shift as humidity 
and temperature shift. In the 1970s and 80s, the environmental conditions in the Selva 
Lacandona would start to transition from the dry to the rainy season as early as April; however, 
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in 2018, the transition did not occur until mid-August (Paniagua, personal communication, 
2018). According to interviews with Lacandón elders and other knowledgeable agricultural 
practitioners, this transition is occurring later each year. However, as the environmental 
conditions around them are rapidly changing, the elders insist that the green lacewing larvae still 
forecast the weather reliably. This knowledge, passed down for centuries, is supported by my 
analysis.  
This study was limited spatially and temporally. I was only permitted to work on land (50 ha) 
controlled by my local collaborator and his family; therefore, I was not able to monitor this 
insect in various sites on the landscape. Additionally, the work was only conducted between mid-
May and early August. In order to fully capture the changes in debris camouflage, it would be 
necessary to monitor the insect for an entire year. The study could be improved through 
additional field sites and a longer monitoring period.  
Future studies can further investigate the effects of algal biofilms on green lacewing larval 
behavior. As green lacewing larvae displays strong preferences for certain tree species, such as 
sak’ats (Licania platypus) (Chankin, personal communication, 2018) these species can be 
monitored and photographed for several months during the transition from the rainy to the dry 
season. In order to better understand the use of this insect by the community, local farmers can 








Chapter 4: Reflection 
 
Fieldwork in another country, another culture, and another language, can be very 
challenging. My aim here is to reflect on the challenges I faced while leading a small-scale field 
study in Lacanja Chansayab, Chiapas, Mexico. I also aim to explain the decisions I made to 
show respect and reciprocity for the knowledge that was shared with me for my project.  
With support from faculty at SUNY ESF, I designed my project, on the use of natural 
indicators to predict rainfall for agricultural decision making. After a semester of research, grant-
writing, and logistical preparation, I felt optimistic about the upcoming field season. I emailed 
Adolfo Chankin, my local collaborator in Lacanja Chansayab, and let him know I would get to 
the village on May 11.  
I arrived at Adolfo’s house on May 12, so I was a full day late, due to unforeseen issues 
with local transportation from the city of San Cristóbal de las Casas. Because I could not 
communicate with him, or anyone else in Lacanja Chansayab, via email, text, phone, letter, or 
any other means, I simply decided to show up. I woke up early that morning and found a 
collectivo, a small local bus, heading down the Carretera Fronterra, the main highway into the 
Lacandón jungle, and asked the driver to warn me when I was approaching San Javier, my 
destination. Arriving at San Javier—an intersection with a restaurant, a police station and an 
unkept half-covered palm thatched awning covering some concrete seats. I hailed a taxi and 
asked the driver to take me to the home of Adolfo Chankin. 
When I arrived, I had no idea what to say. Adolfo’s house was at the end of a dirt road, 
surrounded by milpa fields, acahual (secondary forest) and tall primary rainforest. There was a 
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hedge, full of tropical flowers, shielding his dwelling, a metal roofed house with slotted-wood 
walls. The driver let me out. I yelled “Hola!” A woman appeared. “Who are you?” she asked. 
This is not going well, I thought. “Uh, I’m John. I’m Antonio’s student.” “Who is Antonio?”, she 
asked. “Is Adolfo around?” I asked, starting to panic. Three young children eyed me, curiously. 
“He’ll be here in a bit,” she said, not unkindly. 
Luckily, I soon sorted out my surroundings. Adolfo appeared, and welcomed me. I was 
introduced to his wife Rosa and their children, Sinai, Bracus, and Tiffany. I set up a hammock in 
their backyard, between two trees, where I would sleep for the night. I explained my project in 
more detail, and he seemed excited and supportive. I apologized for being late and explained that 
it took me longer than I had anticipated to arrive in Palenque the night before. Within a few days, 
I changed my sleeping arrangements to a small room under a thatched roof at a cabin about a 15 
min walk from Adolfo’s residence, which was owned by Vicente Paniagua. Everything was fine 
— except I couldn’t eat. 
While meeting Adolfo for the first time, setting up my housing, and getting adjusted to 
my surroundings in Lacanja Chansayab, I was terribly sick. I had stomach issues, likely from 
contaminated food or water that prevented me from keeping food down during the first two days 
in the village. Somehow I did not get particularly hungry, although I did feel weak. Yet I was 
excited to begin work, so I began conducting surveys on forest trails of indicators of rainfall with 
Adolfo. I feared creating a bad first impression, especially after making a mess of my arrival, so I 
tried to keep up, even though I physically felt feeble from my stomach bug. In a couple of days, 
the antibiotics I was taking began to kick in and I started eating crackers. Within a week, I felt as 
good as ever.  
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After a week in town, I began to settle into the routine of my work. Each morning, I 
would wake up at 7:00 am, cook breakfast (usually oatmeal) and coffee on a hot plate I bought in 
San Cristobal for 150 pesos ($7) and buy myself a snack for lunch in the field. I carried a liter of 
water, my phone (for photographing indicators of rainfall), bug spray, cardboard (for placing 
insect specimens during photographs), plastic vials and buffer solution for mushroom specimen 
collection, a pocket knife, my humidity meter, a bird guide, and binoculars (why not?). Usually, I 
worked with Adolfo in the morning in his farm field, planting corn in rows with a large stick or 
cutting weeds with a machete. We would retreat to his house in the late morning, enjoy some 
plantains and homemade lemonade on his hammocks, and then walk an approximately 5 km 
transect in the rainforest.  
The transects were beautiful and wild. Insects chirped, birds called. Adolfo never missed 
anything. He would stop and point out a colorful yellow and black bird, a manakin, dancing to 
attract a mate. Or he’d see scars on a tree bark and show me where a jaguar scraped its claws or a 
tapir munched on inner bark on buttress roots. I never saw a jaguar or tapir, but on a couple of 
occasions we heard tapirs crashing through the undergrowth. Several times, we saw pairs of 
Great Currasows, turkey-sized game birds, in the trees, and once a group of Collared Peccaries 
ran across the trail, just 10 m ahead of us.  
This work was often frustrating, as can be expected from any field project. Nothing really 
went as planned. Midway through the season, a tourist stole my phone charger, and I was never 
able to find another effective charger—other chargers functioned but were slow and sometimes 
would fail to work. I would wake up, and my phone, which had been plugged in overnight, 
would be dead. This would not have been terribly frustrating, except I used my phone to 
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photograph green lacewing larvae and mushrooms (for a separate project) — which was crucial 
to my research. 
  Even more importantly, my humidity meter broke in June. At the time, I thought my 
whole project might be over, as I had no idea how to find a new humidity meter in southern 
Mexico, and my whole project was based on the relationship between indicators and humidity. I 
decided to travel to Palenque, the nearest mid-sized town, but none of the hardware stores there 
carried humidity meters. Frustrated, I boarded a collectivo to San Cristóbal, a gorgeous colonial 
city, where I spent a day visiting every store that might possibly sell these tools. At each store, 
after learning that humidity meters weren’t stocked, I asked for recommendations for my next 
target. Eventually, once nobody could recommend stores I hadn’t checked, I realized I needed to 
broaden my search: I took another collectivo to the state capital, Tuxla Gutierrez. There I got in a 
taxi and asked the driver to help me search different stores. We started with Home Depot and 
other large corporate conglomerates. Failing to find a humidity meter, we began to get creative. 
We visited hardware, army surplus, paint, and refrigerator supply stores. At this point, I had 
almost given up, but the taxi driver said he knew of a pool supply warehouse we could visit. 
Why not? I thought, and we were off — and finally, we were successful. At a small pool supply 
store, across from the warehouse (which didn’t have any humidity meters) we found what we 
were looking for.  
Early on in my work, I thought I was comfortable in the field — but then, I had never 
spent days in the Chiapas jungle. When I began working with Adolfo, I helped him out in the 
milpa and the first day I developed blisters on all my fingers. First I ignored the pain, and then I 
began using my left hand to hold the machete. A couple hours later, it didn’t matter which hand I 
used, as both were pocketed with blisters and I just tried to keep up. At the end of the day, 
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Adolfo asked me to show him my hands, and seemed both dismissive of my lack of experience 
with this work and impressed with my perseverance. But within a week, I could work with a 
machete without pain.  
While I initially was hesitant to conduct fieldwork with a guide—I had three years of 
experience working in remote areas solo — I learned from Adolfo how to deal with challenges 
and dangers present in the rainforest. When I began my work, I had no awareness of the biting 
and stinging insects in the field. I didn’t know that large black wasps nested under broad leaves 
in the undergrowth, until I felt a sharp needle in my upper arm one day while surveying 
indicators, which left a lingering burning sensation and a discoloration that persisted for a week. 
But afterward I never walked past a large leaf without inspecting it for wasps. Likewise, I gently 
teased Adolfo about his fear of caterpillars, until one day I was walking through thick shrubs and 
suddenly my whole forearm was on fire. The arm was red and inflamed, and it felt like the 
flames were devouring my skin. My arm burned for three minutes before it began to subside to a 
low tingle. I searched the bush with Adolfo and found a six-inch caterpillar carpeted with 
stinging hairs. More seriously, I did not watch where I stepped, until one day, while walking with 
Adolfo, he abruptly halted. I immediately stopped mid-step behind him. He pointed with his 
machete to a small yellow snake, coiled on the ground innocently in the middle of the trail, half a 
step ahead of him. He raised the machete, and struck the snake in the throat, killing it. “Si te pica, 
mueres,” he said. If it bites you, you die.  
Over the field season, my relationship with Adolfo and his family grew. They offered me 
plantains, fresh fruit juices, cornbread, and chicken soup. I tried to reciprocate by bringing 
grapes, flowers, photographs and other gifts when I returned from nearby villages, and I spent 
one night cooking the family a traditional Italian dinner of pasta with cheese, meat, and tomato 
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sauce. Some days, instead of conducting surveys, I went on hikes with his family to nearby 
waterfalls or Mayan ruins. During our hikes, we shared stories — he told me about hunting birds 
and fishing in the Lacanja River, and I told him about hiking, deer hunting, and ice fishing in 
New York. Another time we hiked deep into the rainforest, looking for medicinal plants for his 
wife that only grew along the shores of particular lagoons. As we hiked, he would ask me to 
point back to Lacanja Chansayab, using the angle of the sun to orient myself. We spoke a mix of 
Spanish and, increasingly, Lacandón — he taught me a few new words or phrases each day. I 
tried to reciprocate with English, and gradually our conversation began to include some English 
words and phrases too.  
On the other hand, as I became closer to Adolfo and his family, I was not similarly close 
to other members of the community. The family that ran my cabin experienced a tragedy during 
my first month in Lacanja Chansayab — the matriarch of the family passed away unexpectedly. I 
deeply wanted to comfort Vicente and his family but didn’t know how. It was hard to see so 
much pain and I offered to help fix up rooms or cook food, so I could do something to support 
this struggling family, especially as the tourist season ramped up — an offer that was politely 
refused. Soon, I wasn’t alone at Vicente’s campus of cabins. Each day, up to 20 tourists arrived 
in small busses and members of Vicente’s family cleaned their rooms, took them on tours of the 
jungle, maintained the grounds, and fed them three full meals a day. They worked hard and put 
on a good face for the visitors, some of whom were incredibly disrespectful — throwing garbage 
on the ground, making derogatory comments about the family that took care of them, or 
demanding faster or better-quality service. All the while, Vicente seemed quiet and sad. I asked 
him how he was doing each day after finishing my surveys. “Triste,” he would reply. “Sad.” 
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I wanted to become closer to the members of the community, but I struggled to connect 
with people. Although I speak workable Spanish, community members did not frequently use 
this colonial language, except when speaking directly to me. Instead, they spoke Lacandón 
Maya. Many elders whom I wanted to interview for my work did not speak Spanish at all, and 
many people who did speak Spanish were uninterested or unwilling to speak with me. Partly, I 
think this is due to earlier researchers exploiting community members for their labor or 
knowledge and not compensating them as promised. Partly, it is probably due to a legitimate 
suspicion of researchers, especially whites, from outside the community, and partly, it may have 
been since the town had become a hub for tourism and people were therefore not particularly 
interested in foreigners. It is natural to become less curious of outsiders when there are tens of 
thousands of tourists streaming through your community each season.  
When I tried to start my interviews with community members, I had great conversations 
with Adolfo and his elderly mother. Then I began to ask other community members for 
interviews, but received many polite refusals, even from people I had previously talked to about 
my project. One person, who I spoke with previously, had even recommended I reach out to her 
again. Yet when I requested permission for an interview, she told me she was not interested.  
Although I was confused at the time, I respected their answers and did not bother them again. 
Therefore, I finished my project with just 4 formal interviews, which included a total of 5 people, 
and 2 informal conversations (with a total of 4 people). Since I had planned to conduct at least 10 
formal interviews, I had to shift the focus of my qualitative research. Instead of basing the 
research from the analysis of interviews, I would use the interviews to support Adolfo’s 
knowledge regarding indicators of rainfall.  
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Even with all the challenges I faced during fieldwork, one thorny question remained, 
stuck in my skin… “Should I be doing this work at all?”  This question caused me more stress 
than the loneliness, incessant biting insects, equipment failure, diarrhea, language barrier, and 
worries about academic success. Even now, I do not know the answer to this question. Perhaps, I 
should not have done this work. White colonists have threatened Lacandón culture for 
generations. They killed indigenous people, brought diseases, and demeaned their way of life. 
During Adolfo’s lifetime, archeologists stole precious artifacts, and people in Lacanja Chansayab 
still are angry about this theft. One recent researcher left the village without paying his workers. 
Recently, many of the scientists in this perhaps over-studied village (but notably not my advisor, 
who has maintained a two decade-long strong relationship with local people) were kicked out for 
not showing respect and developing reciprocal relationships.  
I feel very strongly that the era of white men studying indigenous people is over. So, 
where does this leave my work? I think a sharing of cultures is not just important, it is crucial.  
My time in Lacanja Chansayab has enriched my life, and hopefully Adolfo’s family will benefit 
from my perspective and experiences. Additionally, many members of the community, especially 
the elders, desperately want to have their knowledge recorded to prevent its loss. However, I 
think the sharing is too one-sided. Researchers such as myself come down to work in Lacanja 
Chansayab, and then leave to continue our lives in the United States. While in Lacanja 
Chansayab, I spent hours pondering whether I am any different from others who came before me 
to take from communities without giving back.  
While sitting in a hammock in the shade of a thatched roof, periodically swatting orange 
horseflies alighting on my legs, I listened to the flow of the river and thought about how future 
research should be conducted. The relationship I developed with Adolfo’s family was truly 
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beautiful, and I think this type of cultural sharing is necessary and important; however, it should 
be conducted without a power dynamic. Adolfo always used the formal usted form when 
speaking to me, like I was in a way his boss, even though he was older, wiser, and more 
knowledgeable than myself.  
I think a good first step would be to invite Adolfo, and perhaps his oldest daughter, to 
ESF for a talk. He could present on traditional knowledge to students and experience the 
facilities, see the cities, and meet the people who live in my country. But in the long haul, I think 
what foreign researchers need to develop is indigenous-led scholarship in the community. This 
would entail both closely mentoring students in Lacanja Chansayab and allowing community 
input to guide the development of research questions. Perhaps it would involve seeking funding 
to continue, expand, and promote initiatives to promote local culture. One example, a museum to 
promote local culture, was built by Na Bolom Museum, an institution based in San Cristóbal de 
las Casas, about two decades ago in Lacanja Chansayab, but has largely been ignored. With 
funding, it could be expanded and be an active part of the lives of community members. It would 
ideally result in research led by, and for, the indigenous community, that would answer questions 
important to their livelihoods.  
On my side, I am trying to integrate reciprocity into my work on the scale that I am able. 
During my interviews, every single elder, unprompted, told me they were concerned about the 
loss of traditional knowledge in the new generation. Therefore, I have been working with an 
undergraduate ESF honors student, Rebecca Rolneck, to develop a picture book on rainfall 
indicators, to explain this weather forecasting to local children. For the adults in the community, 
I want my work to be completely transparent. I am therefore developing a vernacular Spanish 
explanation of my work, which will include an introduction to my project, an explanation of the 
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methods, and a summary of my results. Lastly, I want to produce a Spanish translation of any 
publications produced, so local people can read the final products of my work, exactly as it will 
be presented to the scientific community. My ultimate goal is reciprocity—I want my research to 






















Chapter 5: Conclusion 
 
Primary Findings:  
These results strongly suggest that the system of traditional weather forecasting in 
Lacanja Chansayab, Chiapas, Mexico have the potential to remain reliable as the climate changes 
in the near future. Firstly, the system largely appears to be driven by environmental factors, and 
not day, so I expect the system of indicators of rainfall to shift with local weather patterns. 
Secondly, the Lacandón Maya rely on a diverse number of indicators, which can impart different 
information. Therefore, determinations regarding rainfall are based on a large variety of 
information, which increases accuracy of predictions. This result is not just academic — people 
rely on their understanding of local weather conditions to make important decisions in their 
agroforestry system. For example, weather forecasting is important for making decisions 
regarding when to burn and when to plant.  
My results corroborate the importance of the traditional system of weather forecasting. 
Scientific and traditional ecological knowledge from around the world support the indigenous 
knowledge from Lacanja Chansayab. Many of the indicators used by the community to forecast 
rainfall are also used by local communities of farmers, livestock herders, and fisherfolk from far-
away continents. Additionally, many of the indicators described, such as solar halos, ant 
swarming, or frog calling, have been studied from an SEK perspective. The results of this 
research reaffirm the indigenous knowledge.  
To improve reciprocity, I worked to make my research accessible to the local community 
and to help improve transmission to the next generation. During my research I wrote up a short 
summary of the project in vernacular Spanish, which I then asked Mr. Chankin to edit. I 
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incorporated his edits into a final document, which I would like to disseminate to the community 
when I return in the winter of 2020 (Appendix 7). Additionally, I worked with an undergraduate 
honors student, Rebecca Rolnick, to develop a picture book about indicators of rainfall, which 
can be used to teach this knowledge to the next generation. This book will be available through 
the ESF digital commons as an honors thesis (Rolnick, 2019). Lastly, I will translate all my 
publications into Spanish, so members of the local community can read exactly what I published. 
Climate change is threatening the TEK and culture of the Lacandón Maya. During the 
last couple of decades, summer temperatures are hotter than ever, and the rains are arriving later 
than they used to arrive. According to Lacandón Maya elders, the transition to the rainy season 
used to begin in April, just 30 years ago (Paniagua, personal communication, 2018). In fact, 
when I was planning my field season, I made sure to arrive as early as possible so that I wouldn’t 
miss the beginning of the rainy season. However, the year of my field season, the rainy season 
did not begin until mid-August. These changes are resulting in smaller harvests and greater pest 
issues, which greatly impact subsistence farmers (Paniagua, personal communication, 2018; 
Chankin, personal communication, 2018). 
Study Limitations:  
My work could have been improved in several ways. Limitations included cultural 
barriers, lack of standardization of surveys, and equipment malfunctions. Before conducting this 
work, I had not travelled to Lacanja Chansayab, and I was not able to plan fully the logistics of 
my research, since it was not possible to communicate with my Lacandón Maya collaborator via 
email or phone. Therefore, some methodology had to be developed under field conditions once I 
arrived in the village.  
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Cultural barriers complicated my qualitative data collection, and one of the main cultural 
barriers I faced was a language barrier. I did not speak Lacandón Maya, which is the primary 
language used in the village. While most of the community members did speak Spanish, they 
spoke it as a second language, and many people spoke little to none. This limited my ability to 
connect with community members and was an obstacle to conducting interviews with elders. 
Additionally, while I spoke workable Spanish, I was not fluent, and this did sometimes limit my 
ability to communicate.  
Since I was conducting my surveys around Mr. Chankin’s schedule, I was not able to 
standardize my effort or measurements in the field. Since I did not want to inconvenience Mr. 
Chankin’s schedule, I worked around his responsibilities, which included working in the milpa, 
helping out family members, and gathering medicinal plants and food in the forest. If Mr. 
Chankin needed to work in the milpa in the morning, we would do our research surveys in the 
afternoon, while conversely, if he wanted to work later, we might conduct an early morning 
survey.  
Due to the limitations of funding, I was not able to purchase high quality expensive 
equipment for this project. For example, all my photographs of indicators were taken with a 
Moto G4 smartphone. With better equipment, such as a camera with a professional quality macro 
lens, I could have taken high quality close-up photographs of insects and plants. These 
photographs would have aided my ability to identify species and determine the composition of 
the green lacewing larvae’s debris camouflage. Additionally, with a better humidity meter, I 
could have taken reliable humidity measurements in the field, and I would not have needed to 





Future studies could expand the scope of the investigation to develop a phenological 
calendar of natural events, which are used to predict weather and understand the changing of the 
seasons. Since TEK is not compartmentalizable, expanding the scope of the study would lead to 
an improved understanding of the broader system within which rainfall indicators are nested. The 
development of this calendar would also help researchers and community members better 
understand how climate change was affecting different aspects of the natural environment.  
When developing research questions, I think it is crucial that researchers integrate input 
from the indigenous community. This will lead to the development of research questions that 
benefit local people. Indigenous-led scholarship — including Lacandones in the development of 
research questions and methodology — is important for the development of research projects 
that benefit local people. During conversations with community members, many people brought 
up ideas that could potentially become research projects. For example, my local collaborator 
suggested I expand my project to a complete calendar of local phenology, which could assist the 
community in preserving their knowledge. If possible, I think it would be valuable to have a 
structured conversation with different people in Lacanja Chansayab about research that would be 
most valuable to them. 
I also recommend working to promote projects that preserve TEK in the local village. 
This would involve assisting with the development of TEK-related curriculum in the local 
school, which would increase the transmission of TEK to the next generation. The incorporation 
of TEK into the biology curriculum, as noted by Kimmerer (2002), has the potential to boost the 
number of Native students working careers in science, increase partnerships between indigenous 
people and western scientists, preserve indigenous knowledge, and promote a holistic 
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understanding of the natural world. Additionally, researchers should support local control of 
archeological heritage, such as the Mayan ruins in the nearby jungle.  
Lastly, and in my opinion most importantly, researchers need to increasingly support and 
mentor indigenous scholarship. During this project, I tried to integrate TEK with SEK; however, 
I learned that TEK is a knowledge system that is vast, complex, and deeply interconnected with 
people’s livelihoods. True integration of these knowledge systems would require scholars that 
are as adept at navigating TEK as they are SEK; therefore, they would need to have grown up 
and lived the TEK. Many young students in Lacanja Chansayab show potential — the children I 
spoke with were passionate about their heritage, excited to learn, and willing to go to great 
lengths to advance their scholastic goals (such as walking 4 hours round trip each day to attend 
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Appendix 2: Interview Questions 
1. Can you tell me how do you know when it's going to start to rain? 
2. Are there signs (or signals) in nature that help you in predicting when the rain is 
coming? 
3. How do you use this information about when the rain is going to start to know when 
you need to plant your plants? 
4. Do you use more than one indicator to help you know when it's going to rain?  
5. Which of these indicators are the most important? 
6. Can you tell me an example of indicators of rainfall you used recently?  
7. Are there other indicators you used this year? Can you explain how you used them? 
8. How, in your opinion, do indicators help you to predict rainfall? 
9. In the last 5 years, have these indicators of rainfall changed? For example, the type or 
reliability of the indicators? 
 
Probing questions were used to encourage participants to elaborate on topics that were 
illuminating but briefly mentioned. 
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Appendix 3: Interview Memo 
 
Analysis of (n=4) interviews and (n=2) informal conversations with informed Lacandon 
agricultural practitioners. As some of the interviews involved more than 1 person, this 
information includes knowledge from 5 Lacandon elders and 4 younger (but knowledgeable) 
practitioners of traditional agriculture. 
Main themes: 
1. Confirmation of indicators (n=6) 
2. Importance of timing of rains for agriculture (n=4) 
3. Indicators change with rains-are reliable (n=4) 
4. Concern for loss of traditional knowledge/ transmission to next generation (n=4) 
5. Huge diversity of indicators(n=2) 
6. Enthusiastic interest in this knowledge (n=3) 
7. Kur’takin most important (n=3) 
8. Indicators are important for determining when to plant crops 
9. Knowledge is important for dealing with climate change/cultural survival (n=2) 
10. Climate change threatens milpa farming (n=2) 
Indicators Mentioned:  
*Indicators are divided into three levels: level 1(very important, and stressed by elders), level 2 
(mentioned by several elders), and level 3 (mentioned by one or two people but not emphasized 
as important).  
Level 1: 
Cuch-ha (n=6):  : Cuch-ha, the green lacewing larvae, was also particularly well- represented in 
the interview. Every participant responded that it is important, and one respondent called it “the 
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Mayan calendar,” since it forecasts all types of weather—from sun and heat to occasional rain 
showers at night to strong, continuous rains. All the participants confirmed that the coloration of 
cuch-ha is very important—when it is white, it indicates sun and heat, but when it is dark, it 
indicates rain. The cargo is a mixture of lichens, bark, fungi, leaves and insect exoskeletons that 
the larvae put on their back to camouflage themselves. The size of the cuch-ha is important as 
well—the larger instars (juvenile molts) indicate rain further into the future than the smaller 
instars. This was the most noted, but not the most important indicator, according the respondents.  
Ants (n=4): There are there types of ants: naj tun, nu kux saca, and saca. The nu kux saca and 
saca are army ants and move through the forest as a horde, while the naj tun move in a line. 
When the ants move through the forest, it indicates that there will be rain within three days. 
Chachalacas (n=5): When the chachalaca calls in the morning, the day will be cloudy and there 
will be rain in the afternoon. If it doesn’t rain that afternoon, the rains will come soon. They want 
the rain and sing to bring the rain.  
Saraguatos (n=5): When many howler monkeys (not just a couple) are calling, it indicates the 
rains will come soon. However, there are less howler monkeys close to the village now, as 
people have hunted too many of them. 
Kur’takin (n=3): Kur’takin (the name translates into money in hand) is a type of strangler fig. 
When it flowers, it indicates that strong winds and rain are coming. According to several elders 
and agricultural practitioners, it is one of the strongest and most important indicators of rainfall. 




Solar halos (n=2): The solar halos can indicate both sun and rain. When there is a lot of dark sky 
within the solar halo, it means that there will be rain, while light sky indicates less rain. The 
prediction is for the next three days.  
Lunar halos (n=2): Lunar halos indicate rainfall in the next three days. 
Kamas (n=2): When kamas, or termites, prepare to leave their nests, it indicates that rains are 
coming. According to one farmer, the kamas are a very reliable indicator, and when the rains are 
later, the kamas leave the nest later. 
Go (n=2): Go are a species of frog that call when they are laying eggs. When they are calling, it 
indicates that there will be rain soon.  
Rerek (n=2): Rerek is a species of frog whose calls indicate rainfall soon. 
Cuban (n=2): The blooms of this tree indicate that you can plant garlic, onions, beans, and corn 
because the rainy season is arriving, so your crops will grow well. 
Sacats (n=1): The flowers of the tree sacats indicate rainfall. 
Kit nu (n=1): The flowers of the kit nu plant indicate rainfall. 
Level 3: 
Crab (n=1): If there are crabs out of the river, it indicates that within the month (and for the next 
three months) the rivers will rise and overflow their banks.  
Woodpeckers (n=2): Small woodpeckers knock on trees before the rains.  
Rainbows (n=1): According to one participant, red in the rainbows indicate rain, and white 
indicate sun. If the rainbows are redder, we will see rains soon. 
Analysis of themes:  
 
Huge diversity of indicators: According to knowledgeable community members, there is 
a large diversity of natural indicators of rainfall. Sixteen different indicators were mentioned 
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during the interviews and informal conversations. Due to the large number of indicators used, it 
is likely that the system is reliable—even if some indicators are less informative as the climate 
changes, local farmers can see the signals from other indicators. 
Kur’takin: While I began the project focused on one indicator in particular—cuch-ha, or 
the green lacewing larvae—many participants in my interviews that another indicator, kur’takin, 
is the most valuable for agriculture. Kur’takin is a species of strangler fig and has yellow-
flowered blooms. These blooms are important because they are a powerful indicator of strong 
rains and high winds. This indicator is very responsive to the climate—if the rains are late, the 
strangler fig will flower late as well. If kur’takin is blooming, you need to be ready to plant 
crops, specifically corn and jicama.  
Indicators are reliable: Participants explained that the indicators are reliable; when the 
rains come later the indicators begin later as well: they are not simply tied to date. Specifically, 
cuch-ha (n=2), kamas (n=2), ants, saraguato (n=4), chachalaca (n=4), rerek, go and woodpeckers 
were mentioned as indicators that change based on weather, not day of year. The blooms of kur-
takin were considered by many elders to be the most reliable of the indicators.  
Importance of timing of rains for agriculture: The respondents all either farmed milpas, 
or previously farmed milpas, and felt that the timing of the rains was crucially important for 
farming. If crops are not planted at the right time, they will not survive—which is crucially 
important for families that are completely dependent on subsistence agriculture. Without the 
rains, corn turn yellow and die. Corn was the most common crop mentioned, but participants also 




Knowledge is important for dealing with climate change/cultural survival: While this 
village is reasonably well-off due to tourism, farming milpas is an important part of their cultural 
heritage, and many elders were worried that this part of their culture may be lost as more young 
people leave agriculture for tourism jobs. Climate change is making agriculture more difficult, 
which is pushing more people out of this field. Knowledge on indicators has the potential to 
allow farmers to adapt to this changing climate.  
Climate change is affecting milpa farming: According to participants, rains are coming 
later every year, and over the last 25 years there has been a drastic change in the timing of the 
rain. Two participants specifically cited climate change as the reason for this unpredictable 
weather. When the rains are late, more animals raided the milpas, as there was less food for them 
in the forest. When the rains are late and the corn needs to be planted later, the corn ends up 
growing later in the summer, when the caterpillars are most abundant; therefore, there is more 
pest damage.  
Indicators are important for determining when to plant crops: The indicators allowed 
farmers to understand the best time to plant crops, even when rains are more unpredictable than 
ever. However, according to some interviewees, some indicators are more vague “signals” while 
others are actively used to determine planting dates. It seemed like kur’takin was the most 
important, but the blooms of other flowers were used to make agricultural decisions as well. On 
the other hand, I was told by some farmers that the frogs and the ants were just “signals.” 
Concern about loss of knowledge: Community members are very concerned about the 
loss of this knowledge and the lack of transmission to the next generation, and some people 
seemed excited and enthusiastic that an outsider was interested in this knowledge. While the 
elders still hold this knowledge, which was passed down from their ancestors, many children are 
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not interested in learning this information. Therefore, each generation in the community holds 
less traditional knowledge, and there has been a lot of knowledge lost already. Less people speak 
Lacandon, less people wear traditional clothes, and less people work the milpa, as more people 
work in tourism and other nontraditional industries. All the elders I spoke with seemed very 
concerned about the issue of generational transmission of knowledge, and they all brought this 
issue up unprompted. The teaching of this knowledge seems to be a high priority for them.   
Quotes: “Es bueno porque los jóvenes no saben.” [It is good because the young people don’t 
know [this information.] 
Challenges to conducting interviews: During the interview process I faced several 
obstacles that hindered my ability to collect information on indicators of rainfall. Firstly, many of 
the most knowledgeable people did not speak Spanish or spoke very basic Spanish. Therefore, I 
was unable to interview many elders that otherwise may have been interested in sharing their 
knowledge. Additionally, some community members had negative feelings about researchers in 
general, and worried that research would not be conducted in a transparent manner or benefit the 
community. Some people did not agree to be interviewed, and I believe their lack of interest in 
the project was due to this sentiment. However, as I feel reciprocity is a vital part of research, I 
will make every effort possible to be transparent and share my findings with the community in a 
way that is accordant with their priorities. I will co-author my local collaborator, Adolfo Chankin 
on the project, I will publish in Spanish (as English is not accessible to community members) 
and I will explain my work to the community, through a report written in Spanish vernacular that 
includes photographs from the project. Additionally, I am working with an undergraduate honors 
student, Rebecca Rolnick, to create a picture book that can be used to share this knowledge with 
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children, as every elder with whom I spoke was concerned about the loss of this knowledge and 












































Appendix 4: Interview transcripts 
Interview Transcript A July 16, 2018 
Me llamo Juan. Soy estudiante de SUNY ESF, una universidad en los Estados Unidos. Quisiera 
preguntarle algunas preguntas sobre los indicadores de la lluvia. Estas preguntas son breves, y no 
va a tardar mas que una media hora. Puede parar nuestra conversación a cualquier tiempo. No 
hay beneficio ni costo a Ud. Todo es confidencial, solo yo voy a escuchar la conversación. 
¿Estaría Ud. dispuesto hablar? ¿Puedo grabar la conversación? 
¿La primer, es cómo sabe cuándo va a llover? 
Como sabe va a llover. Mira, bueno, esta el sol. Es sol, se mira. Cuando el sol hace el circulo, 
totalmente negro, va a llover mañana o tres días, no se tarda ni una semana. Dos, o tres días, 
según la lluvia viene. Por eso, sabe que via la lluvia. El mes de mayo, abril, todo los meses, así se 
marca la lluvia. Ahora, si el sol se trae la mitad negro y la mitad blanco es significado poca 
lluvia. Poca. Va a llover, pero poca dos horas. 
Y en la noche? 
Puede ser en las noches, en las tardes. Pero, si es el mes de sequía, en las tardes o las noches. No 
puede llover mediodía. Ahora, si es el mes de julio, augusto, septiembre, octubre, pues, es 
posible llover mediodía. O es posible llover todo el dia. Y también, si es el mes de marzo, abril, 
mayo, puedes encontrar el insecto se llama cuch-ha. Porque se llama cuch-ha porque se carga 
agua, dices. Lo que dicia los antepasados, los abuelos, mi papa, los abuelos, y también a los 
mayores…si el cuch-ha el mes de marzo la carga tiene totalmente blanco- nada de lluvia en una 
semana. Otra vez puede ver una semana, blanca, nada lluvia. Si es que va a ver lluvia, va a ver la 
carga la mitad negro. No puede llevar ni verde nada. De estes meses va a estar puede marzo, 
abril, hasta mayo. El mes de julio, pues, el cuch-ha si este va a pesar a llover, va a tener carga 
negro. Va a tener sutido, va a tener carga este insectos, cascaras, de árboles manchas, o palitos de 
árboles. Este significado totalmente el tiempo de lluvias, calores, nublados, y rio crecidos. 
¿Y estos indicadores son en la selva? 
En la selva, y es muy importante hay en las naranjas, el las jardines.  
Y en la milpa… 
Y en la milpa, acahual, de todo. 
Ud. usa esta información para sembrar? 
Si, usan para ver el tiempo. Este es se usan antes como calendario. Ah, hoy no va a llover. Y este 
mes va a llover. Usan, usamos para si vemos negro, pues, digamos ah falta una semana voy a 
sembrar mi maíz porque esta negro el cuch-ha. Va a llover. Es posible otro tres días o cuatros 
días voy a sembrar mi maíz porque va a llegar el agua.  
Esto es cuarto. ¿Cuáles son las cosas más importantes? El sol y cuch-ha? 
Las dos cosas.  
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¿Las dos son los más importantes? 
Si los dos son más importantes. 
Y hay un ejemplo… 
¡La luna! 
Si, la luna también. 
Las tres cosas importantes. La luna, el sol y el cuch-ha.  
Si. ¿Y hay un ejemplo de un tiempo en que Ud. usa estos, muy recientemente, para sembrar? 
Si. Porque si lo vimos. Por ejemplo, en mayo. Si vimos nada no tenia significado de sol. Los 
insectos, tampoco la luna. No podemos sembrar maíz. Porque no va a crecer totalmente seco. 
Unos días que va a salir la tierra. Necesita agua. Pega la plaga. Hasta tenemos que mirar el sol 
que esta negro, o la luna o también los insectos de cuch-ha. Vamos a sembrar maize. Porque ya 
se marcó. Ya lo tiene. Totalmente tres días, llueve. Porque maíz no tiene problemas con las 
lluvias, o la clima, o con las temperaturas. 
¿Hay otros también, otros indicadores que no son estos tres? 
Hay. Las hormigas. Las hormigas, bueno, no puedo decir cómo se llama en español. Saca, el que 
andan en grupos. Miles. Ahora, hay nu kux saca. Anda en grupos. Que pica muy fuerte. Hay 
unos que anda esta cafecito, medio rojos y medio blancos. Tres colores. Anda como un camino 
de colas. Es muy importante eso también. Cuando el mes de mayo si no llueve, pues, si yo veo o 
otras personas lo que saben pronto va a llover eso porque hay hormigas andan en el camino. 
Porque las hormigas quieren decir quieren traer el agua.  Él lo sabe que se ver las hormigas de 
tres clases: saca, naj tun o nu kux saca. Va a llover hoy en la noche o mañana o tres días. Ni tarda 
una semana. Si hay mucha lluvia como este mes de julio, va a tener casi todo en la selva. Puedes 
ver en los caminos, el la selva, en las orillas, de ríos, pues estos. Después de este mes de julio, 
augusto, pues saca no tiene problemas por la lluvia, ya sabe que hay lluvias, todos. Claro que 
este. Ya lo celebro la lluvia, ya hizo su fiesta. Porque el necesito lluvia para los insectos, los 
hongos, las bacterias. Y es muy importante esto porque nadie lo sabe. Y tú, cuando estudiamos 
en la selva, tu lo miras. Cuando yo digo saca, que hay saca, mañana voy a llover o es posible hoy 
o pasado, es seguro.   
¿Nadie lo sabe? 
Es muy poco. Solo los mayores saben. Pero es importante que los jóvenes saberlo. Para no matar 
cuch-ha, saca o un kux saca. Aquí llega en mi casa yo no mato. No mato con un, como se llama,  
Spray-Be-Gone, para matar. No lo mato. Es parte de las indicadores de la lluvia y es importante. 
No lo debe matar. 
Y la última pregunta es… 
Después, después también. Las chachalacas. Las chachalacas, cuando canta en la mañana, 
amanecer. Es significado va a esta nublado y va a llover en la tarde. Si no es posible llover en la 
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tarde, porque el pide, pide la naturaleza que venga la lluvia pronto porque el necesita agua, agua 
para comer y beber. Y él se canta. Y el saraguato. Si nada de lluvia todo se secó todas las lluvias 
que hay en los gajos de los árboles. Tiene que cantar, hasta no se parar de cantar una semana 
hasta que traiga la lluvia. Canta la naturaleza para que venga la lluvia. Es cuando esta bien mi 
mama o mi papa o otros mayores…mira escuchas, el ruido de saraguato quiere traer de agua, 
dices, quiere que hoy va a llover, creo. Es posible llueve esta semana porque las chachalacas y el 
saraguato están luchando de traer agua. Y dos, si vas en la selva, en los caminos o en senderos, si 
encuentras un cangrejo, es significado va a llover fuerte y va a crecer rio porque totalmente en la 
selva hay agua, hay charcos, y los cangrejos es posible están comiendo los insectos y donde hay 
charcos están [] también. Es significado totalmente este mes hasta los tres meses va a crecer rio. 
Va a llover muchos. Si. Otra pregunta.  
¿Y la última pregunta es, ha cambiado en las últimas cinco años todo de esto? ¿Ha cambiado el 
tipo de indicadores que son importantes o la confiabilidad de los indicadores? 
Bueno, de los insectos no han cambiado. Están iguales. Cuch-ha, saca, naj tun, nu kux saca, este 
chachalaca. Solo ha cambiado, el saraguato, porque no hay mucho. Porque antes los saraguatos 
arredador de los acahuales en la selva hay más cantos, ahora no, solo cantas en la cerros, en las 
serros donde lejos, donde hay cerro altos, a veces lo comen.  
Cuando la lluvia es mas tarde en el ano, es… 
Si, ahorita la lluvia es muy tarde. Es muy tarde. 
¿Y los indicadores son más tardes cuando la lluvia es mas tarde? 
Los indicadores mas tardes también. Los insectos cuch-ha, saca, nu kux saca, naj tun, mas tarde. 
Y también mas tarde la indicador de la lluvia se llama kamas. Porque kamas prepara también. 
Prepara. Kamas debe los primeros de junio o dos a cinco tiene que salir a todo. Pero si esta vez 
no salió antes. Salió como el dieciséis. Muy retrasado hasta dos semanas. Pero a él, luchando 
también abriendo la puerta para [] la madre. Para que ir antes. Es tarde también. Y las 
chachalacas también. Las chachalacas tarda. Los saraguato no tarda solo anda luchando trayendo 
el aguas. Cantando. Si llueve, sigue cantando hasta donde empieza la lluvia totalmente el 
saraguato, el silencio, calmado, totalmente. Y también…Voy a comentar también…Hay aves 
también. Águila.  
¿Como usa el águila? 
Cuando ya totalmente el tiempo nublado, lluvias nublados, lluvias, ríos están crecidos, no hay 
sol. No hay nada. Y el águila, se llama, el águila blanca, en maya se llama suk un coot, y también 
este águila negro, tiene este tipo amarillo, patas amarillos, y otro se llama baro ko koo, es águila 
es la segunda parte de [] el kot mish es primero, es el kot mush es águila harpía creo. Pero 
segundo. Y el cuando no nada muy frio también, puro lluvias, lluvias, más en español se llama 
norte, lluvias. Y cuando mira un mes tiene que salir a cantar medio de cielo, bailando, bailando, 
cantando, porque quiere ver sol. Es significado va a ver sol en tres días o una semana.  
¿Trae el sol? 
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Trae el sol. Si. Necesita el sol porque el necesita comer sus cangrejos, necesita comer los 
insectos, necesita comer las aves que vuela, porque las aves también cuando hay mucha lluvia 
están abajo de las hojas grandes. Entonces el está triste y quiere también. Y si es importantes. 
Los animales…Y los aves…Pero los insectos hay mas [].  
¿Hay otro que quiere decir? 
Bueno, y hay otras cosas también. Los árboles. Bueno, mi mama me contaba el kit nu, el jobo. 
Hay dos nombres, kit nu, jobo o ju-jup.  
Tengo una hoja. Que un hombre me dijo… ¿Esto es…? 
Tienes razón. El lo que voy a decir primero. Es bueno que me dijiste. Tiene razón este hombre. 
Eso, lo manejando, a los anteriormente. Yo no quiero dejar esto. Porque la realidad es mucho 
sol,…No es joven. Yo ha visto sembras de maize totalmente cien pienca que la maize. Puedes 
sembrar cualquier fecha. El maize no puede ser cualquier fecha. Este, se llama el kit un, primero 
que voy a decir. Cuando hay kit nu tiene significado cuando florea dices va a ver sol en una 
semana, voy a limpiar mi milpa rápido. Voy calmar para que tengo materia organico porque kit 
nu es bueno para sembrar maize. El kit nu trae sol tambien, en una semana 
La flor? 
La flor. Y el ku takin. Es también indicador de la lluvia. Cuando ves hay flor ku takin, va a llover 
y va a producir este, este tabanos, y también va a venir vientos, hay que saber, va a ver vientos y 
va a tumbar los árboles. ¿Y tu lo viste cuantos arboles cuando estamos caminando? Porque 
empezamos mayo y lo vimos cayendo agua. El mes de junio, julio, empiezo a caer. Este ku takin 
trae lluvia tambien. Este árbol cuando da flor es significado hay que sembrar maíz porque va a 
crecer chaparro y gordo. Y tambien, hay una liana, se llama, se llama bit li, porque se llama bit li 
por lo rodea de los árboles, flor amarilla. Es significado hay que sembrar maíz porque solo diez 
días da el maíz. Porque la lluvia, va a llover. Este ku takin es indicador de la lluvia también, los 
vientos… 
Es indicador de vientos? 
Si, cuando va a ver su flor. Indicadores. Va a poner los huevos, las ranas. Camaleon. Todo tipo 
de rana. Va a poner huevos. Es indicador. Y también hay un indicador que se llama yui. Yui es 
un indicador va a llover y debes sembrar las cebollas. Es indicador de los climas, este lluvia, los 
insectos. Yui. Ku takin. Kit nu. Bit li. Y eses. Son indicadores. De estes, ku takin es más fuerte. 
Mas fuerte. Si florea antes, antes va a llover. Va a ver este vientos y lluvia. Si empieza después, 
después el viento. Pero mucho dicia los antepasados, es mejor después que da a eses el ku takin, 
para que no caigara el milpa. Pero ahora tambien es creo que la milpa es posible que caer con 
mas [] es bueno comer y cosechar. Pero si cae el maíz, pura maíz, nada de es, perder una.  
Es bueno la respuesta de las plantas. Y también el se llama cuban, es un árbol cuban, se florea, 
dice hay que sembrar este cebolla, ajo, frijol, maíz, porque dice que el raíz de los productos 
agarra profundo y florea tanto y da fruta y chaparro no es tanto crecer alto. Y la cebolla, y hay 
otros se llama, chiles.  Porque ese árbol dice que cuando florea tanto la clima va a empezar a 
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cambiar. Totalmente noches frescos en el día calor. Mas surtido [] y hay lluvias y hay nublados y 
hay calor. Son surtidos. Y los productos están contentos. Es es bueno la respuesta, preguntas. 
Quiero que tu estudio va bien. Porque algunos no sabe eso.  
¿Aquí, o en el mundo? 
Del mundo! Aquí, algunos sabe. Los indígenas, los campesinos maya Lacandonas. Sí, y también, 
la luna. La luna tierna, no se siembran maíz. Porque según dicen murieron. Tiene que sembrar la 
luna llena. Porque ese, siempre hay frescas días, lluvias, no hay que cortar madera, porque la 
madera, cuando el luna tierna es muy suave, entran muchos bichos. Y el maíz, no hay que 
sembrar maíz, crecen muy alto, y entran muchos bichos. Si tienes mango, o limón o naranja, 
coco, mandarina, este aguacate, debes sembrar con la luna llena. Para que no le dará alto para 
que creceré con frutas y rápido []. Y también cuando [] frutas [] jardines, para que sembrar en la 
luna llena. Para que el pasara rápido las heridas. Y también, ahorita voy a … También para 
sembrar estas semillas…Tienes que sembrar los árboles, o si quieres reforestación, tienes que 
sembrar la luna llena. Porque crecerá muy bueno [] rápidos. ¿Mas preguntas? 
¿No, Ud. tiene más preguntas para mi? 
¿Algo aprendiste? ¿Y entendiste muy bien? 
Si. 
No 
Gracias para hablar conmigo.  
Podemos…darte más información para no ahora. Y hay, por ejemplo, hay plantas cuando antes, 
cuando florea su-suk che, va a ver mucho tabano. Es parte de los climas, es parte de los 
indicadores.  
 
Interview B July 23, 2018 
Para empezar, bash ka wilik. 
Bash ka wilik. [Maya]. 
Interpreter- Estoy en mi casa. 
In cabat Juan. Soy estudiante de maestría. Maestría de biología en una universidad en Nueva 
York. Tengo un interés en las cosas que indican la lluvia. Kamas, cuch-ha, saca, un kux saca, 
saraguato,…Para hablar, no hay ningún beneficio ni costo financiero a Ud. Estaría dispuesto 
hablar conmigo? 
Si.  
Tengo ocho preguntas. ¿La primera es, como sabe cuándo va a empezar la lluvia? 
¿Ya puede decir su nombre? 
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Chanuk, Eva. Setenta. 
Su nombre es Chanuk, Eva. Tiene setenta años. 
El primero es, el sol y la luna. Tiene indicador y señal. Cuando tiene la mitad negro y la mitad 
blanco, hay lluvia y sol. Si hay completamente negro, pura lluvia. También el cuch-ha, este 
insecto esta la mitad negro, va pronto la lluvia. Si es completamente negro, va a llover. Y 
también, en los caminos, si hay este saca, nu kux saca y naj tun, encuentran en los caminos en 
grupos muchos, va a llover. 
¿Cuáles indicadores son más importantes para sembrar plantas, como maíz o cebollas o otras 
plantas? 
Hay un árbol se llama cuban, para sembrar cebollas. [hablan maya] 
Dice que la cebolla roja, hay un indicador se llama, un árbol, se llama cuban. Cuban se da flor, es 
bueno para sembrar maíz tambien. Sacats tambien, hoy floreando es un indicador de llueve, y 
hay un poco viento, y lluvia, y es bueno sembrar maíz. Y ahora hay kur takin. Cuando florea kur 
takin, hay lluvias fuertes y crecimiento lluvia y hay []. Es bueno para sembrar maíz tambien. Y 
es bueno para sembrar jicama.  
¿Hay un ejemplo recientemente cuando había sequía, y Ud. vio un indicador de la lluvia y sabía 
que va a llover? 
Huh? 
¿Hay un ejemplo recientemente durante una sequía cuando ella vio un indicador de la lluvia y 
sabía que va a llover? 
Si. [Hablan en maya]. Dice que algo está entendiendo de esa. Si sacats, kur takin, kit un, si no 
florea tanto, es muy poca lluvia y es muy después la lluvia.  
¿Cuál indicador es más importante? 
[Hablan en maya]. Dice que…la chachalaca si no llueve y empieza a cantar…si no llueve y 
empieza a cantar es significado va a llover. Si todo el saraguato si canta todo en la selva no canta 
solo uno, esta trayendo la lluvia.  
Estos dos son mas importantes.  
Saca…[habla en maya]…saca es bueno para la lluvia. Saca, es significado, el solo escucha la 
clima. Solo escucha la clima. Es como cuch-ha, escucha la clima. Mañana, si esta semana, no va 
a llover porque pura blanca. Si esta semana va a venir pura negra. Saca es indicador, es 
significado como cuch ha. Es indicador que va a llover. Va a llover mañana o pasado. Es un 
insecto muy especial. Escucha la clima. [hablan maya] Tambien la rana ke-ketch. 
¿Es la rana de me mostraste? 
Escucha el clima. Go. [hablan en maya] El go tambien trae agua. Diez días que llueve dice 
“go,go.” Quiero poner huevos, quiero mucho, quiero gallo. 
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¿Las ranas son importantes para sembrar, o…? 
No, solo señal, indicador. Pero, es bueno porque si no llueve y escuchas “kikikiki,” ah, tres días 
mañana yo estoy contento, llueve. [hablan en maya].  
El cuch-ha si va a comenzar totalmente la lluvia es puro negro. [hablan maya]. Lleva palos, 
gajos, como bacterias negras, pelos, esto significado cuando carga cuch-ha va a llover. Mucho. 
¿Es cuch-ha importante para sembrar o no? 
Es bueno no más para indicador de lluvia. Es bueno para fijarte cuando va a llover. Es bueno 
para verlo, cuando. Si tu sabes si hoy estoy en tiempo de verano, estoy en tiempo primavera, 
estoy en tiempo invierno, eso es lo que indica.  
¿En las últimas cinco años, había cambios de clima por ejemplo…? 
[Hablan Maya]. Dice que ella que si hay un cambio. [hablan maya] De estos años hace dos años 
empezó más raro porque muy después la lluvia, después no crecieron bien el maíz por muy 
después la lluvia y maíz no muy bien y los ríos donde lugar no debes secar se secó.  El lugar 
donde garraba caracoles. Pero ahora se secó. Es muy cambiado. 
¿Y cuando el clima cambia había cambios en confiabilidad o tipos de indicadores? 
¿Como? 
Por ejemplo, cuando la lluvia es mas tarde, ¿los indicadores son más tardes también? 
[hablan maya] Igual. Es por ejemplo kamas muy después volaron. Muy después. [hablan maya]. 
Igual cuch-ha. Blanco carga. Por eso, lluvias. Puro blanco. Kamas también, muy después las 
alas. Muy después las alas. Eso son los que…Los indicadores que puedes ver muy retrasados. Y 
kamas y cuch-ha [hablan maya] El kamas si ves hace parte la casa muy emojado para llover en la 
noche o mañana. Sabe, es indicador también. [Hablan maya]. Cinco insectos son los que sabe 
que día llueve. Cinco. Bach. Shook. Go. [hablan maya] Canta para que llueve, que trae la lluvia. 
Canta para la lluvia es que: saraguato, chachalaca, rerek-el que dice shook, y el pájaro carpintero 
pequeño, y el camaleón, el go. Tambien, el sabe, la chachalaca sabe que el dia que llueve. Sabe. 
La chachalaca. [hablan maya]. Si canta. En la mañana chachalaca, la tarde es nublado. Ellos 
traen, canta porque necesita su agua. [hablan maya].  
Cuando hay mucha lluvia después que la lluvia, hay aves que canta para que trae el sol. Como 
águila, el coqchan, es tipo de quetzal, pero no es quetzal, es la familia… El águila. Es paloma.  
Esto es todas mis preguntas. Uds. tienen preguntas para mí? 
[Hablan en maya]. Ud. viniste a trabajar y aprender? [hablan en maya]. Es bueno. Es bueno 
porque los jóvenes no saben. Nadie. Es bueno. Es como calendario anterior. Ahora es…hay 
gente que no sabe día que sembrar, no sabe día que cae lluvia, no pasan tiempo en la selva. Las 
guías, turistas. Es bueno aprender las guías… 
Las guías saben mucho, ¿sí? 
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Pero hay guías que no lo saben, que no lo aprenden. [hablan en maya] 
Es bueno, es muy bueno. Bayuk. 
 
Interview C (July 31, 2018) About 20 min long 
How do you know when it is going to rain, so you can plant? 
- Depends on the date 
- If more rain comes earlier, I plant in April. If later, May or June.  
- Did not touch on indicators. 
Do you use indicators in nature to know when it is going to rain? 
- Yes, cuch-ha. If it is pure white, we will see sun and heat. If black (covered in “basura” 
from the trees) we will see rain. 
Are there other indicators that are important? I offered Saca, Nu Kux Saca, and Naj Tun as 
examples. 
- Did not mention ants or anything else (I may have mispronounced their names). 
Reiterated the importance of cuch-ha. 
Are chachalacas and saraguatos important? 
- Yes, they indicate rain. They sing because they want the rains to come, because they 
desire the rain. 
Are there other birds? 
- Yes, woodpeckers of all species indicate rainfall. They can be heard knocking on trees 
before the rains. 
Plants? 
- No, no plants. 
Flowers? 
- No flowers. However, noted that new leaves and flowers note the changing of the year in 
March- April.  
Others? 
- He spoke to his wife in Maya for a couple of minutes. Then brought up rainbows. 
According to his wife, red in the rainbows signify rain, and white signify sun. If there is a 
redder rainbow, we will see more rain soon. 
Has the timing of the rains changed? 
- Yes, in the last 5 years the rains come earlier. 
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When the rains change, do the indicators change as well? 
- Yes the indicators change when the rains change. He used the calls of chachalacas and 
howler monkeys as an example of indicators that change with the climate. 
Do you have any questions for me? 
- Yes, what are your plans for the project? 
Answer: write an article in Spanish and also write up my results for the community. [I told him I 
would provide a copy!] 
Further conversation: 
We continued talking for a couple more minutes. He was very concerned about the loss of 
culture, loss of traditions, and many changes in the community. He supports Adolfo’s opinions, 
and says that Adolfo has a very good understanding of traditional ecological knowledge. 
 
Interview D- August 2, 2018 
Introduced myself, explained that I am a student at SUNY ESF, studying indicators of rainfall, 
and Adolfo had recommended I talk with him.  
Do you have a milpa? 
He does have a milpa, and still regularly farms. This milpa provides for most of his needs. He is 
68 years old, and plants onions, maize, squash, beans, chayote, plantains, chilis among many 
other species. 
How have the rains changed in the last 5 years? 
The rains have changed a lot. People used to plant April 10, and some began in March. Now, 
they plant in late April and May. Some people wait until June. Rains are coming later every year. 
25 years ago it was different, the rains were more reliable.  
This summer is particularly unusual, the rains are very late this year. Even last year, the river 
rose by July 10. Now, the strong rains still have not come, and the river has not risen. A lot of 
people are having trouble with their corn, it isn’t growing well without the heavier rains. 
If you plant too early and the rains don’t come when expected, the ground dries and the corn 
yellows. The plants don’t produce well. But if you plant later, you have problems with worms 
and other pests (which are more common later in the summer). The corn grows with the rains, 
but then is lost to pests. 
Are their indicators in nature that you use to predict when the rains will come? I offered 
chachalacas and howler monkeys as possible examples. 





Did not likely understand my pronunciation of cuch-ha; he looked very confused. 
Are their other indicators? Insects? Ants? 
Yes, there are some ants that you must watch. These species move through the rainforest before 
the rains. They know the rains are coming and must build new nests in safe places. And there is 
another insect, when it carries basura, the rains will come. [he is likely referring to cuch-ha]. 
Are there plants that are important? 
Yes, there is a plant [Maya name]. The flowers indicate rainfall. Another, in October, that 
indicates particularly powerful rainfall. 
Halos around the sun, moon? 
Confused, I think he did not understand the question. 
When the rains change, do the indicators change as well? 
Yes, the indicators change with the rains. He used the examples of howler monkeys and 
chachalacas as proof of this. When the rains are later, they sing later.  
Is there anything else that you have noticed? 
Rains are coming later and there is less fruit in the forest. This means the animals steal more 
from the milpa. I had to kill 26 coatis recently, since they were stealing from my milpa. Ramon 
trees are not producing, and these trees usually are important to feed peccaries, coatis, raccoons. 
Now the animals steal from the milpa instead. 
Are the changes in rainfall due to the loss of the rainforest? 
This was a part. But the world is changing, and global changes are also causing it.  
Is there anything else that is important? 
He talked for a long time about the loss of culture, how things have changed, information is not 
being transmitted to the next generation. Loss of the white robes, which are the traditional 
clothing. Less understanding about the forest. People don’t work in the milpa anymore; instead, 
they want to work as guides. But when you have a milpa, you don’t need to pay for food, you 
can live well and be connected to the land. You will never go hungry. Also, you will eat well. 
What else do you need? The loss of language is important to him too. People use Spanish for 
numbers and other words. He only speaks in Lacandon with his family. There has been a loss of 
ties to the ancestors. People used to live longer and be healthy. He still works in the field, but his 
kids and grandkids live in a very different world. 
Are their youngsters trying to preserve the traditions? 
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He said there are youngsters. Adolfo is an example, and he says that Adolfo is very 
knowledgeable, and he has great respect for him. He also mentioned Vicente and his younger 
brother. 
Do you have any questions for me? 
No, and he thanked me for my work. We talked a little bit about learning Spanish, and some 
visitors who knew Maya. We then said goodbye in Maya, Spanish and English.  
 
Informal conversation A (6/4/2018) 
-cuch ha predicts rainfall 
-hard to find 
-cuch-ha (cargo-water) 
-dark = rain, light  = sun 
-rains come later now, thinks it is because of climate change 
-this insect can be found in the milpa 
 
 
Informal Convo B 
Remember a discussion I had with Vicente when Diana was here. I showed him and his family 
photos of cuch-ha taken under the microscope in San Cristobal. They were animated and 
interested. 
Vicente corroborated that cuch-ha is an important indicator of the rainfall. When it is pure white, 
we will see sun and heat. When it is dark, we should expect rainfall. Also noted that Adolfo is 
very knowledgeable, I can trust his opinions. 
 
Informal Conversation C 7/13/2018 
Context: Picked up by E, F and G individuals (related to C and D) in a black pickup, on my way 
to Palenque to buy a new phone charger 
Notes: They were enthusiastically interested in my project. After hearing about how I was 
working with indicators of rainfall, and I listed some of the indicators noted by Adolfo (cuch-ha, 
hormigas, kamas, saraguato, chachalaca), they enthusiastically confirmed that these things were 
important. They also said several flowers were indicators of rainfall. At one point, E leapt out of 
the car to grab the leaves of a liana, (hand $$) which Adolfo later confirmed (after talking to his 
mom). PHOTO taken later.  





Appendix 5: Field estimation guide of white coloration in green lacewing larvae 
 
The images below are of green lacewing larvae utilizing debris camouflage in the field. 
Photographs are taken with a Moto G4 camera, with flash on default settings. Insects were 
placed on the same piece of corrugated cardboard. A cardboard shield 7cm tall was used to 
standardize the photos and minimize the effects of natural light. Each image description includes 
details on the specific coloration determined in the field and the date the photograph was taken. 
Since the focus of this project was on white coloration, this guide provides examples specific to 
differentiating white from off-white colors.  
 





Greenish white coloration examples: Greenish white (100%) from June 12 (left); greenish white 
(100%) from July 30 (middle); greenish white (70%) and light brown (30%) from May 25 (right) 
 
Grayish white coloration examples: Grayish white (100%) from May 29 (left); grayish white 
(100%) from June 14 (right) 
 




Mixed coloration example: Black (20%), red (20%) grayish white (40%), reddish white (20%), 
and white (20%) from July 25 
 
















Appendix 3: Full R Code for Data Analysis 
 
##View and load data 
Weather <- read.csv("C:/Users/John/Documents/Data/WeatherFL_avgcolors.csv", header = T, 




##Set the day column to date format 







##Plot temperature at Lacanja vs temperature in Flores 
TempPlot <- ggplot(data = Weather, aes(x = EvenTempC, y = MedTemp))+ 
  geom_point()+ 
  geom_smooth(method = "lm")+ 




Weather2 <- subset(Weather, NumPerDay >2) 
 
##Plot distribution 
plotdist(Weather2$avg_White, histo = T, demp = T) 
 
##Pearson correlation matrix 
cor(Weather2[c("Hum", "MedTemp", "DayNum")]) 
 
##Fit a few different distributions 
fitbeta <- fitdist(Weather2$avg_White, "beta") 
fitgamma <- fitdist(Weather2$avg_White, "gamma") 
fitnormal <- fitdist(Weather2$avg_White, "norm") 
fitexp <- fitdist(Weather2$avg_White, "exp") 
fitlogis <- fitdist(Weather2$avg_White, "logis") 
 
##Compare distributions 
cdfcomp(list(fitbeta, fitgamma, fitlogis, fitnormal, fitexp)) 
 
##Look at correlation between humidity and temperature  
HumTemp <- ggplot(data = Indicators, aes(x = Humidity, y = TempFL))+ 
  xlab("Humidity(%)")+ 
  ylab("Temperature(C)")+ 
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  geom_point(colour = "black")+ 
  geom_smooth(method = "lm", colour = "black")+ 
  theme_classic() 
HumTemp 
 
##Durban Watson Test 
dwtest(Weather$avg_White~Weather$Hum, alternative = "two.sided") 
 
##Develop linear models 
HumM <- lm(avg_White~Hum, Weather2) 
TempM <- lm(avg_White~MedTemp, Weather2) 
DayM <- lm(avg_White~DayNum, Weather2) 
HumTempM <- lm(avg_White~MedTemp+Hum, Weather2) 
HumTempIM <- lm(avg_White~MedTemp + Hum + MedTemp*Hum, Weather2) 
HumTempDayM <- lm(avg_White~MedTemp+Hum+DayNum, Weather2) 
HumTempDayIM <- lm(avg_White~MedTemp+Hum+DayNum+MedTemp*Hum*DayNum, 
Weather2) 
HumDayM <- lm(avg_White~Hum + DayNum, Weather2) 
HumDayIM <- lm(avg_White~Hum + DayNum+ Hum*DayNum, Weather2) 
TempDayM <- lm(avg_White~MedTemp + DayNum, Weather2) 
TempDayIM <- lm(avg_White~MedTemp + DayNum + MedTemp*DayNum, Weather2) 
 
##Develop exponential models 
exponential.model.temp <- nls(avg_White ~ a*exp(b*MedTemp), data = Weather2, 
start=c(a=0.1, b = .1)) 
exponential.model.hum <- nls(avg_White ~ a*exp(b*Hum), data = Weather2, start=c(a=0.1, b = 
.1)) 
exponential.model.day <- nls(avg_White ~ a*exp(b*DayNum), data = Weather2, start=c(a=0.1, 
b = .1)) 
 
##Use AIC to choose best model 
AIC(HumM, TempM, DayM, HumTempM, HumTempIM, HumTempDayM, HumTempDayIM, 
HumDayM, HumDayIM, TempDayM, TempDayIM, exponential.model.temp, 
exponential.model.hum, exponential.model.day) 
 













##Plot exponential models of temperature and humidity in ggplot2 
ggplot(Weather2, aes(x = Hum, y = avg_White))+ 
  geom_point()+ labs(x = "Humidity (%)", y = "Average White Coloration")+ 
  geom_line(aes(y = predict(exponential.model.hum, Weather2)), colour = "black")+ 
  theme_bw() 
ggplot(Weather2, aes(x = MedTemp, y = avg_White))+ 
  geom_point()+ labs(x = “Temperature (C)", y = "Average White Coloration")+ 
  geom_line(aes(y = predict(exponential.model.temp, Weather2)), colour = "black")+ 
  theme_bw() 
 




##Read in data on indicators and view structure 
Indicators <- read.csv("C:/Users/John/Documents/Data/DataIndicators_working3.csv", header = 







###Build separate temperature graphs for three groups of indicators 
TempAnts <- ggplot(data = Indicators, aes(x = TempFL))+ggtitle("Ants")+ 
  geom_jitter(width = 0.1, height = 0.1, aes(y = AntsAllEM, shape = "AntsAllEM"))+ 
  geom_smooth(aes(y = AntsAllEM, lty = "AntsAllEM"), se=F, colour = "black")+ 
  scale_linetype_manual(values = 1, labels = c("Ants and Termites"))+ 
  scale_shape_manual(values = 7, labels = c("Ants and Termites"))+ 
  labs(x = "Temperature(C)", y = "Frequency", shape = "Indicators", lty = "Indicators")+ 
  theme(panel.background = element_blank(), axis.ticks.y = element_blank(), axis.text.y = 
element_blank(),  
        text=element_text(size=16,  family="TT Times New Roman")) 
TempAnts 
 
TempFrogs <- ggplot(data = Indicators, aes(x = TempFL))+ggtitle("Frogs")+ 
  geom_jitter(width = 0.1, height = 0.1, aes(y = FrogsAllEM, shape = "FrogsAllEM"))+ 
  geom_smooth(aes(y = FrogsAllEM, lty = "FrogsAllEM"), se=F, colour = "black")+ 
  scale_linetype_manual(values = 1, labels = c("Frogs"))+ 
  scale_shape_manual(values = 7, labels = c("Frogs"))+ 
  labs(x = "Temperature(C)", y = "Frequency", shape = "Indicators", lty = "Indicators")+ 
  theme(panel.background = element_blank(), axis.ticks.y = element_blank(), axis.text.y = 
element_blank(),  
        text=element_text(size=16,  family="TT Times New Roman")) 
TempFrogs 
 
TempPlants <- ggplot(data = Indicators, aes(x = TempFL))+ggtitle("Plants")+ 
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  geom_jitter(width = 0.1, height = 0.1, aes(y = PlantsAllEM, shape = "PlantsAllEM"))+ 
  geom_smooth(aes(y = PlantsAllEM, lty = "PlantsAllEM"), se=F, colour = "black")+ 
  scale_linetype_manual(values = 1, labels = c("Plants"))+ 
  scale_shape_manual(values = 7, labels = c("Plants"))+ 
  labs(x = "Temperature(C)", y = "Frequency", shape = "Indicators", lty = "Indicators")+ 
  theme(panel.background = element_blank(), axis.ticks.y = element_blank(), axis.text.y = 
element_blank(),  




grid.arrange(TempAnts, TempFrogs, TempPlants, nrow = 3) 
 
###Now lets build the separate humidity graphs! 
HumAnts <- ggplot(data = Indicators, aes(x = Humidity))+ggtitle("Ants")+ 
  geom_jitter(width = 0.1, height = 0.1, aes(y = AntsAllEM, shape = "AntsAllEM"))+ 
  geom_smooth(aes(y = AntsAllEM, lty = "AntsAllEM"), se=F, colour = "black")+ 
  scale_linetype_manual(values = 1, labels = c("Ants and Termites"))+ 
  scale_shape_manual(values = 7, labels = c("Ants and Termites"))+ 
  labs(x = "Humidity (%)", y = "Frequency", shape = "Indicators", lty = "Indicators")+ 
  theme(panel.background = element_blank(), axis.ticks.y = element_blank(), axis.text.y = 
element_blank(),  
        text=element_text(size=16,  family="TT Times New Roman")) 
HumAntsAnts 
 
HumFrogs <- ggplot(data = Indicators, aes(x = Humidity))+ggtitle("Frogs")+ 
  geom_jitter(width = 0.1, height = 0.1, aes(y = FrogsAllEM, shape = "FrogsAllEM"))+ 
  geom_smooth(aes(y = FrogsAllEM, lty = "FrogsAllEM"), se=F, colour = "black")+ 
  scale_linetype_manual(values = 1, labels = c("Frogs"))+ 
  scale_shape_manual(values = 7, labels = c("Frogs"))+ 
  labs(x = "Humidity (%)", y = "Frequency", shape = "Indicators", lty = "Indicators")+ 
  theme(panel.background = element_blank(), axis.ticks.y = element_blank(), axis.text.y = 
element_blank(),  
        text=element_text(size=16,  family="TT Times New Roman")) 
HumFrogs 
 
HumPlants <- ggplot(data = Indicators, aes(x = Humidity))+ggtitle("Plants")+ 
  geom_jitter(width = 0.1, height = 0.1, aes(y = PlantsAllEM, shape = "PlantsAllEM"))+ 
  geom_smooth(aes(y = PlantsAllEM, lty = "PlantsAllEM"), se=F, colour = "black")+ 
  scale_linetype_manual(values = 1, labels = c("Plants"))+ 
  scale_shape_manual(values = 7, labels = c("Plants"))+ 
  labs(x = "Humidity (%)", y = "Frequency", shape = "Indicators", lty = "Indicators")+ 
  theme(panel.background = element_blank(), axis.ticks.y = element_blank(), axis.text.y = 
element_blank(),  





#Put plots on same figure 
library(gridExtra) 













































Appendix 4: Lacanja Chansayab Deliverable 
 
Indicadores de la Lluvia: Saber Tradicional de Lacanja Chansayab sobre el Clima 
Por Adolfo Chankin and John Zeiger 
Nosotros estamos tratando documentar información sobre indicadores tradicionales de la 
lluvia para que no la olvidamos. Es posible que haya gente con opiniones o saberes diferentes en 
la comunidad. Por favor, habla con nosotros y comparte sus pensamientos.  
Introducción:  
Por este proyecto, trabajamos para documentar e investigar las cosas en la naturaleza que 
pronostica la lluvia. Caminamos en la selva por cuarenta días y documentaremos los bichos, 
animales, plantas, las nubes, y el sol. Llamamos estas cosas “indicadoras”. Saquemos fotos de 
kuchja para ver el cambio como el tiempo de lluvias vino. También hablemos con la gente para 
aprender más sobre el saber de estos indicadores en la comunidad de Lacanja Chansayab.  
También documentamos información sobre la humedad y la temperatura cada día. 
Queremos entender si estas cosas son responsables por cambios en los indicadores. Hay muchos 
cambios en el clima causados por el calentamiento global. Es posible que el calentamiento global 
va a afectar este sistema de indicadores.  
Kuchja: El kuchja es un bicho que “carga agua.” Vive usualmente en la cascara de árboles, y es 
más común en sacats, okunte, weech, y yash osh. Puedes encontrar este bicho en la milpa (en 
árboles caídos), en acahual y en la selva. Tiene carga en la espalda para encender de enemigos. 
Esta carga incluye cascara, manchas de árboles, pelo de árboles, helecho, hongos, partes de otros 
insectos, y caca de gusano y termites.  
Kuchja es importante porque el color de la carga indica el clima. Si la carga es 
completamente blanca, vamos a ver mucho sol y calor. Si es negra, vamos a ver lluvia. Gris 
indica nubes. Si es surtido, quizás vamos a ver sol, calor, nubes y lluvia también.  
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Kuchja sin carga  Otra kuchja  Carga pura blanca  Carga mas oscura 
Hormigas: Hay tres tipos de hormigas que son muy importantes para indicar la lluvia: saca, 
nukux saca, y naj tun. Saca es una hormiga muy pequeña que anda en grupos grandes, cazando. 
Nukux saca es parecido a saca, pero es mas grande, y caza muchos otros insectos. Naj tun es una 
hormiga roja que siempre anda en colas. Si ves estas hormigas en la selva, es probable que 
vayamos a ver lluvia en la próxima tres días.  
 
Foto de naj tun 
Termites (kamas): Hay dos tipos de termites que indican la lluvia: termites de obrero y termites 
de palo. Si hay huecos en los nitos de termites de obrero o puedes ver muchas termites en las 
colas en palos, la reina va a salir porque pronto viene las lluvias fuertes en las noches. Pero 




Fotos de kamas preparando y una casa de kamas 
Cangrejos: Si ves un cangrejo afuera del rio, significa que este cangrejo está preparando para el 
crecimiento del rio. Es probable que el río vaya a crecer en los próximos días.  
 
Un cangrejo en mi mano 
Saraguatos: Si hay muchos saraguatos cantando en la selva, vamos a ver lluvia en la ultimos 
cinco días.  
Aves: Para entender el clima, mira y escucha las aves. Si las chachalacas cantan en la mañana, 
vamos a ver lluvia en las noches y nublado en los días. Si escuchas kux cantando mucho en la 




Ranas: Kekech y también pa’ak canta antes de la lluvia. Si escuchas estas ranas, vamos a ver 
lluvia hoy o mañana en la noche. Después de escuchar la rana wo’ canta tres veces, vamos a ver 
lluvias muy fuertes y el río va a crecer. 
  
Fotos de kekech 
Plantas: Hay algunas plantas que son muy importantes para predecir el clima. Kur’takin es un 
árbol que tiene flores blancas. Cuando ves las flores de kur’takin, primero vamos a ver una 
semana de mucho sol y calor. Después, vamos a ver lluvias fuertes y el río va a crecer. Cuando 
ves flores de el árbol sa sak che, vamos a ver sol también. Pero cuando las flores caen, las lluvias 




Hojas de Sa Sak Che 
La luna: Cuando hay círculos al lado de la luna, vamos a ver lluvia hoy o mañana en la noche.  
El sol: Es lo mismo que la luna. Cuando vemos círculos, vamos a ver lluvia hoy o mañana en la 










Transect 1 Beri Ya Ha 
 
Nukux che (35 ano) 
 
Kamas (termite nest) no hueco 
-significa que manana va a llover 
 
Cash selva 
1- Líder- significa mucho calor en la dia, llueve en la noche en una semana, found on a large 
tree (>20 in dbh) 
Selva 
2- Lider- mucho calor en la dia, antes de 15 dias va a llover en la noche 
3- Pequeño- muchissimo calor, una semana puro calor 
 
De hogar (después de transecto) 
4- Lider- Brown leaves, lluvia en un una semana (much rain) 
5- Pequeño- mucho sol 
6- Pequeño- muy calor 
Notes:  
Noted several other indicators of rainfall:  
1. kamas (termite nests) 
-if there are holes, then it will rain the next day (photo-holes by Adolfo to explain) 
2. Bulet ( white moth)- if many in April, there will be rains early 
3. Mosca blanca- groupings of tiny white flies 








May 13, 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0 
Morning (0800 hours) 
67.3 % RH; 82.0 degrees F; 71.0 DP 
Cloud cover- 50% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Before Transect (1300 hours) 
65.0% RH; 89.2 degreees F; 75.5 % DP 
Cloud cover- 50% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
74.4 % RH; 81.6 degrees F; 73.2% DP 
Cloud cover 100% 
Note: scattered thunderstorms in afternoon around 1600 
Transect 2- Po tan ha (1200 hours) 
Lu kux che (40 years)  
1- Pequeño (1200 hours)- tomorrow or today there will be rain, pero en la noche. On a small 
sapling 
Selva 
2- Pequeno (1230)- found on a Rubin(maya name)/Querillo (Spanish name), on a large tree 
>20in dbh. There will be rain in the night, today or tomorrow, but for only two hours. 
Mehen Che 
3- Pequeno (1400) – found on matablanca (spanish name) or ocante(maya name). It 
signifies there will be strong rains but not all day (for 2 hours). There will be a lot of sun 
as well. Large tree (>20 in dbh). 
Notes:  
1- Ants running around signify its going to rain in the night- in one or two days ( need to 
capture an ant to get specific ID). 







Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 1.25 (checked at 1500) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
88.2 % RH; 80.7 degrees F; 75.9 DP 
Cloud cover- 100% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1200 hours) 
88.2 % RH; 80.7 degreees F; 75.9 % DP 
Cloud cover- 50% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
75.2 % RH; 83.3 degrees F; 74.6 % DP 
Cloud cover 100% (mostly haze) 
Note: Tree size categories: sapling (<5cm dbh); small tree (5cm- .25m); medium tree (.25m-1m); 
large tree(1-2m); very large tree (>2m) 
Transect Beri Shan (1015) 
Selva Madura 
1- Pequeno (1148)- there will be sun for a week and heat, small tree, on mehen on-te 
(mayan name) 
2- Pequeno (1220)- there will be sun for a week and much heat, small tree, on chak of che 
(mayan name) 
3- Pequno (1330)- same significance as before, small tree, on sac-ba-check; sedrillo (name 
in espanol) 
4- Medio (1430)- much sun in the day and heat, there will be rain in 4 days (and as well 
tonight in the night); there will be ten days of heat before it breaks, on moca blanca, very 
large tree with buttressed roots 
5- Pequeno (1430)- much sun in th e day and heat, there will be rain in 4 days (as well 
tonight at night); in 10 days heat will break, on moca blanca, very large tree with 
buttressed roots 
6- Medio(1440)- there will always be heat in the days, a lot of sun, but it will rain 2-3 times 
this week, on guapache (espanol); gwech-maya, very large tree 
7- Pequeno (1445)- a lot of heat in 10 days, rain 3 times this week, on a ramon (espanol), 





8- Lider(1500)- On a large tree, on a sacas (maya)/ Cabeza de mico de noche (español), 
much heat and sun, rain in the night 





Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0 
Morning (0800 hours) 
82.3 % RH; 75.5 degrees F; 69.6 DP 
Cloud cover- 40% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1200 hours) 
80.2 % RH; 82.4 degreees F; 75.3 % DP 
Cloud cover- 20% (checked 1500) 
Evening (1900 hours) 
NA (not present) 
Transect Pac-che-nu (10000) 
Milpa 
1- Medio (1000)- it will rain this night or in two nights; on a sapling; on a tsu-tok (maya) 
Selva 
2- Pequeno (1100)- there will be a lot of sun and heat in the day; large tree; on a Ramon 
3- Lider (1200)- in a week it will rain at night, there will be a lot of sun and heat in the day; 
on a very large tree; on a Cabeza de mico de noche (espanol)/ sacas (maya) 
4- Lider (1200)- in a week it will rain at night, there will be a lot of sun and heat in the day; 
on a very large tree; on a Cabeza de mico de noche (espanol)/ sacas (maya) 
5- Lider (1200)- in a week it will rain at night, there will be a lot of sun and heat in the day; 
on a very large tree; on a Cabeza de mico de noche (espanol)/ sacas (maya) 
6- Medio(1205)- there will be rain at night, and it will be hot and cloudy during the day; 
very large tree; on a Cabeza de mico de noche (espanol)/sacas(maya) 
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7- Lider(1300)- there will be a lot of sun and it will rain about twice in the night this week; 
on a ocante/ matablanca; large tree 
8- Lider (1330)- the same as before, large tree, ocante/matablanca 
End transect (1400) 
 
May 21st 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0 
Morning (0800 hours) 
NA 
Midday (1200 hours) 
77.5 % RH; 83.3 degreees F; 75.0 % DP 
Cloud cover- 90%  
Evening (1450 hours) 
72.0 % RH; 83.8 degrees F; 73.7 % DP 
Cloud cover- 100% 
Transect Nahe Sacas (1200) 
Selva 
1- Lider (1230)- On a cabeza de mico de la noche/sacas, very large tree, signifies a lot of 
sun and heat, as well as high cloud cover, and rain once this week 
2- Pequeno (1430)- On an opturum tree (Maya), medium tree, signifies much heat in the 
day, rain once 
End of transect (1450) 
Notes: 
-chachalacas singing in the morning (according to Adolfo) 
 
May 22 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 1/8 in 
Morning (0800 hours) 
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77.5 % RH; 78.0 degrees F; 69.9 DP 
Cloud cover- 10% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1345 hours) 
75.0 % RH; 86.0 degrees F; 75.9 % DP 
Cloud cover- not taken (too much tree cover) 
Evening (1900 hours) 
74.3 % RH; 83.6 degrees F; 74.4% DP 
Cloud cover- 50% 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
No chachalacas heard 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
No significance 
Transect Beri Pet Ha (0835) 
Howler Monkeys 
Heard 0844-0854- From 1 to several calling 
0901-0902- Many calling 
0902-0915- Continuous calling by various groups 
*Note- According to Adolfo, howler monkeys are much more common in this area, further from 
town in the hills 
1- Pequeno (0930)- On a Ramon (español)/ Osh (maya) tree, large tree, signifies a lot of sun, rain 
once this week 
End transect (1430) 
Adolfo’s home 
2- Pequeno (1435)- On a small tree, mandarino, signify a lot of sun and rain once in the week 
3- Lider (1435) – On a small tree, lemon tree, signify a lot of sun and clouds and rain once in the 
week 
May 23 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0 in 
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Morning (0800 hours) 
82.5 % RH; 72.6 degrees F; 66.2 DP 
Cloud cover- 10% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1415 hours) 
67.9 % RH; 85.1 degrees F; 73.2 % DP 
Cloud cover- 10% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
66.9 % RH; 85.1 degrees F; 72.3 % DP 
Cloud cover- Not taken 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
No chachalacas heard 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
No significance 





1- Medio (1030) – No cargo, very white and grayish in the center, on a ramon/osh tree, very 
large tree, 3mm long 
2- Lider (1033)- On ocante/matablanca, very large tree, almost pure white, cargo appears to 
be lichen from the tree, 1 cm long, found about 1 m up the tree trunk, signifies a lot of 
sun and clouds and rain once within the week 
3- Lider (1033) – On ocante/matablanca (same tree as 2), very large tree, about 1m off the 
ground, signifies a lot of sun and heat, 1 cm long, grayish white with lichens on top, two 
patches that are slightly darker brown, dark parts signify it will rain twice in the next 
week, light colors that there will be heat and clouds 
4- Medio (1150)- Signifies sun, heat and rain twice in the next 10 days, covered in greenish 
white lichens, 0.5 cm long, on a sacas/Cabeza de mico de la noche tree, large tree 
5- Lider (1212)- In a month the river is going to rise, rains are soon, the larvae’s cargo is a 
mix of lichens, moss and dead insects (observation and Adolfo’s opinion), 1cm, found on 
my arm after cutting and pushing our way through a thick area, no tree known 
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6- Medio (1220)- pure white lichen, on ocante/matablanca, 4cm up in tree, medium tree, 
signifies a lot of sun and heat and rain once in the week 
7- Medio (1400)- On a very large tree, on sacas/Cabeza de mico de la noche, 0.5 m off the 
ground, covered in grayish lichen with a couple of slightly darker patches, 6 mm long, 
signifies rain twice in 10 days and a lot of heat 
8- Medio (1400)- Same tree as 7 and 9, On a very large tree, on sacas/ Cabeza de mico de la 
noche, 0.33 m off the ground, signifies rain twice in 10 days and a lot of heat, NO 
PHOTO 
9- Medio (1400)- Same tree as 7 and 8, very large tree, on sacas/Cabeza de mico de la 
noche, 0.5 m off the ground, signifies a lot of heat, covered in grayish white lichens, 
5mm long 
End Transect (1415) 
Worthwhile Notes: 
-Leaders are older, so their significance is more in the future (Adolfo) 
-Kamas (termites) de palo = new indicator of rainfall. They are at the “windows” of the nest; 
therefore, it will rain very strongly in the next 3 days, but only for around 2 hours, have reddish 
heads, white bodies, and black pincers 
Fun Facts: 
Stung by giant black wasp (2nd worst in the forest) 
Found Greater Tinamou nest (blue eggs!) 
 
May 24 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0 in 
Morning (0800 hours) 
82.1 % RH; 74.6 degrees F; 68.5 DP 
Cloud cover- 60% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1230 hours) 
77.0 % RH; 82.0 degrees F; 73.7 % DP 
Cloud cover- NA (too much tree cover) 
Evening (1900 hours) 
64.3 % RH; 82.0 degrees F; 72.6 % DP 
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Cloud cover- 40% 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
Chachalacas heard  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Half halo: Much sun, but it will rain within the week 





1- Lider (1045) – It will rain 3 times in the next 15 days, on sacas/Cabeza de mico de la 
noche, very large tree, signifies it will rain 3 times in the next 15 days, about 1.5 m off 
the ground, about 2/3 of the cargo is dark matter and 1/3 white lichen, dark matter 
includes “pelo de arbol,” which is only found on largest trees. Fungus or weird moss? 
2- Lider (1110)- signifies a lot of sun and heat and darker spots signify it will rain 2-3 times 
in the next 15 days, on a sacas/ Cabeza de mico de la noche, very large tree, about 0.25 m 
off the ground, 98% white lichens, very small darker patches (insect exoskeletons) 
3- Lider (1150) – Signifies rain in the night, sun and heat with some clouds, it will rain 3-4 
times in the next 15 days, it is beginning to build cargo (not complete) with white lichens 
and tree bark, large tree, 0.5 m off the ground, on sacas/ Cabeza de mico de la noche, 
about 2/5 white lichen and 3/5 bark 
4- Lider (1205) – 98% white lichens with small patches of darker insect parts (wings of 
insects, according to Adolfo), 0.5 m off the ground, signifies a lot of sun and heat with 
rain 2-3 times in the next 15 days, on sacas/ Cabeza de mico de la noche, very large tree 
 
May 25th 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0 in 
Morning (0800 hours) 
84.6 % RH; 74.8 degrees F; 69.0 DP 
Cloud cover- 60%  (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1230 hours) 
60.0 % RH; 76.8 degrees F; 74.1 % DP 
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Cloud cover- NA (too much tree cover) 
Evening (1900 hours) 
NA (gone) 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
No chachalacas heard  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
No significance 





1- Medio (0940)  
Significance: Will rain in 3 days, more sun, rain 3 times in the next 2 weeks,  
Description: White (from some sort of “worm poop”, coming out of its holes), black is 
charcoal (tree is burnt), salt and pepper colored (mix of white and black flecks) 
Size: 5 mm long 
Tree Species: Yush-chek-ap tree (maya) 
Tree Size: Medium, about half a meter up 
 
2- Pequeno (0945)  
Significance: Will rain in 3 days, more sun, rain 3 times in the next 2 weeks  
Description: Cargo is made up of bark, “worm extrement,” and charcoal), salt and pepper 
colored (mix of white and black flecks) 
Size: 3 mm  
Tree Species: Yush-chek-ap tree (maya) 
Tree Size: Medium 




3- Medio (0945)  
Significance: Will rain in 3 days, more sun, rain 3 times in the next 2 weeks 
Description: salt and pepper colored, black from charcoal and white from “worm 
excrement” 
Size: 5mm 
Tree Species: Yush-chek-ap tree (maya) 
Tree Size: Medium 
Height: 1 m up 
 
4- Pequeno (1005) – 
Significance: Will rain in 3 days, more sun, rain 3 times in the next 2 weeks 
Description: 2/3 cargo lichen, 1/3 tree bark, lichen greenish white and bark tan colored 
Size: 3 mm 
Tree Species: Mubun-puk-sik-check tree (maya) 
Tree Size: Small  
Height: 1.25  
 
5- Lider (1018) 
Significance:  River will rise in 1-2 months (flowers and bark), lichen signify a lot of sun 
for 15 days  
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Description: Cargo about ½ flowers and bark and ½ lichen, flowers = cancer de arbol 
Size: 10mm 
Tree Species: Naranja 
Tree Size: Small 
Height: 1 m 
 
6- Pequeno (1030) 
Significance: More sun this week, and after this the river will rise 
Description: Almost completely covered in dark colored insect exoskeletons (mostly ants, 
some beetles), some white from snails,  
Size: 3mm  
Tree Species: Tonsimin (maya)/ Bola de Caballo (Spanish) 
Tree Size: Small 
Height: 1.5 m  
 
7- Pequeno (1040)  
Significance: River will rise turbidly in 1-2 months 
Description: cargo is pure insects, mostly ants, some beetles 
Size: 3mm 
Tree Species: Yush-chek-ap tree (maya) 
Tree Size: Medium 




End transect (1045) 
Notes: Bulet photo 
 
May 29th 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.4 in (from Friday, May 25, in the night- Adolfo) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
84.4 % RH; 71.2 degrees F; WB 66.0; 66.2 DP 
Cloud cover- 20% (0915) (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1200 hours) 
68.2 % RH; 84.3 degrees F; 75.0 WB; 71.9 % DP 
Cloud cover- 10% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
NA 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
No chachalacas heard  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
No significance 







1. Lider (1320) – On a very large sacas tree, not all white, covered in grayish white lichens, 
“revuelto en una mes,” change to rainy season will happen in mid June, about 0.25 m up 
tree, 10 mm long, Mayan calendar comment 
End 1330 
Notes:  
1. Camaleon- zapo, 3-4 in long, common when rivers rise, good to eat, indicate that the 






Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0 
Morning (0800 hours) 
80.3 % RH; 76.2 degrees F; WB 69.6; 69.4 DP 
Cloud cover- 70% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1200 hours) 
57.1 % RH; 91.7 degrees F; 76.8 WB; 73.7 % DP 
Cloud cover- 10% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
NA (San cris) 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
No chachalacas heard  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
No significance 







1- Pequeno (0800) – On a Ramon, large tree, covered in bark, moss and insect exoskeletons, 
half white and half darker brown or gray, the rains are coming this coming month, there 
will be a lot of heat and sun, it will rain twice this week 
2- Lider (1000) – 0.33 m up tree, on sacas, large tree, 10 mm, mostly white lichens (95%) 
with small pieces of darker tree bark (5%) 
End transect (1100) 





June 3rd 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.3 in (checked 1100) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
85.4 % RH; 69.8 degrees F; WB 66.0; 65.1 DP 
Cloud cover- 50% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1200 hours) 
79.6 % RH; 77.0 degrees F; 69.6 WB; 69.6 % DP 
Cloud cover- Could not determine 
Evening (1900 hours) 
83.6 % RH; 73.9 degrees F; WB 68.3; DP 69.0 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None on transect (**But Adolfo heard one from his house**) 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Not checked 






1- Lider (1040)- On a sapling mandarino, 2.5 m up, description: about 10% greenish, 
grayish white lichen and 60 % darker tree bark, some “hongos de palo,” some moss, fruit 
bark, ant exoskeletons, dry leaves, about 95% dark cargo, significance: much rain this 
month, river will be brown and grow within the month 
2- Pequeno (1200) – There will be heat, it will rain much this week, 3mm long, 0.33 m up, 
almost completely white with lichen (but a darker greenish grayish lichen), on a large 
sacas tree, “buscando carga” 
3- Lider (1215) – In 15 days there will be more rain, the river will be full and brown within 
a month, 2.5 m up, 7 mm long, “buscando carga,” will be sun for 20-25 days still, on a 
very large sacas, cargo made up of the blackish and fuzzy pelo de arbol (80%) lichens 
(10%), and other unidentified substances 
4- Lider (1220) – On a large sacas tree, very large insect, mostly covered in pelo de arbol 
(70%), greenish grayish white lichen (20%) and bark (10%), same significance as others, 
3m up, 12 mm long, same tree as 2 
5- Pequeno (1300) – 3mm, very large sacas tree, going to rain 2-3 times this week, there 
will be sun and heat for a week, 1.5 m up, 90% greenish whitish lichen, 10% pelo de 
arbol 
End transect (1430) 
 
 
June 4rd 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.1 in (checked 1530) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
87.2 % RH; 73.0 degrees F; WB 67.8; 69.0 DP 
Cloud cover- 100% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1200 hours) 
93.0 % RH; 75.2 degrees F; 72.3 WB; 72.8 % DP 
Cloud cover- 100% (raining) 
Evening (1900 hours) 
80.5 % RH; 77.0 degrees F; WB 71.4; DP 70.5 
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Cloud cover – 100% 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Not checked- too cloudy to see well 




1- Lider (1150) – There will be sun and heat this month. The slightly dark parts indicate 
cloudiness and black parts indicate some rain. Covered in greenish white lichen (95%) 
and tree bark (5%), it is going to throw the carga soon, it is now more greenish and 
grayish in color than in the past, no longer pure white, on a very large ocante tree, 0.5 m 
up 
2- Lider (1155) – On a very large ocante, same tree as 1, 12 mm long, 2m up, dark lichens 
mostly, other darker material, rains are coming, in June there will be a lot of rain and the 
river will grow within the month 
3- Lider (1155) – 2.75 m up, same very large ocante as previously, same significance as 2, 
10mm long, mostly covered in greenish grayish lichens 
4- Pequeno (1200)- same very large ocante as previously, half covered in darker grayish 
lichens and half with whiter lichens, dark half = the rains are coming, white half  = sun, 
there will be sun for a week and after that rains will come, 4mm long, 0.75 m up 
5- Pequeno (1200)- it is removing its cargo, on the same very large ocante as previously, 
significance the same as 4 but less advanced (NO PHOTO) 
Notes: rained half hour during milpa walk (1045-1115) and started raining again for about half 
an hour at noon 
Frogs singing (1500) signifify that it is going to rain and the rain will continue for another 
month- same as photo from May 12 
END TRANSECT (1530) 
 
 
June 5rd 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.1 in (checked 1300) 
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Morning (0800 hours) 
93.0 % RH; 70.8 degrees F; WB 67.8; 68.5 DP 
Cloud cover- 100%, raining lightly (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1230 hours) 
93.0 % RH; 75.9 degrees F; 72.8 WB; 73.2 % DP 
Cloud cover- could not check, too many trees 
Evening (1945 hours) 
89.8 % RH; 77.1 degrees F; WB 73.2; DP 73.7 
Cloud cover – 90% 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Not checked- too cloudy to see well 




1- Lider (1220) – 11mm, large sacas, lichen (95%), bark (5%), overall greenish grayish 
white color, 0.75 m up, there will be sun and sometimes will be rain this month 
Notes:  
1. Red ants marching- in 3 days there will be rain 
2. Kamas de palo- gather near holes in nest- preparing to send away queen 
END TRANSECT (1300) 
 
June 7th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0  
Morning (0800 hours) 
86.3 % RH; 76.2 degrees F; WB 71.4; 71.9 DP 
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Cloud cover- not checked 
Midday (1200 hours) 
93.0 % RH; 75.2 degrees F; 72.3 WB; 72.8 % DP 
Cloud cover- 100% (raining) 
Evening (1900 hours) 
90.8 % RH; 77.7 degrees F; WB 73.2; DP 73.7 
Cloud cover – 100% 
Currently raining with thunder and lightning, started at 1830 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Halo present- there will be some rain, but also a lot of sun in the next few days. 




1- Medio (1010) – There will be heat and rain, but a little rain as the white part of the carga 
(that signifies the sun) is larger, 9mm long, on the ground on a stick covered in lichen 
directly next to a medium sacas, carga made up of: “basura de arbol” (20%), grayish 
greenish lichen (70%), moss (<10%), in the selva, returned to sacas while being 
observed, “buscando carga”- looking for carga 
END TRANSECT (1230) 
 
 
June 8th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 1.4 in (checked 1515) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
92.6 % RH; 73.4 degrees F; WB 70.7; 71.0 DP 
Cloud cover- 100% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
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Midday (1200 hours) 
92.6 % RH; 76.6 degrees F; 73.2 WB; 74.1 % DP 
Cloud cover- 100% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
80.5 % RH; 77.0 degrees F; WB 71.4; DP 70.5 
Not taken-gone 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Not checked- too cloudy to see well 




1- Mediano (1300) – 3m up, 9mm long, signifies rain for a week and sun after (it got rid of 
the black carga), mostly whitish lichen with small pieces of darker bark, large sacas, 
Adolfo noted they are higher up when there is rain 
2- Lider (1520) – The carga is made up of charcoal, lichen, insect exoskeletons, bark, half 
signifies rain and half sun, going to rain tonight and tomorrow, sun afterwards, 2m up, on 
a large chu-hum tree (balsa in espanol), burnt out base by a milpa 
END TRANSECT (1525) 
 
June 12th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- emptied 
Morning (0800 hours) 
90.7 % RH; 75.0 degrees F; WB 70.1; 71.7 DP 
Cloud cover- 40% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1200 hours) 
84.4 % RH; 78.8 degrees F; 73.2 WB; 73.2 % DP 
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Cloud cover- 100%  
Evening (1900 hours) 
Caught napping 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
None 




1- Mediano (0910)- half lichens, half tree bark, tree bark signifies cloudiness, lichens 
signify sun, there will be sun and clouds this week, the sun is more prominent, and it will 
rain strongly once this week, selva, on a very large ocante, 2.5 m up, 5mm long, also has 
“basura del arbol” and insect exoskeletons in cargo 
2- Lider (1100)- Milpa, sun and heat for 15 days, will rain once in 15 days but there will be 
more sun and heat, carga is mostly worm poop and “basura del arbol,” 10mm long and 
0.5 m up, tree recently burnt, small Cuban (maya), almost completely white (98%) with 
small black specks (2%) 
3- Pequeno – in 3 days will get new carga, 3mm long, 0.75 m up, very large sacas, mostly 
(98%) greenish lichens with some darker bark, signify mostly sun and heat for this week 
with some rain but not much 
END TRANSECT (1400) 
Notes: Conversation with Adolfo about order of indicators 
1- Kamas de palo- see near holes 
2- Kamas de obrero- holes and activity 
3- After the first rains, rerek/kikech frogs begin singing 
4- After the 4th rains, the ants with wings emerge (and people eat them) 
5- Go (a type of frog) sings and brings a very strong rain (people also eat these guys). When 
Go sings, it will rain for all the week and the river will rise. 
 
June 13th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.9 in (1110) 
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Morning (0800 hours) 
91.3 % RH; 74.3 degrees F; WB 70.3; 70.8 DP 
Cloud cover- 100% (rounded to nearest 10 %) 
Midday (1200 hours) 
93.2 % RH; 76.1 degrees F; 73.2 WB; 73.7 % DP 
Cloud cover- 100%  
Evening (1900 hours) 
92.4 % RH; 79.6 degrees F; WB 69.6; DP 71.0 
Cloud Cover – 100% (raining) 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Could not be viewed 




1- Pequeno (1100) – Large balsa tree, 0.5 m up, 4mm long, new carga, there will be rain, 
clouds and sun (but mostly clouds), carga made up of charcoal, worm poop and bark 
2- Pequeno (1215) – pure sun, carga made up of lichen (90%), bark (5%) and some 
unidentified dark specks, 0.5 m up, 3mm long, on a very large sacats 
3- Pequeno (1215) – rain, sun, clouds, but more rain and clouds, there will be sun for 6 days 
and then complete rain for 6 days, carga made up of pelo de arbol, lichen, bark, some 
moss, same very large sacats as 2, 1.5 m up, 3mm long 
4- Mediano (1215) -  Same very large sacats as 2-3, 6m long, 3m up, in 10 days there will 
be very strong rains that will continue all week but until this we will have sun for 10 
days, about half grayish white lichen, half fuzzy gray pelo de arbol, dark grayish overall 
coloration, pelo very fuzzy 
5- Pequeno (1220) – same very large sacats, 3mm long, ¾ pelo de arbol, ¼ lichen, very dark 
gray coloration with white specks, some light brown bark too in carga, 2m up, going to 
rain strongly in 10 days and continue raining 
6- Lider (1220) – Same very large sacats as 2-5, we are going to see a lot of rain in this 
month, 8 mm long, 3m up, mostly fuzzy gray (pelo de arbol) with shite specks of lichens, 
some insect exoskeletons 
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7- Pequeno (1230) – Same very large sacats as 2-6, carga made up of bark, pelo de arbol, 
lichens, 10cm up, about half whitish and half brownish/grayish coloration, 3mm long, 
going to see clouds and rain 
8- Lider (1240) – Same very large sacats as 2-7, about 10 mm long, PHOTO only of carga, 
about half lichen and half pelo de arbol, some insect exoskeletons (termites), 3m up, with 
its eggs, there will be a lot of rain and clouds this month 
Notes: Nu Kux saca- Army ants? Large group of marching ants signify that it will rain in the 
night or tomorrow 
- 3 types of ants that signify rain: army, small army, and red ants marching 
End Transect (1500) 
 
June 14th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 1.7 in 
Morning (0800 hours) 
None 
Midday (1200 hours) 
87.4 % RH; 80.6 degrees F; WB 76.8; 76.4 DP 
Cloud cover- 90% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
97.8% RH; 75.7 degrees F; 75.2 WB; 74.1 DP 
Cloud Cover- 100% 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Si! There will be a week of rain and some sun afterward. 






1- Lider (1225) – There will be much rain this week, it brings rain, carga made up of pelo de 
arbol, lichens, bark, dead insect exoskeletons, legs of mosquitoes, overall look is a mostly 
fuzzy gray (85%) with checkered white spots (15%), moving around, 2.25 m up, 12mm 
long, on a very large sacats 
2- Lider (1330)- Brings rain, sun and clouds, medium grayish tint overall, about 1 m up, 
large sacats, carga made up of lichens, basura de arbol, feet of mosquitoes, bark, termite 
poop, overall grayish white look, 11mm long, looking for carga (Adolfo) 
Notes:  
1. Camaleon/ Go singing from 10 last night to 12 noon today near Adolfo’s house in the 
jungle. They only sing 2- 3 times in the year and signify that the rains will continue and 
the river will rise. Also, people are out searching for them -  they like to eat them. 
2. Found the last ant that indicates rainfall- saca- a small army ant type that is marching 
across the jungle. It signifies that it will rain today. 
END TRANSECT (1415) 
 
June 15th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.9 in 
Morning (0800 hours) 
94.0 RH; 73.4 degrees F; 71.2 WB; 71.0 DP 
Cloud Cover – 100% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
88.8 % RH; 78.0 degrees F; WB 73.2; 74.6 DP 
Cloud cover- 100% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
Battery died 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Can’t view through clouds 






1- Lider (1210) – Carga pelo de árbol, bark, lichens, the darker material is piled on top of 
whiter lichen base, 9mm long, 1.25 m up, small yash checkup tree, cut around 1.5 m, 
signifies sun, clouds and rain for 15 days, much rain this week 
2- Medio (1230) –  Small aguacate tree that is half alive, lichens signify sun, green signifies 
clouds, darker material signifies rain for the coming weeks, carga is mostly greenish 
white lichen with some light brown bark and moss, 1.5 m up, 8m long 
3- Medio (1245) – Same small aguacate as 2, there will be a little more rain and clouds and 
more sun, about half bark a quarter greenish white lichens with some dark spots of 
charcoal, also some moss and pelo de arbol, 7mm long and 0.75 m up, overall whitish 
coloration, edge of a milpa 
4- Medio (1245) – Same small aguacate as 2-3, mostly whitish lichens (90%) with a small 
piece of moss on top (10%), 7mm long, 0.75 m up, same significance as 2-3 
5- Pequeno (1250) – Same small aguacate as 2-4, 2mm long, 20 cm up, carga made up of 
charcoal, bark, moss, lichens; half very dark brown/ black from charcoal, half grayish 
greenish white from mostly lichens, we will see a lot of rain in the coming week with 
clouds as well and some sun, going to find a new carga in a few days 
6- Lider (1305) – Overall coloration is light brown from caca de gusano, black from 
charcoal, white from lichens, on a very large burn hach kun che, river will grow and 
become brown, 9mm long, 2m up 
7- Medio (1315) – Carga made up of lichens, worm poop, charcoal, white signify sun, black 
rain, same very large hach kun che, 6mm long, 0.3 m up 
8- Lider (1310) – Carga made up of charcoal, worm poop, lichens, about half very dark, 
black, about quarter white, one quarter light brown, signify much rain will come, river 
will rise, and there will be sun and clouds as well, 10mm long, 0.25 m up, same very 
large hach kun che 
9- Lider (1315) – Carga made up of worm poop, charcoal, lichens, signify the river will rise 
and grow turbid, very brownish overall color from the worm poop, there will be a lot of 
clouds, 0.3 m up, 5mm long, same very large hach kun che 
10- Lider (1315) – It brings the rain, the river will rise, and there will be sun and clouds as 
well. Carga includes a termite wing, worm poop, bark, charcoal, dark brownish overall 
color, same very large hach kun che 
11- Lider (1320) – Bacteria, charcoal, worm poop, about a quarter black, rest a light reddish 
white (from bacteria/fungus), same very large hach kun che, 1.75 m up, 9mm long, the 
same significance as 10 
12- Lider (1335) – Same very large hach kun che, the rain will be very strong, also clouds, 
and a little sun, carga made up of lichens, bacteria, pelo de arbol and termite poop, 1 m 
up, 10mm long 
13- Medio (1345) – Same very large hach kun che, blackish gray overall coloration, strong 




14- Pequeno (1345) – Charcoal (black, 30%), lichens (white, 10%), worm poop (brown, 
50%), white signify sun, black rain and brown clouds, 0.75 m up, same very large hach 
kun che 
15- Medio (1400) – worm poop, charcoal, lichens, mostly light brown coloration overall, 
same significance as 14, same very large hach kun che, 1m up, 7mm long 
16- Lider (1400) – carga made up of worm poop, ant wings (very large, like a sail), reddish 
white bacteria, the river will grow and there will be rain, sun and heat, 9mm long, 1m up, 
same very large hach kun che 
17- Medio (1405) – Balsa cotton (light brown, fluffy, 30%), worm poop (brown, 20%), ants 
(black, 10%), bark (dark brown, 10%), lichens (white, 10%), also some white insect 
exoskeletons, overall light brown color with specks of white and black, fluffy from the 
balsa cotton, 15cm up, 9mm long, signifies clouds, rain, sun and heat, same very large 
hach kun che 
18- Medio (1415) – There will be a lot of rain, and some heat, sun and clouds, carga is made 
up of leaves, worm poop, charcoal, reddish fungus/bacteria, pelo de arbol, and bark, 2/3 
reddish white (from worm poop and bacteria) and 1/3 black/dark brown (from leaves, 
charcoal, pelo de arbol and bark), same very large hach kun che, 6mm, 1m up 
19- Lider (1415) – 2.5 m up, same very large hach kun che, charcoal, bark, pelo de arbol, 
bacteria, worm poop, about half reddish white, half black, 8mm long 
20- Medio (1420) – Mostly white from worm poop (80%), some black from charcoal (5%) 
and brown from bark (10%), signifies sun, heat, the river will grow, clouds, 7mm, 0.75m 
up, same very large hach kun che 
21- Lider (1425) – Very dark brown bark, leaves, ants, signifies lots of rain in the month, 
10mm long, 2m up, has an 8mm “chimney” same very large hach kun che 
22- Medio (1430) – black overall color, signifies a lot of rain from the charcoal, seeds, dark 
worm poop, some white lichen (10%), same large hach kun che tree, 0.75 m up, 7 mm 
long 
END TRANSECT (1430) 
 
 
June 22nd 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 2.0 in (checked 1500, Adolfo said it rained twice while I was gone) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
96.7 % RH; 73.7 degrees F; WB 71.4; DP 72.3 
Cloud Cover – 100% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
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96.0 % RH; 79.8 degrees F; WB 77.1; DP 79.5 
Could not check through canopy cover 
Evening (1900 hours) 
90.1% RH; 76.6 degrees F; WB 74.4; DP 75.9 
Cloud cover – 100% (raining lightly) 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
The significance is about half for rain and half sun in the forecast.  




1- Pequeno (1400) – Will bring heat, sun, clouds, on a medium matapalo blanco, carga is 
100% greenish lichens, 5mm long, 0.5 m up,  
2- Lider (1415) – On a very large ramon verde, carga made up of greenish white lichens 
(80%), brown bark (10%), brown termite poop (5%), and little sticks (<5%), signifies that 
this month will have rain, clouds, sun and heat, 8mm long, 1m up, overall greenish white 
with scattered brown flecks 
3- Lider (1430) – signifies heat, sun, clouds and rain, 0.25 m up, 12mm long, carga made up 
of greenish white lichens (70%), pelo de arbol (fuzzy dark gray, 25%), moss (green, 
<5%), and dead insect parts (dark brown, <5%), pelo de arbol is on top of the lichens in a 
clump in the center, on a large ocante 
 
 
June 23nd 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.4 in (checked 1315) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
No reading/99.9 RH; 71.9 degrees F; WB 69.8; DP 71.0 
Cloud Cover – 100%, raining 
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Midday (1200 hours) 
No reading/33.0 RH; 78.0 degrees F; WB 58.6; DP 46.5 
Cloud Cover - 0% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
No reading/33.0% RH; 82.7 degrees F; WB 62.2; DP 50.0 
Cloud cover – 100%  
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
No 




1- Lider (0830) – 10mm, 0.75 m up, white (60%), and brown (35%) with some red flecks 
(5%). Both the white and brown coloration color swaths/sections rather than being mixed 
together. White is from the pinta de arbol (lichens that stick closer to the tree), mancha de 
arbol (fuzzier lichens), and bark and brown is from the leaves and insect parts, and the 
red is from bacteria. The cuch-ha was on a medium ocante that was cut at 1.5 m at the 
edge of a milpa 
2- Pequeno (0845) – carga: worm poop (white, 80%, on top), termite poop (brown, 20%, 
base), signify that there will be sun, clouds and rain, 4mm long, on a medium felled 
Guanacaste tree in a clearing 
3- Medio (1030)- carga: lichens (white, base, 20%), pelo de árbol (fuzzy dark gray, 80%), 
signifies one week until there are strong rains during the day and also that there will be 
sun and rains at night, 7 mm, 1.5 m up, large wech tree, pelo clumped together—overall 
dark gray appearance with some white at edges, will rain 3 times this week 
4- Lider (1045) – Carga: a mix of pelo de árbol (dark gray and fuzzy, 90%, signifies rain), 
with some scattered lichen pieces (white, 10%, sun and heat), 1.75 m up, 11 mm long, on 
a very large sacats 
5- Lider (1045) – same very large sacats as 4, 3.5 m up, signifies that there will be a lot of 
rain and clouds and some sun and heat, carga: pelo de arbol (90%, fuzzy blackish gray), 
lichens (5%, white, scattered), bark (<5%, dark brown) and insect parts (<5%, dark gray), 
9mm long, overall grayish speckled coloration 
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6- Pequeno (1120) – 2.5 m up, carga: white lichens (white, 50%), green lichens (green, 
45%), moss (green, <5% scattered), overall whitish coloration, signifies sun and clouds, 
on a large sacats, 3mm long 
Notes:  
1. Saca/ smaller army ant (1220) – marching everywhere, signify it will rain forcefully this 
night or tomorrow, hunting for insects 
2. Nut-tan/red ants (1300) -  marching in a line, signify it will rain forcefully this night or 
tomorrow 
END TRANSECT (1315) 
 
 
June 24th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 1.0 in (checked 1800) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
No reading/33.0 RH; 74.6 degrees F; WB 55.2; DP 42.8 
Cloud Cover – 70% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Not working 
Cloud Cover - 40% 
Evening (1930 hours) 
Not working 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
None 






1- Lider (1225) – carga: lichens (white, 55%), pelo de árbol (dark gray, fuzzy, 20%), moss 
(Green, 10%), bark (Brown, 5%), basura de arbol (dark brown, 10%, responsible for dark 
speckles), signifies a lot of heat and that it will rain twice this week, clouds, and a lot of 
overall rain later this month, the rain will continue, overall speckled mix of brown and 
black on edges, grayish black “mound” of pelo and moss in the center on top of lichens, 
10mm long, selva, 2m up, large sacats 
2- Medio (1240) – significance is for today and next three days (because it is pequeno), sun 
and clouds, a little bit of rain, carga made up of greenish lichens (greenish white, 50%), 
basura (brown, 10%), lichens (40%, white), overall greenish white coloration, 1.5 m up, 
7mm long, on a large sacats, selva 
3- Lider (1255) – large sacats, 2m up, 10mm long, large “mound” of material on top of 
carga base layer, carga: termite poop (brown, 15%), parts of insects (brown, <5%), 
lichens (60%, white), basura (5%, brown), dried mushroom parts (5%, black), all material 
evenly mixed with an overall whitish appearance 
Notes:  
1- Nu Kux Saca/larger army ant (1600) – signify it is going to rain within 3 days 
2- Nut tan/ red ants (1615) – going to rain today or tomorrow 
END TRANSECT (1730) 
 
 
June 25th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 1.6 in (checked 1400) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
No reading/33.0 RH; 75.7 degrees F; WB 57.0; DP 44.2 
Cloud Cover – 40% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
No reading/33.0 RH; 88.7 degrees F; WB 66.0; DP 57.2 
Cloud Cover - 50% 
Evening (1930 hours) 
No reading/33.0% RH; 78.9 degrees F; WB 58.8; DP 46.5 
Cloud cover – 100%  




Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
None 
 
June 27th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- could not check 
Morning (0800 hours) 
No reading/33.0 RH; 74.3 degrees F; WB 55.2; DP 43.3 
Cloud Cover – 100% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
No reading/32.8 RH; 80.6 degrees F; WB 60.6; DP 48.2 
Cloud Cover - 100% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
Could not check 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Unknown 
 
June 28th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.5 in (checked 1400) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
No reading/33.0 RH; 73.2 degrees F; WB 53.4; DP 42.0 
Cloud Cover – 70% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
No reading/32.9 RH; 83.1 degrees F; WB 62.2; DP 50.0 
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Cloud Cover - 90% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
No reading/32.8% RH; 81.8 degrees F; WB 60.6; DP 49.2 
Cloud cover – 40%  
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
No 
 
June 29th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.2 in (checked 1640) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
No reading/33.0 % RH; 75.0 degrees F; WB 55.2; DP 43.8 
Cloud Cover – 10% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
No reading/33.0% RH; 80.7 degrees F; WB 60.6; DP 48.2 
Cloud cover – 30%  
Evening (1930 hours) 
No reading/32.8% RH; 80.7 degrees F; WB 60.6; DP 48.2 
Cloud cover – 100%  
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
The sun brings rain and a lot of sun, it will rain almost all week 
 
July 7th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
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Rain Gauge- 1.1 (1645, for last week) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
None-not yet in town 
Midday (1200 hours) 
None-not yet in town 
Evening (1900 hours) 
RH broken; 63% humidity (NEW METER); 78.9 degrees F; 65.1 WB; 59.7 DP 
Cloud cover- 100% 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
Could not be walked-none according to Adolfo 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Could not be checked 




1- Lider (1500) – 10mm, carga: 95% pelo de arbol (dark gray, fuzzy), 5% specks of mancha 
verde (greenish White); signifies that the river is going to grow, there will still be sun and 
heat, going to rain very powerfully, on a very large sacats, 3.5 m up 
2- Pequeno (1500) -  carga: mancha verde (greenish white, 30%), pelo (dark gray, 60%), 
overall speckled white on black appearance, 4mm long, 0.5 m up, same very large sacats, 
signifiy that in the next few days it will rain strongly but we will still have sun and heat 
3- Lider (1510) – carga: pelo (dark gray, 70%), mancha verde (greenish white, 30%); 12mm 
long, about 10cm up, same very large sacats 
4- Pequeno (1515) – pelo (dark gray, 80%), mancha verde (greenish white, 20%), 3mm 
long, 10cm up, same very large sacats, brings rain with still some sun and heat 
5- Medio (1520) – 100% mancha verde (greenish white lichens), signifies clouds and rain 
but still some sun, 9mm long, 2m up, same very large sacats 
6- Medio (1530) – carga: 100% mancha verde (greenish white lichens), 7mm long, 2m up, 
on a large sacats, signifies clouds and rain but still sun and heat 
Notes: 
1230- a lot of saca (small army ants) moving across the trail 
1635- Naj T’an- red ants marching 
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END TRANSECT (1645) 
 
July 9th, 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- Could not check, at ceremony 
Morning (0800 hours) 
Broken RH; 75% humidity; 74.8 degrees F; WB 60.6; DP 55.7 
Cloud Cover – 100% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Broken RH; 77% humidity; 80.7 degrees F; WB 66.0; DP 61.3 
Cloud Cover – 50% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
Broken RH; 73% humidity; 77.1 degrees F; WB 64.7; DP 57.9 
Cloud Cover – 100%, raining lightly 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None  
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Could not check- at ceremony 
No transect conducted 
July 11th, 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.3 (1730) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
Broken RH; 85% humidity; 75.9 degrees F; WB 62.4; DP 56.8 
Cloud Cover – 20% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Broken RH; 86% humidity; 77.9 degrees F; WB 64.2; DP 58.8; T2 80.1 
Cloud cover- could not view through trees 
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Evening (1900 hours) 
Broken RH; 83% humidity; 80.2 degrees F; WB 66.0; DP 60.8; T2 80.2 
Cloud cover – 100% 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
None 




1- Pequeno (1220) – Carga: insect foot (brown, 20%), lichens (white, 10%), green lichens 
(greenish white, 60%), bark (light brown, 10%), signifies clouds, sun and rain but not a 
lot of rain during the day, 3mm long, large sacats, 1 m up, sacats is being killed by a 
strangler fig, overall whitish appearance with a brown insect leg, selva 
2- Pequeno (1530) – 3mm, carga: pelo (dark gray, 60%), green lichens (greenish white, 
30%), bark (light brown, 10%), on a very large sacats, 0.5 m up, white appearance at 
edges, gray pelo in center of cargo, with flecks of bark spread throughout, signifies rain, 
sun and clouds for the next 3 days, selva 
3- Pequeno (1530) – same very larve sacats, selva, 1 m up, 4mm long, same significance as 
1-2, carga: pelo (dark gray, 35%), lichens (65%, white), mix of both materials overall 
4- Lider (1540) – 11mm long, 3m up, carga: pelo (dark gray, 85%), lichens (white, 15%), 
white specks on overall dark gray carga, signifies a lot of strong rain but we will still see 
sun, same very large sacats 
5- Pequeno (1545) – carga: moss (5%, greenish gray), pelo (dark gray, 60%), lichens (white, 
30%), white and black mix, speckled, 3mm long, 1.5 m up, same very large sacats, 
signifies rain, clouds and sun 
Notes:  
1520 – Saca (small army ants) – signify it will rain today or tomorrow 
1600 – Naj Tun (red ants) – signify it will rain today or tomorrow 
1605 – Saca (small army ants) – signify it will rain today or tomorrow 
END TRANSECT (1630) – rain gauge checked after transect ended 
Other notes: 
Pequeno- significance for 3 days 
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Medio – significance for 10 days 
Lider – significance for 15 days 
 
July 13th, 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 1.5 (checked 1430) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
Broken RH; 83% humidity; 70.7 degrees F; WB 57.7; DP 52.5; T2 73.9 
Cloud cover – 50% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Could not take 
Evening (1900 hours) 
Not taken 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Yes- Pure rain 








1430- Naj Tun (on camino to Adolfo’s) 






July 16th, 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.8 (checked 1400; for last 2 days) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
Broken RH; 85% humidity; 73.9 degrees F; WB 60.6; DP 55.2; T2 73.2 
Cloud cover – 70% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Broken RH; 87% humidity; 80.2 degrees F; WB 66.0; DP 60.8; T2 81.1 
Coud cover- 30% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
Medical emergency- almost cut tip of my thumb off while cutting potatoes with a razor blade, 
did not think to take measurements 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
None 




1- Lider (1300)- 2m up, large okunte, selva, 13mm long, carga: moss (green, 10%, rain), 
green lichens (greenish white, 65%, whiter parts sun and heat, greenish parts rain), pelo 
(dark gray, 25%, clouds and rain) 
2- Lider (1300) – signifies a lot of heat, some sun, and a lot of rain and clouds, carga: green 
lichens (greenish white, 80%), moss (greenish gray, 20%), overall light greenish white 
look, 7mm, 2.5 m up, same large okunte, selva 
3- Pequeno (1310) – signifies rain, some sun, clouds, carga: lichens (white, 35%, sun), 




4- Lider (1335) – 9mm, 1m up, very large okunte, selva, carga: basura (5%, brown), green 
lichens (80%, greenish white), lichens (15%, white), signifies rain, sun, clouds and heat 
Notes:  
1345- Naj Tun- rain in next 3 days 
END TRANSECT (1400) 
1525- Naj Tun, after transect, on trail to Adolfo’s 
More Notes: sun= pure white carga 
 
 
July 19th, 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.4 (checked 1200, but same at 1500) 
Morning (0900 hours) 
RH Broken; 86% humidity; 76.6 degrees F; WB 62.4; DP 57.7; T2 75.9 
Cloud cover – 70% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Broken RH; 86% humidity; 80.4 degrees F; WB 66.0; DP 60.8; T2 79.0 
Coud cover- could not view, canopy cover 
Evening (1900 hours) 
Gone to Palenque 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Can’t see, clouds.  






1- Lider (1240) – 3m up, very large sacats, signifies a lot of rain this week, clouds and heat, 
a little sun, carga: pelo (dark gray, 60%), green lichens (greenish white, 30%), lichens 
(white, 5%), bark (brown, 5%), 11mm long, speckled appearance (mix of black and 
white) 
2- Lider (1240) – carga: pelo (dark gray, 85%), green lichens (greenish white, 5%), lichens 
(white, 5%), moss (greenish gray, 5%), 8mm long, signifies clouds, rain and sun, same 
very large sacats as 1, 2,5 m up, overall dark gray look with whitish specks 
3- Lider (1245) – 11mm, carga: pelo (dark gray, 85%), green lichens (greenish white, 5%), 
lichens (white, 5%), leaves (dark brown, 5%), overall very dark look with small white 
specks, same significance as 2, 2.5 m up, 9mm long, same very large sacats as 1-2 
Notes: 
1200- Naj Tun- on path to Adolfo’s 
 
 
July 23rd, 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.1 (checked 1440) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
RH Broken; 83% humidity; 77.1 degrees F; WB 64.2; DP 57.9; T2 77.9 
Cloud cover – 20% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
*Take in cerro- slightly cooler, less humid climate than typical 
Broken RH; 82% humidity; 80.7 degrees F; WB 66.0; DP 60.8; T2 81.1 
Coud cover- 70% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
Broken RH; 83% humidity; 83.1 degrees F; WB 67.8; DP 63.8; T2 84.7 
Cloud cover- 20% 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None 




Transect Beri Wets (0900) 
Howler Monkeys 
1400- Howler monkey calls heard 
Lacewings 
1- Medio (0930) – 6mm long, 1m up, 100% greenish white lichens, large okunte, signifies 
that there will be a lot of sun, a lot of heat, clouds, and that it will rain twice this week, 
selva 
2- Medio (0940) – same significance as 1, same large okunte, 6mm long, 1m up, carga: 
lichens (greenish white, 70%), moss (green, 20%), bark (brown, 10%), selva 
3- Medio (0945) – same large okunte, selva, same significance as 1-2, 8mm long, 0.75 m 
up, carga: lichens (greenish white, 80%), bark (brown, 10%), moss (green, 10%) 
4- Medio  (0945) – same large okunte in selva, same significance as 1-3, 1.5 m up, carga: 
moss (20%, gray), lichens (80%, greenish white), perfectly camouflaged against lichens 
on tree bark 
5- Lider (0950) – signifies it will rain hard three times in the week, a lot of sun, a lot of heat,  
clouds, is a mix of materials, on a very large okunte, selva, 3m up, 11mm long, carga: 
moss (gray, 50%), lichens (greenish white, 45%), bark (brown, 5%) 
6- Lider (1010) – signifies a lot of sun, a lot of heat, we will see rain (but not too much), two 
eggs on tree, large okunte, 0.33 m up, carga: lichens (70%, greenish white), lichens 
(white, 20%), basura (black, 10%), 13mm long, selva 
7- Lider (1315) – selva, large okunte, signifies strong rains, sun, a lot of heat, 12mm long, 
carga: pelo (dark gray, 40%), lichens (greenish white, 40%), lichens (white, 10%), moss 
(gray, 10%), 3 m up 
Notes: 
*spent the day in the hills- slightly cooler and less humid, more large trees, more 
monkeys, Puerco de monte 
1230- Naj Tun 
1430 – Naj Tun 
Additional Notes: green  = rain, selva is humid, no drought, soil will be moist 
When it gets humid, “los arboles cambia un poco el color. Hay mas pelos.” The cuch-ha listen to 
the climate. – Adolfo 
 
 
July 25th, 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
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Rain Gauge- 0 (checked 1300, but same at 1500) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
RH Broken; 73% humidity; 72.6 degrees F; WB 58.8; DP 53.6; T2 75.0 
Cloud cover – 100% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Broken RH; 82% humidity; 81.5 degrees F; WB 66.5; DP 61.8; T2 80.2 
Coud cover- 20% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
Broken RH; 62% humidity; 85.1 degrees F; WB 69.6; DP 65.3; T2 87.3 
Cloud cover – 20% 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
None 
Transect Beri Ya Ha (0800) 
Howler Monkeys 
1- 1000- howler monkeys calling far in the distance- only heard briefly 
Lacewings 
1- Lider (0900) – medium fallen balsa/ chujun tree in milpa, carga: lichens (white, 70%), ant 
parts (black, 10%), bark (brown, 5%), basura (gray, 15%), speckled white and gray with 
large black ant exoskeleton and one piece of bark, 10mm long, signifies rain, sun, heat 
and clouds 
2- Lider (0905) – carga: bark (brown, 30%), moss (green, 20%), lichens (white, 40%), 
unknown (gray, 10%), 9mm, same medium fallen balsa in milpa, each carga is clumped, 
same significance as before 
3- Lider (0915) – signifies that after sun there will be strong rains and clouds, the river will 
rise, on a medium balsa fallen in the milpa, carga: bacteria (light brown, 35%), gray 
bacteria (gray, 40%), charcoal (black, 10%), insect parts (brown, 10%), lichens (white, 
5%), 12mm long 
4- Lider (0930) – signifies sun and heat, afterward we will see rains, carga: dry leaves 
(brown, 35%), lichens (white, 55%), bark (black, 10%), medium balsa fallen in the milpa, 
13mm long, lichen base with two “horns” of dry leaves 
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5- Lider (0935)- medium balsa fallen in the milpa, carga: dry leaves (brown, 60%), bark 
(reddish brown, 10%), bacteria (reddish white, 10%), lichens (grayish white, 15%), 
lichens (white, 5%), 10mm long, same sig as 4 
6- Lider (0945) – Signifies a lot of sun and heat and rain afterward, on a medium fallen 
balsa in the milpa, 8mm long, carga: bark (black, 20%), bacteria (red, 20%), lichens 
(grayish white, 40%), lichens (white, 20%) 
7- Lider (1140)- large okunte, selva, 0.25 m up, carga: greenish lichens (greenish white, 
70%), lichens (30%, white), overall greenish white look, signifies sun and heat and a lot 
of rain afterward 
Notes:  
0940 – sinik (ant) signifies rain soon 
1015 – Naj Tun 
1130- Saca 
1230- Saca 
1245 – Saca 
 
 
July 30th, 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 2.5 (checked 1400, Adolfo said it rained 3 times since last checked, twice of which 
were very heavy) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
RH Broken; 70% humidity; 73.4 degrees F; WB 59.3; DP 54.3; T2 75.0 
Cloud cover – 100% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Broken RH; 80% humidity; 78.9 degrees F; WB 64.2; DP 59.3; T2 77.9 
Cloud cover- 20% 
Evening (2030 hours) 
Broken RH; 75% humidity, 80.6 degrees F; 66.0 WB; DP 61.3; T2 82.4 
Cloud cover – Can’t tell 




Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Yes, there is a double halo around the sun. The first signifies purely rain. The second signifies 
strong rains, lightening, thunder, and powerful winds. (0815). 
Transect Pa Chi Ya Ha Ha (0800) 
Howler Monkeys 
1045- Many are calling from far away. 
1120 – Two are calling, one nearby and one about 200m off. 
Lacewings 
1- Pequeno (1215)- Signifies sun and rain, carga: green lichens (greenish white, 70%), bark 
(brown, 10%), lichens (white, 20%), on a very large weech in the selva, 3mm long, 0.5 m 
up, adding more bark to carga as I observe 
2- Pequeno (1335) – large okunte, 3mm long, 0.25 m up, 100% greenish white lichens, 
signifies strong rains in the night, a lot of sun during the day and clouds 
3- Medio (1335) – 8mm long, 0.25 m up, same large okunte as 2, same sig as 2, 100% 
greenish white lichens 
4- Medio (1335) – 100% greenish white lichens, same sig as 2-3, same large okunte, selva, 
0.5 m up, 6mm long 
5- Pequeno (1335) – carga: leaf stem (black, 10%), lichens (greenish white, 90%), same 
significance as others, same large okunte, selva, 1.5 m up, 3mm long 
6- Pequeno (1335) – same significance, same large okunte, 3mm long, 100% greenish white 
lichens, 1m up, selva 
7- Pequeno (1335) – same large okunte, 2mm long, 1 m up, 50% dark gray basura de arbol, 
50% greenish white lichens, same significance as others 
8- Medio (1335) – 1.5 m up, 5mm long, 100% greenish white lichens, same significance, 
same large okunte in the selva 
9- Lider (1350) – going to rain hard three times this week, a lot of sun as well, clouds, 
carga: basura (40%, dark gray), lichens (60%, greenish white), 1m up, 13mm long, “trae 
mas significado” because it is a leader, same large okunte as the others 
Notes: 
830- Crab in the selva- river will rise within 3 days 
0915- Crab in the selva-  river will rise in 3 days 
0920- Naj Tun 
0930- Rained for about 10 minutes 





Overall notes: River is definitely rising- we had our first “pants off” crossing today. The soil 
is getting saturated in some areas, and this was the first day I seriously had to dodge puddles 
on the trail. 
END TRANSECT (1400) 
Other notes: A rainbow usually indicates the rain has ended for a while 
 
July 31th, 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0 (checked 1530) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
Not taken 
Midday (1300 hours) 
Broken RH; 79% humidity; 83.8 degrees F; WB 68.0; DP 64.2; T2 84.7 
Coud cover- 70% 
Evening (1930 hours) 
Broken RH; 74% humidity, 82.4 degrees F; 67.2 WB; DP 62.4; T2 84.7 
Cloud cover – 30% 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None 




August 1st 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0 (checked 1530, but rained for a short period night before, must have dried up) 
Morning (0830 hours) 
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Broken RH; 76% humidity; 76.2 degrees F; WB 62.4; DP 57.3; T2 77.9 
Cloud cover – 10% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Broken RH; 73% humidity; 82.0 degrees F; WB 67.1; DP 62.4; T2 84.7 
Cloud cover- 20% 
Evening (1930 hours) 
Broken RH; 70% humidity; 83.1 F; 67.8 WB; DP 63.3; T2 86.0 
Cloud cover – 100% (likely about to rain) 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Could not check 
No Transect 
 
August 2nd 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.2 (checked 0830, but no rain for rest of day) 
Morning (0830 hours) 
Broken RH; 76% humidity; 75.5 degrees F; WB 62.4; DP 567.3; T2 77.9 
Cloud cover – 100% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Broken RH; 55% humidity; 82.9 degrees F; WB 67.8; DP 63.3; T2 86.0 
Cloud cover- 30% 
Evening (1900 hours) 
Broken RH; 62% humidity; 79.5 F; 65.4 WB; DP 59.7; T2 85.8 
Cloud cover – 100% (likely about to rain) 




Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
Could not check 
No Transect 
 
August 3rd 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0 (1400) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
Broken RH; 69% humidity; 71.4 degrees F; WB NB; DP NB; T2 75.9 
Cloud cover – 100% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Broken RH; 75% humidity; 77.5 degrees F; WB 64.2; DP 57.9; T2 82.2 
Cloud cover- 100% 
Evening (1930 hours) 
Not taken, in Palenque 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
None 




1- Lider (0910) – carga: insects (black, 20%), little sticks (light brown, 20%), brown 
bacteria (brown, 60%), rain in 3 days, clouds, 11mm long, on a medium fallen balsa in 
the milpa 
2- Lider (1000)- carga: bark (50%, brown), white lichens (20%, white), brown lichens 
(30%, brown), signifies that the river will rise, there will be rain by tomorrow, sun after 
the rain, clouds and heat, 2.5 m up, large okunte in the selva, 10mm long 
3- Lider (1040) – carga: pelo (dark gray, 50%), lichens (greenish white, 50%), 11mm long, 
1.75 m up, on a very large sacats in the selva, signifies sun and rain 
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4- Pequeno (1045) – signifies rain and sun, 2m up, same very large sacats in selva, carga: 
pelo (80%, dark gray), lichens (white, 20%), 4mm long 
5- Pequeno (1130) – rain and sun, carga: basura (gray, 30%), green lichens (70%, greenish 
white), 3mm long, 1.5 m up, very large sacats, selva 
6- Medio (1200) – 7mm, lichens (white, 50%), greenish lichens (greenish white, 50%), 1.5 
m up, signifies sun and rain, on a very large hach k’un che, selva 
7- Medio (1200) – carga: lichens (white, 50%), green lichens (greenish white, 50%), same 
significance as 6, same very large hach k’un che, 7mm long, 1.5 m up 
8- Medo (1200) – same very large hach k’un che, carga: pelo (70%, dark gray), lichens 
(white, 15%), moss (green, 15%), signifies sun, heat, clouds and rain, 1.5 m up, 7mm 
long, selva 
Notes:  
Naj Tun (0815) 
Kekech/rerek (1030) – heard singing- there will be rain today in the night or tomorrow 
Kush (1045)- rain in the night, wants water 
Naj Tun (1245) 
Naj Tun (1315) 
END TRANSECT (1400) 
 
August 6th, 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 1.7 (taken at 1300; rained twice, once 0.7 other time 1 – Adolfo) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
Broken RH; 81% humidity; 69.6 degrees F; WB 56.4; DP 50.0; T2 73.2 
Cloud cover – 100% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Not taken, at Plan de Ayutla 
Evening (1930 hours) 
Broken RH; 78% humidity; 73.9 degrees F; 60.6 WB; 54.6 DP; T2 75.0 
Cloud cover – 80% 




Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
None 
 
August 7th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.5 (1700) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
Broken RH; 83% humidity; 70.7 degrees F; WB 57.2; DP 51.4; T2 69.8 
Cloud cover – not taken 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Broken RH; 88% humidity; 77.9 degrees F; WB 64.2; DP 58.8; T2 81.1 
Cloud cover- 30% 
Evening (1930 hours) 
Broken RH; 82% humidity; 78.4 degrees F; WB 64.2; DP 58.8; T2 79.0  
Cloud cover- not taken 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
None 
Transect Beri Cant Nu Ya Ha (0800) 
Howler Monkeys 
None 
Lacewings (NO PHOTOS this day) 
1- Pequeno (0930) – 4mm long, 2m up, 100% greenish white lichens, signifies some rain, 
sun and humidity in the forest, large okunte in the selva,  
2- Pequeno (0930) – 3mm long, 1.75 m up, same significance as 1, same large okunte in the 
selva, 100% greenish white lichens  
3- Medio (0930) – 5mm long, 1 m up, same large okunte in the selva, same significance as 
1-2, 100% greenish white lichens in carga 
4- Lider (0930) – 11mm long, same large okunte in the selva, 100% greenish white lichens, 
same significance as 1-3, 1 m up 
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5- Medio (0930) – 7mm long, same significance as 1-4, same large okunte, 100% greenish 
white lichens, 1 m up,  
6- Pequeno (0930) – same large okunte in the selva, same significance as 1-5, 100% 
greenish white lichens, 4mm long, 1 m up 
7- Lider (0930) – 14mm long, 0.75 m up, same significance as 1-6, same large okunte in the 
selva, 100% greenish white lichens 
8- Medio (0930) – carga: white lichens (20%, white), green lichens (40%, greenish white), 
basura (20%, black), bark (20%, light brown), signifies that the river will rise, there will 
be rain, sun, heat, clouds, same large okunte in the selva, 6mm long, 2m up 
9- Pequeno (0945) – 100% greenish white lichens, 4mm long, 1 m up, same large okunte in 
the selva, same significance as other lichen ones 
10- Lider (0945) – 100% greenish white lichens, same large okunte, 1.5 m up, 9mm long, 
same significance as other lichen ones 
11- Medio (0950) – carga: blue lichens (bluish white, 70%), white lichens (white, 10%), 
basura (gray, 10%), bark (brown, 10%), signifies rain, heat, clouds and sun, 2m up, 6mm 
long, same large okunte in selva 
12- Lider (1000) – carga: blue lichens (60%, bluish white), mosses (green, 30%), pelos (dark 
gray, 10%), signifies rain, cold in the night, a little sun today and tomorrow, a little 
clouds, on a medium okunte in the selva, 1 m up, 12mm long 
Notes:  
Usually the sacats flowers fall by the 15 of July, this year they have only started falling today.  
New flower that fell- Rubi Toc Ja- signifies that the river will rise after flowers fall, this plant 




August 8th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.3 (1500) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
Broken RH; 90% humidity; 72.5 degrees F; WB 58.8; DP 54.3; T2 73.2 
Cloud cover – 100% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Broken RH; 88% humidity; 76.8 degrees F; WB 62.2; DP 57.7; T2 77.0 
Cloud cover- 100% 
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Evening (1930 hours) 
RH broken; 88%; 73.5 degrees F; WB 60.6; DP54.6; T2 75.0 
Cloud cover – 100% 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None during transect; however, one heard singing at 0920 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
None 




1- Medio (0830) – 1.5 m up, 6mm long, signifies there will be a lot of rain during the week, 
carga: bark (dark brown, 80%), basura (dark brown, 20%), large sacats 
2- Pequeno (0830) – 1.5 m up, 3mm long, same large sacats in selva, signifies cloudiness, 
cold, rain, carga: blue lichens (70%, bluish white), insects (5%, black), bark (5%, brown), 
moss (20%, gray) 
3- Medio (0850) – carga: green lichens (greenish white, 95%), insect parts (black, 5%), 2m 
up, 7mm long, large sacats in selva, signifies rain and cold in the night 
4- Medio (0850) – 3m up, same large sacats, signifies a little bit of rain, sun, heat, clouds, 
carga: white lichens (white, 95%), insect parts (black, 5%) 
5- Lider (1130) – large okunte in the selva, 0.5 m up, 14mm long, signifies rain, cold, 
clouds, sun, carga: blue lichens (bluish white, 70%), white lichens (white, 10%), moss 
(gray, 20%) 
Notes: 
0845- Crab in the selva- river will rise  
0920- Chachalaca calls- rain today or tomorrow, clouds during the day 
1015 – Naj Tan 
1200- Naj Tan 
1230-1235- rained lightly 
1300-1315- rained lightly 
1330-1345- Light to heavy rain 
1340- Crab in the selva- river will rise 
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1445- T’oRos (large toad) calls- river will rise 
Overall note: first day of moderate to heavy rains during the day 
END TRANSECT (1500) 
Additional notes: when flowers of sacats stop falling, river will rise 
 
 
August 9th 2018 
Temperature, rain and humidity readings: 
Rain Gauge- 0.2 (0800) 
Morning (0800 hours) 
Broken RH; 91% humidity; 70.7 degrees F; WB 57.5; DP 51.9; T2 71.7 
Cloud cover – 100% 
Midday (1200 hours) 
Not taken- gone 
Evening (1930 hours) 
Not taken - gone 
Chachalaca Transect (0740-0800) 
None 
Sun Significance (check between 1000-1100) 
None 




1- Medio (0920) – 8mm, carga: greenish white lichens (90%, greenish white), bark (black, 
10%), 2m up, signifies clouds, cold, rain, on a very large hach k’un che, 2m up, selva 
2- Medio (1010) – carga: amber ( café, 20%), ants (Brown, 70%), ants (black, 10%), 




3- Lider (1030) – carga: pelo (dark gray, 85%), green lichens (10%, greenish white), lichens 
(white, 5%), house, small limon tree, 1m up, 10mm long, COLLECTED 
Notes:  
Chuk shikin Osh (0845) – frog calling signifies that the rain is going to continue 
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Zeiger, J., C.J. Proctor, & S. Inman. (2017). Observations of leucistic Turkey Vultures (Cathartes 
aura) in Jamaica. Journal of Caribbean Ornithology, 30(2): 128-133. 
Proctor, C.J., S. Inman, J. Zeiger, & G. Graves. (2017). The status of the critically endangered 
 Jamaican Golden Swallow (Tachycineta e. euchrysea). Journal of Caribbean Ornithology, 
 30(1), 69-74.  
Inman, S., C.J. Proctor, & J. Zeiger. (2017). Juvenile Barn Owl (Tyto alba furcata) and remains 
 of Black Witch Moth (Ascalapha odorata) found in natural limestone cavity in Hellshire 




Westchester Land Trust, Preserve Manager    (March 2018-Present) 
 Manage WLT-owned properties across Westchester County. Maintain trails, boundary 
markers, and preserve infrastructure. Mitigate ecological threats to the preserves, such as 
deer browse and invasive species. Engage the public and local students with 
programming and events.  
SUNY ESF, Graduate Student Researcher     (Aug 2017-Present) 
 Planned, funded and implemented a field project investigating use of natural indicators 
for weather forecasting by the Lacandón Maya in Lacanja Chansayab, Chiapas, Mexico. 
Conducted biological surveys in local rainforest, secondary forest, and farm fields. 
Interviewed Lacandón farmers regarding their knowledge and perspective on using 
natural indicators of weather. Mentored an undergraduate honors student, who produced a 
picture book on these weather indicators, which can be integrated into local school 
curriculum in order to help transmit this knowledge to the next generation. 
SUNY ESF, Graduate Teaching Assistant     (Aug 2017- Present) 
Lead two laboratory sections weekly for General Ecology in fall 2017 and fall 2018 and 
assisted with group discussions and grading for The Global Environment and the 
Evolution of Human Society in the spring of 2018 and 2019. For General Ecology, I 
presented relevant information, assisted with labs, grade reports, and met with students 
during office hours. Directed students during field trips to forest and wetland sites near 
Syracuse, NY. 
Rockefeller State Park, Seasonal Land Steward    (Mar-Aug 2017) 
Planted trees, wildflowers and ferns to restore biodiversity and wildlife habitat in 
Westchester, NY. Used hand tools, chainsaws, and weed whips to remove invasive 
species. Led work crews of local high schoolers from Groundwork Hudson Valley.  
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Aldo Leopold Foundation, Land Stewardship Fellow   (Feb-Dec 2016) 
 Implemented land management practices to restore and maintain historic prairie and oak 
 savannah on the Aldo Leopold Memorial Reserve in southcentral Wisconsin. Wrote a 
 protocol for management of an ecologically invasive species, reed canary grass (Phalaris 
 arundinacea). Coordinated citizen science monitoring of birds at the reserve and 
 adjacent state lands. Led stewardship walks for the public to explain our management 
 goals and successes. Felled trees using the open-notch-and-bore method. Worked with 
 other stewardship crew members to safely conduct prescribed burns on the reserve.  
Hastings Natural History Reservation, Avian Field Technician  (Sep-Dec 2015) 
Conducted focal observations on Western Scrub Jays (Aphelocoma californica) and oak 
trees in Carmel Valley, CA for a study on acorn dispersal and oak regeneration. Trapped, 
banded and measured jays.  
SWCA Environmental Consultants, Avian Field Technician  (May-Aug 2015) 
Monitored a population of federally endangered Southwestern Willow Flycatchers 
(Empidonax traillii extimus) in the lower Colorado River region. Surveyed vegetation and 
habitat structure, searched for nests, re-sighted color bands, monitored territories, and 
observed nesting behavior. 
Jamaican Golden Swallow Expedition, Avian Field Technician  (Dec 2014-Apr 2015) 
Smithsonian Institution and Cornell Lab or Ornithology funded expedition to search for 
the critically endangered Jamaican Golden Swallow (Tachycineta euchrysea euchrysea). 
Conducted point counts of aerial insectivores throughout rural areas of Jamaica. Assisted 
PI, Justin Proctor, with logistics, data analysis and write-up of project.  
EcoLogic LLC, Environmental Field Technician    (Jun-Oct 2014) 
Assisted with surveying four freshwater mussel populations in western NY. Collected 
data on stream and lake conditions. Surveyed erosion and sediment sources in an 
Adirondack watershed. Sampled vegetation types using the rake-toss method in Lake 
Champlain. 
Research Experience Abroad, Independent Researcher                            (Nov 2013) 
Worked with Ricardo Moreno, a Panamanian wildlife biologist, to estimate density and 
 abundance of paca (Cuniculus paca), in Gamboa, Panama. Differentiated individuals by 
 spot patterns from camera trap footage. Transected different areas of Soberania National 
 Park for tracks to determine relative abundance of paca and other mammal species. 
 Discussed density of paca burrows with local indigenous people, and used  their 
 knowledge to derive an alternate estimate of density. 
Cornell Dept. of Natural Resources, HWA Research Assistant  (Sep 2012-Mar 2013) 
Used a dissecting microscope to count and record Hemlock Wooly Adelgid (Adelges 
tsugae), a pest of hemlock trees, on twig samples. Differentiated between adelgid life 
stages. Assisted with canopy photography of hemlock stands in Ithaca NY. 
Mianus River Gorge Preserve, Intern                                                         (Jul-Aug 2012)
 Assisted with invasive plant removal, trail maintenance, and research at the 
 Westchester, NY preserve. Mentored high school students working on independent 
 projects. Monitored camera traps and analyzed data for coyotes, bobcats and white-tailed 
 deer. Assisted with development of a new website that illustrated ongoing research at the 
 gorge. Observed deer management meetings attended by local hunters. 
Golondrinas de las Americas Project, Avian Field Technician       (May-Jul 2012, 2013) 
 Monitored a population of Tree Swallows (Tachycineta bicolor) nesting in several 
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 hundred nest boxes at  the Cornell Ponds in Ithaca NY. Utilized mist nets to capture 
 swallows in early spring. During the breeding season, used various methods to trap 
 swallows in their nest boxes. Measured and banded swallows and used brachial 
 venipuncture to obtain blood samples. Set up Hobo dataloggers to record conditions in 
 boxes and regularly downloaded the data in the field. Observed and recorded swallow 
 foraging behavior in the field from a tower overlooking the site. Assisted with a co-
 worker’s undergraduate thesis on Cardinalid behavior by using playback and aerial mist 
 nets to capture and color band Scarlet Tanagers (Piranga olivacea). 
Hudson River Park Trust, Environmental Educator   (May-Aug 2011)
 Led water quality and fishing programs. Educated children’s camp groups and the 




Westchester Land Trust, Volunteer      (Feb-Mar 2017) 
Assisted stewardship crew with invasive removal using chain saws, push-behind brush 
mowers, weed whips and hand tools. Built deer fences to protect sensitive habitats from 
deer browse. Directed ten volunteers during a seven-hour volunteer invasive removal 
work event. Researched donor information using Donorperfect software. Recorded 
minutes at Hudson to Housatonic (H2H) regional conservation meetings. 
North American Congress for Conservation Biology, Volunteer  (Jul 2016) 
Staffed speaker upload room for the duration of the conference in Madison, WI. Helped 
presenters upload their presentations to an online portal. Downloaded presentations to 
flash drives each night to be sent out to the appropriate rooms. 
Ardsley Fire Department, Volunteer Firefighter    (Nov 2010- Jan 2013) 
 Responded to emergency calls including structure fires, vehicle fires, downed power lines 
 and gas leaks.  Received NYS Firefighter 1, 2 and Ladder Operations certifications at the 
 Valhalla Fire Training Center. Dressed up as Saint Nick and waved to children of all ages 
 across town from the top of a firetruck for the 2011 Christmas Santa Ride. 
Greenburgh Nature Center, Volunteer     (Sep 2006-May 2010) 
 Spent over 500 hours caring for the live animal collection, interacting with the general 




 Wilderness First Responder, Cornell Outdoor Education  (May 2014-2017) 
Associate Wildlife Biologist, The Wildlife Society    (Jun 2015-2025) 
WI Pesticide Applicator, WI DATCP     (Feb 2016) 
Chainsaw Safety I and II, SAWW      (Mar 2016) 
CPR AED and First Aid, Heartsaver Program   (Mar 2016) 
S-130/190 Prescribed Burn Certification, Woodland School  (Apr 2016) 
Plant ID for Wetland Delineators, Wetland Training Institute (Jul 2016) 






 NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program, Honorable Mention (Apr 2017, 2018) 
CALS Charitable Trust       (Apr 2013, Apr 2014) 
Betty Miller Francis Fund       (Mar 2014) 
Graduate Student Association (GSA)     (April 2018) 
Pack Foundation        (May 2018) 
 
 
 
